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SUMMARY
The lower Thames and southeastern coastal river
basins have a relatlvely abundant supply of water of
generally good quality which is derived from streams
entering the area and precipitation that has Fallen
on the area. Annual precipitation has ranged from
about 32 inches to 65 Inches and has averaged about
48 inches over a 30-year period. Approximately 22
inches of water are returned to the atmosphere each
year by evaporation and transpiration; the remainder
of the annual prec~pltat~on e~ther flows overland to
streams or percolates downward to the water table
and ultimately flows out of the report area through
estuaries and coastal streams or as underflow
through the deposits beneath. During the autumn
and winter months precipitation normally ls sufficient to cause a substantial increase in the amount
of water stored underground and in surface reservoirs
within the report area3 whereas In the summer most
of the precipitation is lost through evaporation and
transpiration, resulting in sharply reduced streamFlow and lowered ground-water levels. The mean
monthly storage of water on an average is about 3.8
inches higher in November than ~t is in June.

where it overlies till and bedrock. The coefflc~ent of permeability of the coarse-grained unit
of stratified drift averages about 1~500 gpd
(gallons per day) per sq ft. Drilled, screened
wells tapping this unit are known to yield from 4
to 880 gpm and average 146 gpm. Dug wells in
coarse-gralned stratified drift supply about 2
gpm per foot of drawdown over a period of a few
hours. Fine-grained stratified drift has an
average coefficient of permeablilty of about 300
gpd per sq ft and can usually yield supplies
sufficient for household use to dug wells.

The amount of water that flows through and out
of the report area represents the total amount of
water potentially available for use by n~n. For
the 30-year period 1931 through 1960~ the annual
runoff from the report area has averaged nearly 26
Inches (200 billion gallons), from the entire
Thames River basin above Norwich about 24 Inches
(530 bll]ton gallons)3 and from the Pawcatuck River
basin about 26 inches (130 bll]lon gallons). A
total average annual runoff of 860 billion gallons
is therefore oval]able. Although runoff Indicates
the total amount of water potentially avallab]e~ it
is usually not economically feasible for man to use
all of it. On the other hand~ wlth increased
deve]opment~ it is possible that some water wll] be
reused several times.

The amount of ground water potentially availabte in the report area depends upon the amount of
ground-water outfiow~ the amount of ground water in
storage~ and the quantity of water available by induced Infiltration from streams and lakes. From
data on permeabillty~ saturated thickness~ recharg%
yle]d from aquifer storage~ well perFormanc% and
streamF1ow~ preliminary estimates of ground-water
availabllity can be made for any point in the report
area. Long-term ylelds estimated for ]8 areas of
stratlfled drift especially favorable for development of large ground-water supplies ranged from 1.3
to 66 mgd, Detailed site studies to determine optimum
yields~ drawdowns~ and spacing of Indlvldual wells
are needed before major ground-water development Is
undertaken In these or other areas.

The water available may be tapped as It flows
through the area or is temporarl]y stored in streams~
]akes~ and aquifers. The amounts that can be
developed vary from place to place and time to time~
depending on the amount of preclpitation~ on the
size of drainage area~ on the~ thlckness~ permeability~
and areal extent of aqulfers~ and on the variations
in chemical and physlca] quality of the water.

The chemical quality of water in the report
area Is generally good to excellent. Samples of
naturally occurring surface water collected at 24
sites contained less than ]5] ppm (parts per million)
of dissolved solids and less than 63 ppm of hardness.
Water from wells is more highly mineralized than
naturally occurring water from streams. Even so
only 12 percent of the wells sampled yielded water
with more than 200 ppm of dissolved solids and only
8 percent yielded water with more than 120 ppm of
hardness.

Differences in streamflow from point to point
are due primarily to differences in the proportion
of stratified drift in the drainage basin above
each polnt~ which affect the timing of streamf]ow~
and to differences in preclpltation~ which affect
the amount of streamfiow.
Ground water can be obtained from wells almost
anywhere In the area; but the amount obtainable at
any particular point depends upon the type and waterbearing properties of the aquifers. For practical
purposes~ the earth materlals in the report area
comprise three aquifers--stratified drift~ bedrock~
and till,
Stratified drift Is the only aquifer generally
capable of yieldlng more than lO0 gpm (gallons per
minute) to Individual wells. It covers about 20
percent of the area and occurs chiefly In lowlands

Bedrock and till are widespread in extent but
generally provide only small water supplies. Bedrock is tapped chiefly by drilled wells~ about 90
percent of which will supply at least 3 gpm. Very
few~ however~ will supply more than 50 gpm. TIll
is tapped in a few places by dug wells which can
yield small suppiles of only a few hundred gpd
throughout all or most of the year. The coefficient
of permeability of till ranges from about 0.2 gpd
per sq ft to 120 9pd per sq ft.

Even in the major streams, which are used to
transport Industrial waste~ hardness rarely exceeds
60 ppm and the dissolved mlnera] content is generally less than 200 ppm. At a few places in the
town of Montvll]e however~ waters may contain dissolved mineral concentrations of 2~000 to 4~000 ppm.
Iron and menganese in both ground water and
surface water are the only constituents whose concentrat~ons con~monly exceed recommended limits for
domestic and Industrial use. Host wells in the
report area yield clear water with little or no
iron or manganese~ but distributed among them are
wells yielding ground water that contains enough
of these dissolved constituents to be troublesome
for most uses.

The quality of suspended sediment transported
by streams in the area Is negligible, Turbldity in
streams is generally not a problem although amounts
large enough to be troublesome may occur locally at
times.

Iron concentrations in naturally occurring
stream water exceed 0.3 ppm under Io~-flow condltions at 33 percent of the sites sampled. Large
concentrations of Iron In stream water result from
discharge of Iron-bearlng water from aquifers or
from swamps where It Is released largely from
decaying vegetation.

The total amount of water used In the report
area for all purposes during 1964 was about 118~260
million gallons~ of which 105~600 million gallons
was bstuarlne water used for cooling by industry.
The average per capita water use~ excIudin9 estuarine~ temporary summer residence~ and Institutional
water was equivalent to 186 gpd. Pubtlc water
systems supp]led the domestic needs of nearly twothirds the population of the report area. All of
the 19 systems~ which were sampled~ provided water
of better quality than the U.S. Public Health Service
suggests for drinking water standards.

Ground water more than 30 feet below the land
surface has a relatlvely constant temperaturex
usually between 48°F and 52°F. Water temperature
In very shallow wells may fluctuate from about 38°F
In February or Hatch to about 55°F In late summer.
Water temperature In the larger streams fluctuates
much more wlde|y~ ranging from 32°F at least for
brief perlods In winter> to about 85°F occaslona|Iy
durlng sunnier,
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PART 3
LOWER THAMES AND SOUTHEASTERN COASTAL RIVER BASINS
BY
CHESTER E. THOMAS, Jr., MICHAEL A. CERVlONE,Jr., end I.G. OROSSMAN

WATER RESOURCES INVENTORY OF CONNECTICUT
Although an ample supply of water reaches Connectlout each year~ ever Increasing water demands
beset management with numerous questions such as:
Where ls the water? How much is aval]abIe~ especially during a drought? What is Its chemical and
physlcaI quality? Therefore~ as the demand for
water increases~ accurate information and careful
p]annlng are needed to obtaln the optimum use from
the existing sources and to locate new ones.
Accordingty~ in 1959 the General Assembly~ on
recommendation of the Water Resources Commissions
authorized a Hwater resoarces inventoryH of Connecticut. Under this authorizatlon~ and under a
supplemental authorlzat~on by the General Assembly
in 1963~ the U.S. Geological Survey~ In cooperation
with the Water Resources Commlsslon~ has undertaken
a series of studies to determine the quantity and
quality of water that Is available at any location
in the State, The State has been subdivided Into

lO study areas bounded by natural drainage dlvides to facilitate the calculations and description of water quantities and relationships, The
Information contained In reports on these study
areas can be used by the State and regional planner% town officials~ water-utility personnei~ and
others required to make decls{ons on the development~ management~ use~ and conservation of water.
The Thames River basln~ the first major drainage basin to be studied under the authorlzatlon~
was divided Into three subbaslns~ and reports on
two of the three subbaslns--the Qulnebaug River
basln~ and the Shetucket River basin--have been
Issued by the Connecticut Water Resources Com~Isslon as parts I and 2 of the "Water Resources
Inventory of Connecticut." This report is~ therefore~ the third prepared under the water resources
inventory program,

LOWER THAMES AND SOUTHEASTERN COASTAL RIVER BASINS
The location of the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river baslns~ (hereafter referred to
as SCRBA)~ Is shown on figure 1. The area Includes
the Thames River--formed by the confluence of the
Shetucket and Qulnebaug Rivers--and several small
but important streams that either flow to the
Thames River or to Long Island Sound. The basins
included in this report area drain a total area of
LF~O square mlles~ 5 of which are In Rhode Island,

The Pawcatuck Rlver~ which forms the southeastern
boundary between Connecticut and Rhode Island was
not studled~ but data pertinent to the water
resources of the area are included where appropriate, A small area In Sterling and VoIuntown
that ls within the Pawcatuck River basin and drains
eastward Into Rhode Island was included in the
~ulnebaug River basin report (R@nda11 and others~

1966).
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GUIDE FOR USE OF THIS REPORT
Water supplies may be obtained from streams
and lakes or from aquifers. Although the water
from these two sources is so closely interrelated
as to form one water supply for the area~ the
methods used for estimating the amount of water
potentlaIly available from each source and the
techniques of development of each are sufflclent]y
different that water in streams and lakes (surface
water) and water in aquifers (ground water) are dlscussed in separate sections of this report.
The reader who Is primarily interested In determining the availability and quality of surface
water in a particular part of SCRBA should look
first at plate D~ the map summarizing the water
available, This map locates lakes and ponds which
have water In usable storage~ and Indicates the
amount of usable storage. Thls same map also shows
for all but very small streams~ the streamflow that
will be equaled or exceeded 90 percent of the
tlme,
Additional Information on surface water is contained In the text. Included are tables and graphs
showing flow duratlon~ low-flow frequency and duratlon~ flood peaks~ frequency of f]oods~ storage
required to maintain various flows~ and chemical
quality of water at spoclflc locat’lons In the report
area. A method Is also described whereby the re]ationshlp between surflclal geology and runoff can
be used to estimate flow duration~ low-flow frequency~
and storage required at any point along reaches of
streams In the area unaffected by tides,

The reader who Is primarily Interested In determining the availability of ground water in the
area should first refer to the geohydrologlc map~
plate B. From tt he may determine the principal
water-bearlng unlt in the area of interest. If It
Is stratified drlft~ he may also determine its
saturated thickness. The map explanation summarizes
the permeability of each unit and the range in
yleIds to be expected from indlvldua] we}Is,
Additional information on the availability of
ground water and on the quality of ground water is
shown on plate D~ the map summarizing water available. Thls map delineates areas of stratified drift
deposits that are especially favorable for the
development of ground-water suppllas~ and Indicates
the quantitles of ground water potentially available
In each of these areas. The methods used in determining the ground-water Information on plate D are
described in the text~ pages 89 to 92; quality of
ground water {s discussed In the text~ pages 73 to 83.
The tables and illustrations summarize large
amounts of basic hydro]oglc data collected and
analyzed during thls study, The detailed records
and measurements of Individual weIIs~ streamflow~
and quality of water are Included In the companlon
basic data report by M, A. Cervlone~ Jr, and
others (1968).
For readers unfamiliar wlth some of the technical terms used In this report~ a glossaFy is also
given at the end of the report.

THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE
The hydrologic eye]e--the contlnual movement of
water between the oceanss the atmosphere~ and the
land masses of the earth--Is a natural phenomenon
having no beginning and no ending. However~ from
man~s viewpoints it can be considered to begin when
water vapor in the atmosphere condenses to form
c]ouds from which precipitation falls as rain or
snow onto the land surface. Part of thls water
flows across the land surface to collect in streams
and lakess and part seeps into the ground. Nuch of
the water that seeps into the ground or collects on
the land surface is soon evaporated or taken up by
plants and returned to the atmosphere by a process
known as transpiration. Some~ however~ moves slowly
underground toward nearby streams or the ocean into
which it eventually discharges. Part of the water
which reaches the streams~ lakes~ and eventually
the ocean~ is also evaporated to complete the
cycle. The hydrologic cycle as it occurs in its
natural state is shown dlagrammaticaliy In figure 2.

1930 to September 1960 were computed from records
at many weather stations and are given in table I.
In computing these valuess data were weighted in
proportion to the area represented by each station.
Average monthly precipitation on the SCRBA was
relatively uniform throughout the year~ ranging
from 3.28 inches In June to 4.71 inches in November;
the average over the year was 4.02 inches per month.
Average monthly and average annual precipitation for the upper portion of the Thames River basin
above where it enters the SCRBA3 for the entire
Thames River basin above Its mouths and for the
entire SCRBA area are included in table 1. A great
amount of the water available for use in the SCRBA ’
results from precipitation falltng on the upper
portion of the Thames River basin. Figure 4s which
is taken from table I shows that average monthly
precipitation on the upper port{on of the Thames
River basin above the SCRBA is also relatively uniform throughout the years ranging from 2.99 inches
in February to 4.59 inches in Hatch; the average
over the year Is 3.82 inches per month. HInimum
monthly precipitation ts likewise relatively uniforms but maximum monthly precipitat!on varies
wldeiy. Variations in monthly preclpitation range
from 0.45 inches (June 1949) to 14.45 inches
(August 1955).

As water moves through the hydrologic cycles
large amounts are stored temporarily in the atmosphere as water vapor~ on the ]and surface In
streams and larger bodies of water~ and beneath the
land surface as 9round water. None of these amounts
Is constant in any given localitys as the water Is
continually moving from p!ace to place. Wh~le movings the physicals chemicals and biological propert~es of water are also constantly changing. The
changing amounts and proportles of water that take
place tn the report area are described in more
detail tn the following paragraphs.

Table 1.--Average monthly and annual precipitation
and runoff In inches for the Thames River basin
at Norwlch~ for the Thames River basin at its
mouth~ and for the lower Thames and southeastern
coastal river basins, for water years 1931-60

THE WATER BUDGET
Just as the financial operation of a household
or business firm can be expressed by a money budgets
so the hydrologic operation of the report area can
be expressed by a water budget which lists receiptss
dtsbursements~ and water on hand. The receipt of
fresh water in the SCRBA consists of precipitation
falling on the area~ Inflow from the Shetucket and
Paweatuck Rivers~ and water supplied to the communIty of Pawcatuck from the Westerly Water Works;
bursements consist of both direct runoff and groundwater runoff~ and evapotranspiration from surface
waters ground water~ and soil moisture above the
water table. The amount of water on hand--stored
within the SCRBA--changea continuously in response
to the changing rates at which water enters and
leaves the basin. The approximate quantities of
water Involved in each of the major components of
the water budget for the report area in an average
year are shown in figure 3. Although the quantities
vary from year to years the water budget always
balances--the disbursements equal the receiptss taking into account changes {n storage.

SOURCES OF WATER
PRECIPITATION
The average monthly and average annual precipitation on the SCRBA for the reference period October

4

Topographic divide and 9round-water
divide generally follow the same
path; no ground water or surface
water crosses the divide.

EVAPORATION 8 TRANSPIRATION

Transpiration by plants and evaporation
from all earth surfaces cause water loss.
Rates are largest from ponds and lake%
rivers~ and swamps; rates from woodland
exceed those from meadows. Moisture
returned to the air is carried off by
the wind to fall as rain elsewhere.

%)

Clouds moving over the basin
consist of moisture evaporated
elsewhere~ usually in areas to ~
the south and west.

Water table is at land surface in
swamps or at water surface in ponds~
lakes and streams.
~

Overland runoff reaches streams~
~ after rain. The
largest rates occur on till-bedrock
hills~ and when the ground is frozen.

Water table below hill or terrace of
sand is not much higher than nearest
pond or stream and has relatively
small seasonal changes.

Infiltration from precipitation slowly
percolates down to the water table
except during late spr~ng and summer
when most remains in the soll and is
evaporated or transpired by plants.
Follows fractures in bedrock to the
water table and is limited in quantity
by their extent and dimensions.

Zone of aeration in soil is above water
table, Spaces between grains are filled
mostly with air, Some moisture present
which supplies need for most plants,
\,

\

~
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Sea water is carried upstream in the
estuaries by each flood tide and
downstream by each ebb t~de. In late
summer and early fall~ fresh-water
flow is usually at a m{nimum~ and upstream movement of the sea water in
the estuary is at a maximum. During
the spring~ fresh-water inflow is at
~ts maximum and sea water recedes
downstream to its minimum position.

Water table in hill of till has large
seasonal chang% is highest in spring
and lowest in early autumn.
Ground water flowing to estuaries and
the sea mingles with ~ea water in a
zone of diffusion. Thickness of the
zone is influenced by tida] fluctuations, The water in this zone migrates
seasonally a short distance landward
when ground-water table is low and
seaward when ground-water table is high.

Generalized path of 9round-water
movement is downward beneath hill%
upward near streams.
Zone of saturation in soil and rock
is below water table. All spaces are
filled with ground water.

FiRure 2.--Idealized natural movement and dlstrlbutlon of water In the hydrologic cycle.
Precipitation is the source of all water in the basin and is
disposed of by storage~ runoff~ evaporation and transpiration,

/
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Figure 3,--Average annual water budget of the lower
Thames and southeastern coastal river basinsj
1~3]-60 water years, Inflows from the Pawcatuck
and Shetucket River are excluded
Changes in storage from year to year are
negligible, and the amount of water leavlng
the report area equals the amount entering,

STREAMFLOW/UNDERFLOW, A ND
DIVERSIONS INTO THE REPORT AREA
Precipitation is the sole source of fresh water
for all stream basins Included entirely within the
SCRBA, Howeverj about $30 billion gallons per year
of fresh water enters the SCRBA in the Shetucket
River near Norwich and is potentially available for
use. Also the Pawcatuck River, flowing along the
southeastern border of the SCRBA~ has an average
annual f]ow of about 130 billion gallons per year
which is potentially available for use,
Underflow entering the report area Is about
100 million gallons per year~ a relatively small
amount~ which comes from the Shetucket River basin~
for there is no underflow at the outlet of the
Qulnebaug River basin,
In 1964 about 330 million gallons of water were
brought Into the SCRBA from wells of the Westerly
Water Works In Rhode Island to supply the city of
Pawcatuck~ Connecticut,

LOSSES OF WATER
RUNOFF
Longlterm records of runoff within the SCRBA are
available only for the Yantlc River basin. Runoff
from this basin has been measured since 1930 at a
stream-gaging station at Yantlc~ ~.8 miles upstream
from its mouth, Records at this point represent

Figure 4.--Monthly precipitation on the upper Thames
~iver basin above Norwlcht 193]-60 water years
Both average monthly and minimum monthly precipitation were relatively uniform throughout the
years~ but maximum monthly precipitation varied
widely.
runoff from 88,6 square miles or about 20 percent
of the SCRBA, They were used as a basis for correlating short-term records to compute runoff for the
whole report area and to determine the areal distribution of runoff. Average rnon~h]y and average
annual total runoff in inches are shown ~n table ]
for the SCRBA~ for the upper Thames River basin
above the report area and for the Thames River
basin at its mouth. It Is evident from the table
that average monthly runoff follows a marked seasonal cycle~ being much greater for March than for
August, This is Illustrated In figure 5 for the
upper Thames River basin above the SCRBA. Minimum
monthly runoff~ also shown in this flgure~ likewise
follows a similar cycle. These cycles reflect a
combination of causes~ among which are increased
loss of water by evaporation and ~ransplration during the surr~ner months (see p, 6 )~ melting in March
and April of ice and snow stored on the land surface
during the winter~ and greater ground-water discharge
in the spring due to the higher water table at that
time. Maximum monthly runoff~ like maximum monthly
preclpltation~ varies widely but does not show a
seasonal cycle because occasional large floods have
occurred In nearly every month of the year,
The average annual runoff from the SCRBA
streams occurs at the rate of 25.~1 Inches or about
730 billion gallons per year. This includes the
average annual flow of 530 billion gallon~ per year
entering the $CRBA from the upper Thames River basin
from the Shetucket River.
A part of a11 streamflow In the SCRBA is derived
from water that has seeped into the streams from contiguous aquifers. During winter months when air
temperatures are below freezing and there is no
direct runoff from melting snow~ and during rainless
periods in summer months~ the flow of many streams
consists entirely of ground-water runoff.

of the aquifers and conditions for infiltration and
discharge are similar, Therefore~ it is reasonable
to assume that the rate of 9round-water runoff in
the SCRBA is also approximately the same, On this
basis annual ground-water runoff to streams is
estimated to occur at the rate of 11,14 Inches or
about 75 billion gallons per year, This compares
favorably with estimates made from flow-duration
data (see p. 64 ).

GROUND-WATER FLOW TO THE OCEAN
Because the SCRBA is adjacent to the sea coast~
part of the ground-water lost from the report area
is discharged directly into Long Island Sound
(including the Thames River estuary). The amount
may be computed by estimating the transmissibility
of the deposits along the coastline, the length of
the coastline and the hydraulic gradient (slope of
the water table) toward the coast. Expressed mathematically~ Q = TIt where Q is the discharge in
gallons per day~ T is the transmlssibility in gallons
per day per foot~ I is the hydraulic gradient in
feet per mile, and L is the length of coastline in
miles. It is estimated that ground water is discharged to the Sound at a rate of about 16 inches
or 15 billion gallons per year from about 54 square
miles of area along 140 miles of shoreline.

Figure 5,--Monthly runoff from the upper Thames
River basin at Norwlch~ 1931-60 water years
Average ~nthly and minimum monthly runoff
followed a r~rked seasonal cycle. Floods
occurred in nearly every month and caused
maximum n~nthly runoff to vary widely and
follow no seasonal cycle.
Randall and others (1966, p. 9) and M. P.
Thomas (1967, p. I0) estlmated from hydrograph
separation methods tha% average annual groundwater runoff in the Quinebaug River basin and
Shetucket River basin was 10.19 inches (1943-62)
and 10.58 inches (1945-62) respectively. The
data required to determine ground-water runoff
from hydrographs is not available in the SCRBA.
However table 2 shows that the annual rate of
precipitation and Intensity of rainfall, annual
runoff, and annual water ]oss~ in the Qulnebaug
and Shetucket River basins~ which comprise the
upper Thames River basln~ are practically the same
as they are in the SCRBA~ and the general character

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
A substantial part of the water that falls
on the SGRBA as rain or snow is returned to the
atmosphere by means of evapotranspiration (evaporation and transpiration). The total amount of
evapotranspiration is difficult to measure directly
and was computed as a remainder after all other
gains and losses were measured or estimated. If it
is assumed that long-term storage remained substantially the same (as assumption supported by evidence

Table 2,--Average annual water budget for the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river baslns~ in inches
of water over the area~ compared to water budgets for the Qulnebaug River and Shetucket River basins

Precipitation

Total
Runoff

Qulnebaug River
basin
(1943162)

LR+.88

23.97

Shetucket River
basin
(1949-62)

h4.86

24,47

a 48.21

a 25.91

Lower Thames
and Southeastern
Coastal river
basins

Direct
Runoff

13.78

Outflow
Ground-water
Runoff

10.19

10.58
b 14.77

b 11.14

Evapot anspiratlon
Ground-wareI
Ground
Underflow
Total
Water

0

20.91

4.24

Negligible

20.39

4.23

b 1.96

22.30

b 4.53

Based on records~ water years 1931160o
Based on relationships in water budgets for Quinebau9 and Shetucket River basins.
Direct runoff = 57 percent of total runoff
Ground-water runoff = 43 percent of total runoff
Ground-water underflow in Thames area = underflow directly to Sound and
estuaries from 54 square miles bordering 140 miles along shoreline (& = TILl
Ground-water evapotransplratlon = 17.5 percent of total runoff

6

Changes
in
Storage

a0

from 9round-water levels and reservoirs levels)~ the
average annual an~unt of evapotransp~ration from the
SCRBA for the period October 1930 to September 1960
is equal to the average annual precipitation (48.21
inches) minus the average annual runoff (25.91
inches)~ or 22.30 inches.

summer months are not adequate to supply the large
evapotranspiration losses. This results in sharply
reduced runoff and a decrease in storage. The
increase or decrease in storage within the report
area may be either as ground water~ as surface
water in lakes and stream channelss as soil ~isture or combinations of these.

Table 2 shows that evapotranspiration of ground
water in the Shetucket and Quinebaug River basins
amounted to about 17.5 percent of runoff and for the
SCRBA probably was about the same~ or 4.53 inches.
Changes in the potential rate of evapotranspiration in a given locality from month to month are
largely dependent on changes in air temperature and
duration of daylight (Thornthwaite~ 1952s p. 382;
Olmsted and Hely~ 19623 p. 12; Clark, 1963), Thus
evapotranspiration is greatest during the growing
season~ April through October3 when the temperatures
are above freezing and the days are longest, These
major factors repeat themselves with relatively little
change year after year3 and the annual amount of evapotranspiration and its distribution through the year
are relatively constant for a given locality. Since
the annual amount of evapotransplration in the SCRBA
is known from the long-term relationship of precipitation and runoff discussed in the previous paragraph3
a theoretical average monthly distribution of evapotransplration~ computed by a method similar to that
of Thornthwalte and Mother (I~57) for the period
1930-60~ is illustrated in figure 6.

Preclpitotion reod to top

:::

EXPLANATION

Figure 7.--Monthly water budget for the lower Thames
and southeastern coastal river basins. Average
for water years 1931-60
2,66

0,20

Fiqure 6.--Honthly evapotranspiration for the lower
Thames and southeastern coastal river basins~
1931-60 water years
Evapotransplration is greatest during the
growing season (April to October) when
plants use a large amount of water~ temperatures are above freezing and the days
are longest.

SUMMARY OF THE WATER BUDGET
An average monthly water budget for the SCRBA
illustrating the factors of the budget discussed in
preceding paragraphs~ is shown in figure 7, Precipitation during the late autumn and winter months
is sufficient to cause substantial increases ~n
storage and produces abundant runoff, Similar
amounts of precipitation in the late spring and

WATER QUALITY IN THE HYDROLOGIC
CYCLE
Water~ with its unique ability to dissolve
more substances than any other liquid~ Increases
its dissolved-solids concentration as it m~ves
through the various phases of the hydrologic
cycle as is illustrated in figure 8. Water that
evaporates from the land and water surfaces and
passes Into the atmosphere is relatively pure. As
water vapor condenses to form rain3 sn~ sleets
or hai]~ it incorporates tiny particles of soot~
dust~ salt spray from the ocean~ and other impurities from the air. Some of the mineral matter in
these particles is dissolved. The gases which make
up the atmosphere~ including carbon dioxide~
nitrogen in various formss and sulfur dioxlde are
dissolved to so,he extent also. Thus even as it
starts Its journey to the land surface3 water is no
longer "pure." On its descents precipitation performs the most important function of removing many
natural and artificial contaminants from the atmosphere. The part of this water that flows across
the land surface in the report area is not significantly altered in chemical compositions but the
part that seeps into the ground dissolves more
mineral matter from the soil and rocks as it moves
slowly toward nearby streams. Evaporation and
transpiration return some of the water to the
atmosphere and the result is an increase in concentration of chemical constituents in the water
remaining.

Water vapor in the atmosphere condenses upon
and dissolves particles of dust and absorbs
gases to form clouds of water droplets which
are slightly mineralized.

Water evaporated or transpired is relatively
pure~ and the water r~laining~ therefore~ has
had its solute concentration increased.

Organic matter in swamps increases iron
content and color seasonalIy~ and water
draining from swamps may affect the
quality of water downstream in ponds or
streams. Temperature of water in swamps
is influenced directly by solar radiation.

Precipitation contacts and dissolves
other dust particles and gaseous
matter as it falls and is normally
slightly acidic with a low dissolved
mineral concentration.

Storaqe of water in lakes and ponds
generally modifies its physical~ chemical~
and biological properties. Some lakes
and ponds are thermally stratified except
in spring and fall when their turnover
causes vertical mixing and resultant deterioration in quality. Thermal gradients
sometimes differ considerably from air
temperatures.

Overland runoff picks up and transports
~and dissolved org=..~"
and mineral matter. Sediment and turb!dlty
contents change as erosion and deposition
occur. In general~ chemical and physical
properties of overland flow are not altered
significantly because of the short period of
contact with the land surface and the l~.t
solubility of the exposed minerals. Surfacewater temperatures follow a seasonal trend
in response to changes in air temperatures.

Infiltration results in higher mineralization
because of longer periods of contact with
minerals which may also have a higher solubility
than those at the land surface. During
periods of low streamflow~ the more highly
mineralized ground-water runoff may substantially increase the mineral content of
the smaller streams. Ground-water temperatures
become relatively more constant with depth.
During periods of low flow in the summer~
streams are noticably cooler where the
relatively cold ground water enters the
channels.

Ground water in stratified drift and till
will vary in hardness and iron content from
place to place in the basin depending upon
the mineral content of the bedrock from
which it was derived° Under certain
conditions the upward movement of ground
water from the bedrock can also affect the
quality of the water in the overlying
stratified drift and till.

Ground water in bedrock
Ground water in bedrock will
will be soft and have a low be soft and have a high
iron content,
iron content.

Ground water in bedrock
will be moderately hard.

Figure 8.--Chan~es in the ~uality of natural waters durin9 the hydrologic cycle
As water moves through each phase of the hydrologic cycle it generally
becomes more highly minerallzed.

Salt water invasion occurs in both tidal
reaches of surface waters and in groundwater aquifers where permeable materials
or fracture bedrock are in contact with
sea water. The sea water mixes wlth
the fresh water and proportionally increases the dissolved-mineral content of
the integrated water.

Noank sites (1P and 3P respectively) are influenced
by contaminants discharged into the atmosphere from
the works of man locally along the Thames River.
The dominant contaminant here is sulfur dioxide as
indicated by the low (acidic) values of pH in the
following table~

QUALITY OF PRECIPITATION
The dissolved-solids concentration of precipitation can vary during a single storm and from
storm depending on the direction from which a storm
approaches, and the kind of gaseous or solld materlal dissolved from the atmosphere. Research has
shown that the first drops of rain during a storm
may contain over 150 ppm (parts per million) of
dissolved solids, whereas later rainfall durin9 the
same storm will contain much less.

index I
number
(PI. A) Location

Analysis of all ralnfa11 samples collected at
Ledyard, Chesterfield, and Noank given in table 3
show a wide range in chemical quality; for example~
the specific conductance ranged from 12 to 240
micromhos. Part of the dissolved solids tn precipItation that falls on SCRBA is of local origin, but
part has been transported into the report area by
the wlnd as illustrated in figure 9. The variations
in chemical quallty of precipitation at the three
sampling sites may be explained by the transportation
of mineral matter into and within the SCRBA by movement of air masses.
Figure 9a shows the movement of air masses into the SCRBA from the west. Chemical analyses of
precipitation indlcate that the Chesterfield site
(2P) is influenced primarily by mineral matter transported Into the report area. Both the Ledyard and

No. of
measurements

pH
Ranqe I

Median

IP

Ledyard

5

3.8-5.1

4.5

2P

Chesterfield

6

5.9-6,3

6.2

3P

Noank

16

3.5-4.9

4.4

These are data from samples collected July 1963
to December 1964 when air mass movement was
from the west, The main source of the sulfur
dioxide is the burning of coal, oil, and natural
gases, The principal source areas along the
Thames River are the population centers of Groton,
New London, and Norwich, and the Connecticut Light
and Power Plant at Hontville, Atmospheric water
wlll absorb carbon dioxide until equilibrium is
reached at a pH of 5-7 (Barrett and Brodin~ 1955,
p. 252). This value of 5.7 may be regarded
as the neutral point, neither acidic nor basic,
for atmospheric water solutions rather than

Table 3.--Summary of chemical analyses of all precipitation samples from three locations
In the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basins area
(Chemical constituentsI in parts per mllllon)
Index nu~er (Pl. A) and location
IP...Ledyard

2P...Chesterf~eld

Aug. - Nov.~ 1964

Period of collection
Aug., Oct., Bec.~ 1964

All precipitation
sampling sltes
3P...Roank

Nov., 1963
June~ Aug. - Nov., 196L~
Humber of
analyses I Ranfle
Calcium (Ca)

7

Hagneslum (Hg)
Sodium (Ha)
Potassium

Median

7

4.0

22

7

7

1.8

21

7

6

7

6

0.6-I .4

0

7

7

~ -7

7

7

3.0 -17

7.8

Chloride (el)

7

7

Dissolved solids
(Residue on evaporation at 180°C)

7

7 -13

8

3

8 -30

2 -5

2

7

9 -36

7 12 -69

3.8- 5.I

2.6

0.6- 16

1,5

35

,0

3R

,I

20

1.9

3.2

.2

.5

Sulfate (SO4)

pH

.0

36

3,2

Bicarbonate (HC03)

Specific conductance
(mlcromhos at 25°C)

O.7 - 16

.4- 1.9

5

Hardness as CaC03

0 -2

0.8

~,7

0

34

0

19

2.2

29

6.2

33

,2

29

6,2

3,2

38

,0

32

1.2

38

4

12 -240

52

20

16

22

2 - 38

4

36

35

24 26 -240

60

38

6.2

8

23

2~

3.5 - 7.2

4,4

38

2-

3.5- 7.2

4,7

Paved areas; roofs~ and storm water drains
cause more rapid runoffs reduce evapotranspirations and reduce infiltration.

Storage of water ]n ponds and reservoirs
for future use of flood control increases
evaporation loss from the area and
modifies the timing of streamflow downstream,

Replacing of forested areas by meadows
reduces transpiration losses and results
in more rapld runoff from the land surface.

Water for municipal or industrial supply
is removed from a stream in the same
basin or an adjoining basin and released
again at a different location causing
changes in streamflow patterns.

Large capacity industrial well in
stratified drift obtains part of its
supply from the river nearby by
induced infiltration and part from
ground-water storage. Fresh water is
usually released again to the stream.
If such a well is used for irrigatlon~
most of the water is lost through
evaporation.
Individual homes get their water
supply from a domestic well and
return the same ar~unt of water
to the ground through septic tanks
unless some is used for irrigation.

Where permeable materials and rocks are in
contact with sea water~ wells near the sea
may become very saltyj if they are pumped
excessively, The pumping upsets the delicate
balance between fresh and salt water and the
salt water then mixes into and encroaches
upon the fresh water.

Fl~ure lO.--The effect of the activities of man upon the movement and distribution of water in the hydrologic cycle
Man by his activities affects the timing, dlrection3 and quantity of
water moving through the phases of the hydrologic cycle.

Quality of intake water and intended use
govern the treatment needed. Chlorination~
aeration~ filtering~ softening~ coagulation~
pH adjustment~ fluoridation~ etc. all change
the chem|cai composition of the water.
Precipitation contacts and dissolves more of
the contaminants as it falls through the
atmosphere thereby becoming acidic, This
acidity increases its solvent power and its
capacity to dissolve mineral matter.

Water vapor in the atmosphere condenses upon
and dissolves particles of mineral matter and
gases originating from incomplete combustion in
industrie% homes and vehicles~ dust from
limestone quarries and cement plants~ and dust
from dry fertilizers spread upon farm land~
all of which have been carried aloft by
ascending air currents.
Waste discharge from industrial plants
]s diluted by high flows in streams~
but at times of low f]ow~ the water available
for dilution is reduced and the water
quality deteriorates.
wastes~ chemical fertilizers and
pesticides spread upon agricultural land
increase the dissolved mineral content of
the overland runoff and water infiltrating
to the water table.

Overland runoff from acidic precipitation
has increased solvent power for minerals
on the land surface. Runoff from roofs
and pavements in municipal areas adds
previously precipitated dry chemical and
organic pollutants to the mineral content.
Road salt used on highways in winter also
Is dissolved and carried into streams or
percolates into the ground.

Seepage from septic tank effluents containing
detergents may progressively deteriorate an
aquifer. If they are not biodegradabl% the
damage caused~ while not irreparab]% may
require a long time to correct.

Changes in the chemical~ physical~ and
biological properties of waste water depend
upon type of treatment employed.

Disposal of untreated or poorly treated
wastes can degrade quality of the surface
water it enters. Waste water being carried
by combined sewer systems to treatment
plants often bypasses the plants during
storm runoff and enters the stream untreated.

Most of the water withdrawn from streams or
wells and used by industry for cooling~
washing~ and other purposes ]s returned to
the streams or the ground at higher temperatures or with a higher dissolved mineral
content than at its point of withdrawal.

Regulation of streamflow may cause further
upstream movement of salt water in estuaries
and coastal streams~ prohibiting their domestic
and industrial use because of increased mineral
concentration,

Loosened soil during construction of hlghways~
bu]Idings~ and other structures makes possible rapid
erosion~ which temporarily increases sediment content
and turbidity in streams.

Salt-water encroachment in aquifers caused
by extensive pumping upsetting the delicate
fresh water-salt water balance results in the
increase of the dissolved mineral content of
the water as the encroachment moves further
inland. In some cases with reduced pumping
rates~ the excess salts may eventually be
flushed out by fresh water recharging the
aquifer~ or stabilize the salt water front.
When salt water encroachment is sever% the
aquifer at particular sites may be spoiled
for future use and abandonment of wells
necesslated.

Storage of flowing water ~n reservoirs
modifies the chemical and physical
characteristics of the water. Suspendedsediment and turbidity will decrease and
accumulations of sediments on the bottom
will gradually fill the reservoir.

FiRure ll.--The effect of the activities of man upon the chemical quality of water in the hydrologic cycle
The chemical quality of water deteriorates as the result of man~s activities.

Westerly

2.8
o
2.o
56

Hedlan chemical analyses (in ppm) of rainwater from westerly air masses.
Rainwater quality is acidic in the eastern portlon of the basin and
baslc in the west. Shaded areas represent poss~b]e source areas where
air pol]ution controls rainwater quality.

Median chemical analyses (In ppm) of rainwater From oceanic air masses.
The quality of rainwater from the Chesterfield and Noank sites is
influenced by sea-salt aerosols, The quality at the Ledyard site is the
resultant of the sea-salt aerosols and the contaminants from the shaded
source areas~ as exhibited by an increase in chloride content and/or
acid pH (less than 5.7).
Flgure 9.--Results of median chemical analyses of precipitation at three samp11n~
sites relatlnq alr mass movement with chemical quality

the value of 7.0 as in water solutions, The pH for
all samples collected at the Ledyard and Noank sites
(IP and 3P respectively) during air mass movement
from the west is acidic~ for pH values were all
below 5.7.
Figure 9b shows the movement of air masses into
the report area from the south~ representing an
oceanic influence. Chemical analyses of rainwater
frown the Chesterfield and Noank sites indicate that
these two sites are influenced to some degree by seasalt aerosols. Both sites have rainfalls with a pH
above 5.7 indicating a gain in a sufficient quantity
of alkaline salts (usually sodium salts) resulting
in basic (non-acidic) water. The Noank site shows
a large increase in the sodium and chloride concentrations over that in figure 9a ands since it is
situated on the coast~ is always under some influence
of the sea-salt aerosol. The presence of salts from
ocean spray is indicated when the calcium chloride
(Ca/C]) ratio is less than 1.0 (Gambell~ 1962sp.
92). The Ca/Cl ratio of this site was 0,6 during
westerly air mass movements and 0.2 during oceanic
air mass movements. Data derived from various
studies in the U.S. and abroad showed the drop in
chloride concentration is rather sharp within the
first 6 to |2 miles from the shoreline and then
decreases more gradually inland. The south shore
of Long Island should be considered as the shoreline
for Connecticut when chloride concentrations in rainwater are being considered. The Ledyard site
besides being under an oceanic influence as noted by
a small increase in sodium and chloride concentrations~ also is under the influence of the local air
pollution along the Thames River as indicated by
the low (acidic) pH.
A few rainwater samples collected in the recent
inventory studies of the Quinebaug and Shetucket
River basins had relatively high calcium concentrations. The calcium originated as dust from the
limestone quarries and cement plants in the northwestern Connecticut-southwestern Massachusetts region,
Analyses of rainwater samples collected during this
study given in table 3 indicates that the SCRBA is
not affected by contamination from this source as
are the Quinebaug and Shetucket River basins.

minerals which have been left behind are only
slightly soluble.
of direct runoff and ground-water runoff. Water
that percolates into the ground has much more opportunity to dissolve rock and rock materials than
water which simply flows directly across the land
surface. Accordingly~ ground water contains higher
concentrations of dissolved solids than does water
that flows overland. For this reason~ streams generally contain the greatest concentration of dissolved solids during periods of low streamflow when
verselys contain the least concentration of dissolved solids during periods of high flow when most
of the water is direct runoff. Comparison of the
average chemical character of streamflow during
periods of high flow with the chemical character
of precipitation suggests that a considerable part
of the dissolved-solids concentration of direct
runoff is already present by the time the water
reaches the land surface,
Water moving across the land surface and in
the stream channels dislodges particles of soil~
silt~ sand and occasionally graveli this material
is carried in suspension or is rolled along channel
bottoms, General]y~ sediment load increases and
the highest sediment loads occur during the spring
thaw and following severe storms such as hurrlcanes~
when streamf]ows are highest. On the whole~ however~
soil erosion and sediment in streams are not problems
in eastern Connecticut~ due to the generally permeable soils and the nearly complete cover of vegetation that holds and protects the soil.
Hore detailed information on the quality of
surface water and ground water is included in the
sections~ "Water in streams and lakes" and "Water
in aquifers."

MAN’S EFFECT ON
THE HYDROLOGIC CYCLE

The hydrologic cycle is a fundamental process
of nature~ and the manner in which it operates cannot be altered by man. However~ man can and does
influence--deliberately and coincidentally--the
The quantity of minerals airborne in clouds
amount of water stored on the surface and underground~
over the SCRBA that fa]ls in precipitation is quite
the relative proportion of direct runoff~ groundsubstantial. Using values from table 3~ one inch
water runoff~ and evapotranspiration~ and also the
of rain on the report area brings approximately 1.4
quality of the water. The extent of his influence
depends largely upon the density of population in
pounds of sulfate (S04) and 3.4 pounds of dissolved
solids onto each acre of land. For the entire study
the area, In rural areas~ the clearing of forested
area this amounts to about 200 tons of sulfate and
areas~ draining of wet areas~ irrigating of crops~
480 tons of dissolved solids. Conway (1943) conand impounding of water in reservoirs all change
cluded that on a global scale a considerable amount
to some extent the natural hydrologic cycle, More
extensive changes occur when man builds towns and
of sulfate carried by the rivers into the ocean cannot be accounted for by weathering of rocks and soils~ cities~ and diverts water from streams and from the
but must be from rain. The chemical constituents in
ground for many types of domestic and industrial
precipitation should therefore be considered as a
uses. The physical effect of the works of man upon
significant source of dissolved minerals in natural
the natural hydrologic cycle is illustrated in
waters,
figure lO.

QUALITY OF RUNOFF

While man has not substantially changed the
amount of runoff from streams in the SCRBA~ he has
affected the timing of runoff on some streams.
There are a few old industrial dams in the SCRBA~
most of which no longer operate to regulate streamflows but which do delay and lower f]ood peaks.
These dams increase natural storage of surface water;

The dlssolved-solids concentration of direct
runoff in the SCRBA does not greatly exceed the
dissolved-solids concentration of precipitation
because the rocks and soils on the land surface have
been so long exposed to chemical weathering that
they have been thoroughly leached and silicate

lO

they also increase ground-water storage by raising
the local water table above its natural level. The
gradua] urbanization of part of the SCRBA has the
opposite effect: buildings~ pavements~ storm sewers~
and similar structures increase direct runoff and
bring It to the streams more quickly than norma]~ and
at the same time inhibit ground-water recharge and
lower the water table locally. During the 19th century the natural forests of the basin were largely
converted to farmland~ but during the 20th century
forests have returned to cover much of the land
surface, Changes in land uses in the last century
may have altered the relative amounts of runoff and
evapotransplration,

and the resultant deterioration in water quality
is detectable along portions of the larger streams
by field observations as well as by chemical
analysis. Disposal of domestic sewage to streams
has created offensive conditions in a few p]aces~
and disposal to the ground has contaminated nearby wells In a few crowded localities. The
numerous excavations made during the construction
of hlghways~ bulldlngs~ and other structures result
in temporary rapid erosion that contributes to the
sediment and turbidity carried by streams. No
matter how effective man~s treatment of waste
effluent or curtailment of exhaust smoke~ or stabilization of soil eroslon~ there will still be an
increase In the dlssolved-solids concentration and
suspended sediment content of the water in a
habitated basin over the amounts supplied by natural
processes. Keeping this increase within acceptable
limits will be one of the major tasks of the future
in the event of substantial urban expansion.

There are numerous water-supply reservoirs on
small streams scattered throughout the report area.
These reservoirs have the effect of severely regulating streamflow~ and waters from reservoirs are
diverted to other points generally within the SCRBA
to meet maRlS needs.

The sources and significance of a variety of
chemical constituents and physical properties of
water which are found In the SCRBA are summarized
In table 4. Excesslvely large (or small) concentrations of various constituents may prohibit
certain uses~ or at least increase the cost of its
use because of the treatment required to make it
suitable.

The quality of water now is a reflect{on of the
interplay between natural and cultural environments,
It is changed by man in numerous ways as Illustrated
in figure l]. Some of the smoke~ soot~ and fumes
discharged Into the air from industries~ homes~ and
vehicles In and beyond the report area {s incorporated in local precipitatlon~ and some simply settles
on the land surface. These materials contribute to
the dlssolved-solids content of runoff. So do
manures~ chemical fertilizers~ and pesticides spread
on agricultural lands and leached by infiltrating
precipitation, Host of the water withdrawn from
streams or we]ls and used by industry for cooling~
washIng~ and other purposes fs returned to streams
or the ground at higher temperatures or with a higher
dissolved-sollds content than when withdrawn. Industrial waste discharged into streams is diluted by
high streamf]ows~ but during periods of low streamflow~ the water available for dilution is reduced

Water distributed by public water supplies
must be suitable for drinking and hence must meet
fairly stringent quality requirements. The
drlnking-water standards applicable to common
carriers In Interstate commerce~ published by the
U.S. Public Health Service (1962) have generally
been accepted as standards for public water supplies
in Connecticut. They appear in the last column
of table 4 and are also given In various tabulations of chemical analyses throughout this report,

I1

Table 4.=-Source and slgnlftcanee of some of the chemical constituents In~ and physical properties of
water in the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basins

Nitrate (NO3)

12

Table 4.--Source and significance of some of the chemical constituents tn~ and physlcal properties of
water In the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basins--Continued
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WATER IN STREAMS AND LAKES
Runoff from the SCRBA Is carried by numerous
streams~ both large and smoll~ which extend Into all
parts of the area, The complete stream system is
shown in blue on the large maps accompanylrr9 this
report.

the average streamfIow in the whole Thames River
basin. Above average streamf]ow occurs on the
western side and much above average streamflow
occurs on the eastern side as shown by the isopleths on figure ]7. The tsopleths are based on
the average streamflow at each gaging station in
or near the report area; the ratios of these
average streamflows to 1.16 mgd per sq mt (1.80
cfs per sq mi) were plotted near the center of
the basins drained to guide the location of
isopleths,

The amount of flow passing any given point on
a stream varies from day to day~ season to season~
and year to year, Continuous records of streamflow
have been obtalned at six gaging statlons within the
report area for periods ranging from 19 months to
35 years as Indicated in figure 12. tn addition~
discontinuous or partial records and single raeesuremerits of streamflow have been obtained for many
other sites withln the SGRBA during the period from
May t963 to September 1964, The locations of these
stream-gaging stations are shown on plate A. All
records for 1963-64 are given either In annual publications entitled "Surface Water Records of Connecticut" or In the companion basic data report by
M. A. Cervtone, Jr. and others 0968), and continuous records are published In a series of U.S.
Geological Survey Water-Supply Papers entitled
"Surface Water Supply of the United States."

Maximum daily fl0w~ 14.4mgd per sq mi

The variations In streamflow at the continuousrecord and partial-record gaging stations are summarlzed In this report by means of standardized
graphs and tables famillar to hydrologlsts. In
order that the graphs for different streams be comparab1% the data for each Stream have been
adjusted to represent a 30-year reference period
beginning In either Aprll or October 1930. Thls
conforms with the practice agreed upon by the World
Meteorologlcal Organization (Searcy, 1959). AccordIngly~ the analyses~ Interpretatlons~ and predictions
wlth respect to streamflow are based on this 30-year
reference period. Thls reference period represents
the ]ong-term flow of the stream if there have been
no changes made In the pattern of regulatlon of
storage or diversion of water Into or out of the
SCRBA. The graphs or tables may then be used to
estimate the amount of streamflow that will occur
In the future at the measurement sites.
The water-supply potential of streams is determined by the length of tlme Indicated flows are
available (duration of dally flows) and by the
frequency with which annual low flows recur (frequency dlstrlbutlon of annual low flows), Data
showing duration of dally flows are given in table
5~ and figures 13-16; statistical analyses of
streamflow data showing magnitude and frequency
of annual low flows are given tn tables 6 and 7 and
ftgure 19. Because streamf]ow varies from place to
place along each stream as well as from time to time~
methods are described In the following sections for
determining streamflow parameters at any unmeasured
point along any unregulated stream In the report
area,

-~o

,,
Fi9ure 13.--Duration of dally mean streamflow of
Pendleton Hill Brook near Clerks Falls
While variations In precipitation cause variations In the amount of runoff~ variations In geology
cause variations In the timing of runoff. The
variations In runoff caused by variations in geology
for eastern and southern Connectlcut~ lncludlng the
report areax have been discussed by H. P. Thomas
(1966)~ and are sum~narlzed In the family of flowduration curves shown In figure 18. These curves
show that runoff from areas underlain by stratified
drift is more evenly distributed throughout time
than Is runoff from areas underlain large]y by till.
These relatlonshlps reflect the poor Infiltration
capacity and resultant hlgh proportion of direct
runoff from tlll~ and the greater InfI1tra~Ion capacity and resultant hlgh proportion of ground-water
runoff from stratified drift. The stratified drift
absorbs a relatively large proportion of the precipitation and stores it for sustained release during
periods of dry weather.

VARIATIONS IN STREAMFLOW
Areal variations In annual precipltation cause
substantial variations in amounts of runoff from
place to place within the report area, Average
streamf]ow in the central portion ts 1.16 mgd per
sq mi or sllghtly less~ which approximately equals

The flow-duratlon curves In figure 18 and the
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doily flow, 60.8 mgd per

~,sq ml (94.0 cfs per sq rni),
September 21, 1938

Maximum doily flow, 7.1 mgd per sq mi
I1.0 cfs per sq mi)~ March 17, 1953

o

EXAMPLE- The daily

0,o8

0,02

(0.085 cfs per sq ml), August 17, 1941
Minimum doily flow. 0.024 mgd per sq ml
0.037 cfs per sq rnl)~ October 13, 1930
PERCENT

Figure 14.--Duration of daily mean streamflow of the
Pawcatuck River at Westerly~ Rhode Island
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Fiffure 15.--Duration of daily mean streamf]ow of the
Yantlc River at Yantlc

9(

lsopleths in figure 17 may be used to estimate flow
duration at any unmeasured site in the SCRBA as
indicated by the following example. Assume that
flow-duration characterlstlcs are needed for a site
on the Yantic River just downstream from Pease
Brook near Gilman. On plate B the drainage area
above this site ls measured to be 50.6 square ml]es
and that portion of the drainage area underlain by
stratified drift deposits Is measured to be 9.0
square miles. Thus~ with 17.8 percent of the area
underlain by stratified drift~ the flow-duration
curve for this area Is the product of the ordinates
to the type curve interpolated on figure 18 for
this percent stratified drift times the drainage
area of 50,6 square miles. However~ from figure 17
It is found that this drainage basin is located
where the average streamf]ow Is 3 percent greater
than 1.16 mgd per sq mi, so the ordinates must be
further Increased by the factor l.O]. In tabular
form the result Is:
Flow~ mgd,
equaled or 350 190 140 68 38 20 7.3 4.9
exceeded

Flgure 16.--Range in duration of streamflow in the
lower Thames and southeastern coastal flyer
hasins~ 1931-60 water years

Percentage
of tlme

Minimum and maximum duration curves for single
years are related to the average duration curve
for each stream within the basin,
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Figure 17.--Areal variations In average streamflow in the lower Thames
and southeastern coastal river basins
Isopleths express the ratio of average flow in any locality to t.16 mgd per sq mi~
which approximately equals the average streamflow In the whole Thames River basin.
The ratio for the drainage basin of the Yantlc River below Pease Brook is 1.03.
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The relatively flat slopes of the flow
duration curves for streams draining
basins underlain largely by stratified
drift reflect the relatively large in-- -6
filtration and storage capacities of
-5
stratified drift which yields abundant ground-water runoff to sustain
-4
streomflow in dry weather.
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The relatively steep slopes of
the flow-duration curves for
streams draining basins underlain largely by fill reflect the
relatively poor infi!tration
pacity of the till and the steep
slopes, which cause rapid runof.
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Figure 18.--Re~iona1 duration curves of dally mean streamflow
These curves apply to unregulated streams having an average
flow of 1.16 mgd per sq ml (1.80 cfs per sq ml)
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FREQUENCY AND DURATION
OF LOW FLOWS
Although flow-duration curves such as those
shown in figures 13~ 143 15~ and 18 indicate the
minimum amounts of streamflow available for certain percentages of time~ the water manager also
finds it useful to know how often specified low
streamflows are expected to recur and for how tong
a period of time they are expected to last. Recurrence Intervals of annual lowest average flows for
periods as long as 365 consecutive days~ for the
Pawcatuck River at Westerly3 Rhode Island and Yantic
River at Yantlc3 stream-gaging stations are given in
table 63 and similar data for periods up to 30 years
are given In table 7 for the Yantlc River at Yantlc.
Low-flow frequency data also may be presented In
graphs as Illustrated in figure 19 for the streamgaging station on the Yantlc R vet at Yantic,
Tables similar to those presented In table 6 can be
constructed from the flow-duratlotl data presented
for partial-record gagin9 stations in table 5 as
well as from flow-duration data for unmeasured sites
estimated from figures ]7 and 18 by use of table 8,
To illustrate: The average 30-consecutive-day low
flow that could be expected to recur on the average
once in every two years accordin9 to table 8 is
equivalent to the flow equaled or exceeded 90 percent of the time. For the unmeasured site used as
an example at the end of the preceding section3 the
90-percent flow ]n the flow-duration table is 7.3
mgd. Flows for other periods and recurrence Intervals can be determined in a similar manner.

Figure 19.--Recurrence Intervals of low flows of the
Yantlc River at Yantic
their report on criteria for water quality standards
for Interstate and Intrastate waters3 recommends
that the streamflow to which their standards apply
be the minimum average daily flow for 7 consecutive
days with a ]O-year recurrence Interval. In the
SCRBA~ thls flow for unmeasured sites would be
equivalent to the flow whlch Is equaled or exceeded
98 percent of the tlme.

Perhaps the most widely used low-flow values
are the 7-day and 30-day average flows with a 2-year
recurrence interval. Streamflow wll] diminish below
these values in I year out of 2~ on the average.
Accordingly~ these values are termed "Indlces of low
flow frequency" and are presented in table 9 for all
gaging stations in the report area. The 7-day average flow Is equivalent to that which Is equaled or
exceeded about 94 percent of the time and the 30-day
average flow to that which ls equaled or exceeded
about 90 percent of the time.

The lowest dally flows of record (1930 to 1965)
of the Yant]c River at Yanttc not exceeded during
periods of 7 to 120 days occurred during the climatic
year April l~ 1957 to Harch 313 1958 with one exception. Records at other gaging stations In the report
area do not go back to 1930~ but unless the pattern
of regulation was quite different in the early years3
It is likely that these lowest flows since 1930 for

In pollution control studles~ based on Public
Act 57~ the State Water Resources Commission3 In

Table 6.--Annual lowest mean flows for indicated recurrence intervals at Pawcatuck River
at Westerly~ R.I. and Yantlc River at Yantic
(Flows are adjusted to the reference period April 1930 to March 1960)

1278

Yantlc River
at Yantl¢

88.6

3
7
30
60
120
183
274
385

tO0
130
150
180
2~0
330
510
660

80
100
115
140
180
250
400
810

70
86
100
120
160
220
350
440

80
74
84
I00
135
190
300
380

~9
60
70
84
110
150
2hO
310

41
50
58
70
92
125
200
260

36
~5
52
62
80
110
180
230

0.285 0.219 0.188 0.162 0.131
O.llO 0.099
.329
.252
.219
.184 .153
.127
.114
,263
.184
,136
,39~
.307
.219
.153
.526
.296
.2~I
.202
.394 .361
.175
.241
,723
.5~
.482
.416
.329
.274
1,12
.657
.526
.438
.394
.876
.767
1.12
.~84
.833
.679
,570
.504
1,45

3
7
30
60
120
183
274
365

12
16
26
36
56
84
150
I80

8.6
11
18
25
39
88
I00
140

7.0
8.6
15
20
32
47
82
120

5,6
6.8
I2
16
25
37
66
I00

4.2
5.1
8.7
12
19
28
49
82

3,1
3.8
6,6
9.0
14
2I
37
67

2.6
3,2
5.5
7,6
12
18
31
89

,II7
,189
.262
.408
.612
1.09
1.31

2O

.080
.131
.182
.284
.423
.730
1.02

.063
.109
,148
.233
.343
.598
.873

.050
.087
,117
.182
.270
.481
.730

.037
,063
.087
.138
.20~
.387
.598

.028
.02~
.048
.040
,066
,055
.]02
,087
.153
.270 .226
.489 .430

Table 7,--Lowest mean flows for periods of one year or more
at Yantlc River at Yantlc~ index no. 1275
(Flows are adjusted to the reference period April ]930 to March 1960)

Lowest mean flow (cfs)
for Indicated period of consecutive months
12

18

24

36

60

120

180

360

59

90

105

120

125

135

lh5

160

Table 8,--Average duration of lowest mean flows of streams In the lower Thames
and southeastern coastal river basins
Example shows that for any partial-record gaging station or unmeasured site on
an unregulated stream~ the 30-consecutive-day low flow that could be expected
to recur on the average every 2 years is equivalent to the flow equaled or
exceeded 90 percent of the time.

Period of low flow
Consecutive Consecutive
days
months

Average percent of time during the reference period
April 1930 to March 1960 In which streamflow equaled
or exceeded the lowest mean flow for indicated recurrence Interval In years l~
20
10
1.03
3
5
1.2 ( 2 (
driest
wettest
I median (
year
year
year ~

73

94

98

99 ....

96

97

98

98

99

93

95

96

97

98

89

92 95 96 97

97

............ ! .......... E ....

78 85

60

2

42

120

4

30

67

77

82

86

90

94

95

183

6

22

56

68

73

78

84

88

91

274

9

17

39

51

57

63

71

77

81

365

12

15

29

39

4~

51

58

64

68

18
24
36 ......

47

60 ......

44

120 ......

42

180 ......

39

360

-- --

--

35

For periods of 12 months or Iess~ the lowest mean flow Is the annual lowest
mean flow~ and values for recurrence Interval of 1.03 years represent the
wettest year of the reference period~ for 2 years~ the median year3 and for
31 years~ the driest year. These percentages are based on long-term records
from ten continuous-record gaging stations In and near the basin.
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Table 9.--Indices of tow-flow frequency at stream-gaging stations In the lower Thames
and southeastern coastat river basins.(Indlces are medians of the annual lowest mean
flow for periods of 7 and 30 consecutive days, adjusted to the reference period April
1930 to March 1960 on basis of long-term streamflow records)

index

(P1. A)

Drainage

Stream end place of measurement

Green Fall River at Laurel Glen
1183
Pendleton Hill Brook near Clerks Falls
Green Fall River at Clerks Fat]s
1183.5
I183.7
Yawbueks Brook near North Stonington
1183.75 Assekonk Brook near North Stonington
I183.8 Assekonk Brook at North Stonington
1184
Shunock River near North Stonington
1185
Pawcetuck River at Westerly~ R.I.
1185.5 AnguIlla Brook at Wequetequock
Whltford Brook at Old Mystic
I187
Haleys Brook near Old Mystic
I187.5
1188.5
Eccleston Brook at Noank
1272
Bartlett Brook near Colchester
Deep River near Colchester
1272.5
1272.9
Yantic River at Gi]man
1273
Pease Brook at Lebanon
Pease Brook near Lebanon
1273.1
1273.55 Gardner Brook near Bozrah Street
1273.6
Gardner Brook at Bozrah Street
1273.8
Susquetonscut Brook at Lebanon
Susquetonscut Brook at Franklin
1273.9
1274
Susquetonscut Brook at Yantic
Yantic River at Yantic
1275
Trading Cove Brook near MontvI]le Center
1276.8
Trading Cove Brook near Thamesville
1277
Indlantown Brook near Shewville
1277.2
1277.25 She~vi]]e Brook at Shewville
Crowley Brook at Poquetanuck
1277.3
1277.35 Billings Avery Brook near Po~getanuck
1277.4
Stony Brook near UncasvIIle ±z
1277,45 Oxoboxo Brook near Oakdale
1277,5
Oxoboxo Brook at Montville
1277,6
Hunts Brook at Quaker Hill
1277,7
Jordan Brook at Waterford
1277.8
Latimer Brook at Chesterfield~/
Latimer Brook at East Lyme ~/
1277.9
1277.95 Pataguanset River at Nientic
1278
Fourmile RIver near East Lyme

1182.55

I

area

(sq mI)
6.79
3.85

Annual lowest mean flow having a recurrence
Interval of 2 years for number of consecutive
days indicated
(cfs)
(mgd per sq mi)
7 days
30 days
30 days
7 days

I

1.3
.40

19.8

3.8

2.42
1.66
4.O0
16.2
295
7.18
14.4
4,25
2.96
13.3
3.97
37.4
3.11
7.77

.31
.03
.29
3.1
I00
t.2
1.0
.20
.14
1.3
.52
6.0
.ll
.61

7.60
12.8

5.41
12.7

15.4

.10

.39
¯ o9
.44

.08
.oi
.05

.lO
.o4
.07

.22

.25

1.6
.34
.24
1.7
.64

.05
.03
.03
.06
.08

.o7
.05
.05
.08
.IO

¯ 19
.82

.02
.05

.04
.07

.38

.01

.02

115

.87
,o7
,17
.68

6.53
11.7
2.24

2.77
4.72
3.58
10.2

.32
.59
.72
3.9

11.3
3.53
4.25
12.5
7.38

t.7
.92
1.3
3.8
1.7

4.29

.56

5.04
8.70

.07

1.5

11
0
1.0
.75
1,3
.07

88.6

.58

18
0

.o8
o
.98

.07

.10

.13
.42

.02
.07
.o8

.04
.lO
.IO

4.3

,25

.27

4.8

.20

.25

,76

!/ Does not Include area above or flow from Stony Brook Reservoir.
2/ Does not Include area above or flow from Fairy Lake~ Barnes and Bogue Brook Reservoirs.
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Table lO.--Lowest dally flow not exceeded during various numbers of consecutive days at Pawcetuck River at
Wester]yj R.I. in the summer of 1964 and at Yantic River at Yantlc in the summer of 1957. These
flows were the lowest which occurred during the period October 1930 to March 1965.

index
no.
(PI.A)

Stream and place

1185

Pawcatuck River at
Westerly,

1275

Yantlc River at
Yantlc

Drainage
area
(sq ml)

year

7

295

1964

58

1957

b4.9

88.6

exceeded during indicated
number of consecutive days
60
120
15
30

mi) not exceeded durin9 Indicared number of consecutive days
60
15
30
7

120

65

5.7

6.8

9.6

13

a

A louver flow of 168 cfs occurred during the summer of 1949.

b

Lower flows occurred during the summers of 1944 (4.6 cfs) and 1963 (3.6 cfs).

--

0.042

0.050

0.070

0.095

may be increased If the period of use Is reduced.

all gaging stations in the report area occurred tn
the climatic year 1957. This is further substantiated by the fact that these lowest flows of record
at 13 other long-term gaging stations in the Thames
River basins with few exceptIonss also occurred in
the 1957 climatic year. The lowest dally flows not
exceeded for speclfled periods for the Pawcatuck
River at Westerlys Rhode Island and Yantlc River at
Yantlc gaging stations are given In table 10.

Flow-duration and low-flow frequency data for
streams at the outlet of each of these reservoirs
were obtained either from data at gaging stations
presented In tables 5 and 8 or by using the methods
described for ungaged sites In the two preceding
sections.

For any partial-record gaglng station or unmeasured site on an unregulated streams the lowest
daily flow not exceeded for periods of 7, 30, 60, and
120 consecutive days during the 1957 climatic year
may be approxlm~ted by multiplying the lowest annual
average flow for any period for a 31-year recurrence
Interval by 1.05s 1.3j 1.6s and 2.2 respectlvely.
These factors are median ratios derived from long-term
records at eight gaging stations In and adjacent to
the report area which are unaffected by regulatlon.
Methods of estimating the lowest annual average flow
for selected periods of consecutive days for a 31year recurrence interval are described above In the
first paragraph of thls section.

STORAGE OF WATER IN LAKES
AND RESERVOIRS
EXISTING LAKES AND RESERVOIRS
There are many lakes~ ponds~ and reservoirs withIn the area covered by the SCRBA. The largest Is
Gardner Lake which has a surface area of 487 acres~
a total storage capacity of 2~177 million gallons and
a usable storage capacity of I~055 million gallons.
Table II presents Information concerning the more
Important lakess ponds~ and reservoirs within the
report area, Additional Information on the publicwater supply reservoirs Is given In table 38.

ESTIMATING THE AMOUNT
OF STORAGE NEEDED
If the m~nlmum flow of a stream is Insufficient
to supply a projected rate of uses it may be possible to construct a reservoir from which stored
water can be released as needed to maintain the
desired flow. If the frequency wlth which different
amounts of storage would be required is knows then
the cost of providing the storage may be balanced
against the loss caused by Insufficient supply.
The Information presented in table 13 for the Pawcatuck River at Westerlys Rhode Island and Yantlc
River at Yantlc gaging stations shows the frequency
wlth which various amounts of storage would have
been required to maintain selected rates of regulathed flow during the reference period. Values of
storage required for recurrence Intervals of 2
years represent median conditlons~ and values for
recurrence Intervals of 31 years represent very dry
conditions. The rates of regulated flow are presented per square mile of drainage area so that the
table may be used for other sltes along the same
stream> provided that the percent of the area
covered by stratified drift is not appreciably different. Most of the storage would have been replaced
every year, The storage curves were determined
from frequency-mass curves based on lowmflow frequency relationships for each gaging station.

/Vnounts of storage required to malntaln various
rates of regulated flow at unmeasured sites on
All but three of the lakess pondss and reservoirs streams not now affected by regulation are presented
listed In table 11 have usable storage; that Iss some
In table 14. The data are presented for various percentages of area covered by stratified drift; Interor all of the water they contain may be withdrawn by
polatlons between percentages may be made. Storage
gravity by opening a valve or gate. For nearly all
used to provide regulated flow as indicated would
of these surface water bodiess table 12 presents the
maximum safe draft rates (regulated flows) that could be replaced each year except for underlined values:
These underlined values represent storage required
be utlllzed at each slte such that the reservoir
would have refilled within each year of the reference to maintain relatively large regulated flows In
period, Maximum draft rates are given for the wetdry years and hence would not be completely replaced
during such dry years. Because table 14 is based
test and driest years of the reference period and
upon an average streamflow of 1.16 mgd per sq mi~
also for the median year. It should be noted that
before it can be applied to a partlcular site the
the draft rates apply for 24-hours per day use and
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0

0

Table 13.--Storage required to maintain selected regulated flows at Pawcatuck River
at Westerly3 R.I. and Yantlc River at Yantic
(Data are adjusted to the reference period April 1930 to March 1960. Storage
required would refll| during a year except for figures underlined which would
require more than a year to refill. Storage is uncorrected for reservoir seepage~ evaporation~ and for bias in computation procedure~ all of which would
Increase somewhat the amount of storage required,)

rates of regulated flow and amounts of storage must
be adjusted to the average streamf]ow at that site
by multiplying by an appropriate ratio determined
from figure 17.

by over 30~000 cfs while the Yantic River at Yantlc
had a peak flow of 13~500 cfs~ nearly twice that of
July 24~ 1938. Not until August 19~ 1955 was the
magnitude of the September 1938 flood challenged.
It was exceeded~ however~ only on the upper tributaries of the Thames Rlver~ for heaviest rainfall
occurred alon9 the Connectlcut-Hassechusetts boundary. On October 17~ 1955~ flood peaks on the Pawcatuck and Yantlc Rivers exceeded those of August ]9~
1955 and were about the same magnitude as those of
March 12~ 1936.

The storage-required values in tables 13 and 14
are somewhat smelter than the true values that would
actually be required+ because they include a bias of
about lO percent that results from the use of the
frequency-mass curve~ and because losses due to
evaporation and seepage from the reservoir are not
Included, These values are sufficiently accurate~
h~wever~ for reconnaissance planning and for the
selection of a proposed site.

More detailed records of the major floods of
1936~ 1938~ and 1955, based prlmarlly on gagingstation records~ are published in Water-Supply
Papers 798 (March 1936), 867 (September 1938)~ 966
(January and July ]938)~ and 1~20 (August and October 1955). A compilation of all flood peaks above
selected magnitudes for contlnuous-record gaging
stations within the report area is published in
Water-Supply Paper 1671.

FLOODS
HISTORICAL ACCOUNT
Floods may occur In the SCRBA during any month
of the year, Spring floods commonly occur In the
report area and are sometimes accompanied by destruction from moving ice. Floods also occur in late
summer and fall~ the result of hurricanes or other
storms moving northeastward along the Atlantic coastline. Hurricenes~ as they apply to the report area~
are discussed in e separate section,
Since the first settlement of the region about
1660~ at least 19 major flood events have occurred
in the report area. General descriptive Information
concerning major floods within the SCRBA through ]955~
extracted from newspaper accounts and other public
and private records~ Is pubilshed in U.S. Geological
Survey Water-Supply Paper 1779-M.
A quantitative summary of the major flood
events of 1936~ 1938~ and 1955 on the Pawcatuck3
Shetucket~ and Yantlc Rivers appears in table
Floods of moderate magnltude occurred in Hatch
1936 and January and July 1938. The greatest
flood of record In the SCRBA occurred on September
21~ 1938, Rainfall on the Shetucket and Yantlc
River basins averaged about t4 Inches and t2 inches
respectively; both basins produced eight Inches of
runoff, The Shetucket River at Norwich peaked at
77~700 cfs exceeding the March I% 1936 peak flow
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The magnitude of flood events In the Thames
River basin has been modified considerably by the
development and operatlon of several large floodcontrol reservoirs in the upper part of the basin
by the Corps of Englneers. The largest of these Is
Mansfield Hollow Reservolr~ completed in 1952~ which
can Impound 2~260 ml111on cubic feet of flood water
in the Shetucket River basin. In the Qulnebaug
RIver basln~ flve major reservoirs constructed since
1958 have a total storage capacity of ~058 million
cubic feet. Modified river elevations and flows at
the Greenvllle Dam on the Shetucket River at Norwlch~
from studies made by the Corps of Englneers~ appear
in table 15 and Indicate the effect which these six
storage reservoirs would have had upon major flood
events of the past had they been in existence at the
time, Also shown {s an estlmate of the peak flow
which would have occurred tn August and October 1955
had Mansfield Hollow Reservoir not been available for
use, Future floods of similar magnitudes would be
modified to the same degree by the combined effect
of all of these reservoirs~ so that the possibility
of major damage on the Shetucket River at Greenville
Dam is remote as long as buildings are not constructed below the highest modified flood eleva-
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Table 15.--Elevations of flood peaks and corresponding flows for notable floods of
record on the Pawcatuck~ Shetucket~ and Yantlc Rivers In southeastern Connecticut

tions shown tn table 15, Of minor significance
is the effect upon the Shetucket River at Norwich
of six flood-water retarding structures in the
upper reaches of the Shetucket River basin designed
and constructed since 1959 by the U.S. Department
of AgrIculture~ Soll Conservation Service3 with a
combined maximum detention capacity of 3tO million
cubic feet.

given indicating probably stages and flows that
would have occurred had the reservoirs been In
existence at the time.
For at1 the sites listed In table 16 which are
unaffected by flood-control reservoirs~ as well as
for all unmeasured sites w~thin the report area
where the drainage area Is 10 square miles or more~
estimates of the flood flow for any recurrence
Interval can be made from figures 20 and 21 which
have been reproduced from a flood-frequency study
made by the U.S. Geological Survey (Green~ 1964),
The mean annual flood at any site can be found from
f~gure 20 where the drainage area is known, Flows
for other recurrence Intervals up to iOO years are
the product of the mean annual flood and the appropriate ratios for any selected recurrence Interval
from figure 21.

MASNITUDE AND FREQUENCY
OF FLOODS
Knowledge of the magnitude and Frequency of
floods is essential to the water manager concerned
wlth the location and establishment of flood plain
encroachment l~nes. The maximum flood of record
and mean annual flood at gaging stations in the
SCRBA are given in table 16. For the Shetucket
River at Greenville Dam at Norwich~ the stages and
flows actually measured before the completion of
the six Corps of Engineers flood-control reservoirs
are given and~ In additlon~ modified figures are

For the Pawcatuck River at Westerly~ Rhode
Island and Yantic River at Yantic stream-gaging

Table 16.--Haxlmum flood of record and mean annual flood at stream-gaglng stations tn the lower Thames
and southeastern coastal river basins~ as observed~ and as they might have been modified by flood
control reservoirs constructed at a later date
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any particular site is read
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Figure 21.--Flood-mmgnitude frequency curve for the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basins
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storms occurred in 1821, 1841, 1849, 1869, 1893, 1898,
1903, 1904, and 1927. The most severe of these
was In 1893 when two August hurricanes~ only five
days apart~ battered the Connecticut Coast.

stations, flood frequency tables for flood peaks
(period of 0 consecutive days) are listed In
table 17.

FREQUENCY AND DURATION
OF NIGH FLOWS
The flood-frequency Information in table 16 and
figures 20 and 21 is presented tn terms of the recurrence of instantaneous peak discharges. For some
purposes, however, It is also useful to estimate how
long periods of high flow may be sustained and how
frequently these periods ~ay recur. Tab]e 17 presents the probabte recurrence intervals of annual
highest average flows for various periods at the
Pawcatuck River at Westerty~ Rhode Island and Yantic
River at Yantic stream-gaging stations. For example,
table 17 indicates that the highest average ftow of
the Yantic River at Yantic for a period of 30 days
would be 740 cfs once in ]O years~ on the average,
and thus there Is a lO percent probability that 30day average flows of this magnitude would occur in
any one year. The peak flow recurring once in t0
years would be 4~600 cfs with the corresponding peak
elevation of 104.7 feet. This flood peak would probably occur within the same 30-day period for whlch
the estimated average flow is 740 cfs.

HURRICANES

Hurricanes~ or tropical cyclonic storms, have
affected the report area frequently in the past. The
first New England hurricane of record occurred on
August 15~ 1635. Since the development of the Thames
areas about 1660~ several vlolent storms were recorded.
The hurricanes of 1676, 1748~ 1759s 1773~ and ]788
were moderately severe; those of 1723 and t770 approached the hurricane of 1635 in intensity. On
August 23~ 1786 there was an especially severe storm
in New London.
The most disastrous storm of the lgth century
occurred on September 23s 1815. This violent hurricanes combined with a much higher than normal tides
produced record high water in New London and Norwich.

Possibly the greatest catastrophe of the 20th
Century thus fars in New Englands was the disastrous
hurricane of September 21s 1938. A much higher than
normal tide~ coupled with the storm surge~ produced
flood heights of 12 to 25 feet above mean low water
along the eastern Connecticut shore to Rhode Island.
Hare than 600 lives were lost and 1,700 people were
injured. About 9~000 dwellings were totally destroyed and nearly 10 times as many were damaged.
The total loss in southern New England, expressed
In 1938 dollarss was about $300 mlllion.
The next storm of this type occurred on
September 15s 19L~/+; however~ the amount of damage
and the number of deaths were much lower than In
1938.
After a lapse of 10 years~ two major hurricanes
hit the area only 1t days apart. Hurricane ~Carol~H
on August 31~ 1954s caused 60 fata]lttes and destruction of over 10~000 buildings and 3,000 boats.
Total damage~ In 1954 dollars~ was about $460 mi11Ion.
Hurricane "Edna" occurred on September tl, and while
it caused widespread damages it amounted to about
one half of that Inflicted by ’~Carol.H
In summary~ hurricanes are not rare to the
SCRBAo Statistical accounts slnce the first recorded
New England hurricane of 1635 reveal that 5 to l0
hurricanes occur during a century, with one that Is
especially severe occurrlng In each century and a
half.

QUALITY OF WATER IN STREAMS
AND LAKES
NATURAL CONDITIONS
The chemical quality of stream water In the
SCRBA under natural conditions is generally excellent as indicated by the chemical analyses of
stream water summarized in table 18. The analyses
represent samples collected at 24 sites shown In

History records several hurricanes of varying
magnitude affecting the area during the next dozen
decades~ but none to equal that of 18t5. Notable

Table 17.--Annual h~ghest average flows and corresponding average elevatlons for indicated
recurrence tnterva]s at Pawcatuck River at Westerlys R.I. and Yantlc River at Yantic
(Data for indicated recurrence intervals and indicated periods of consecutive
days have been adjusted to the reference period October 1930 to September 1980~
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Table IB.--Comparison of chemical characteristics of water from representative streams in the lower Thames
and southeastern coastal river basins under natural conditions at low and high streamflow
(From data presented in the companion basic data report by M. A. Cervione, Jr., and others, 1968)

(Chemical constituents in parts per million)
Concentrat,on in water samples
collected at hlgh flow (flow
that was equaled or exceeded
less than 5 percent of the
time from ]930 to 1960) ~/
I
Average
Ranqe

Constituent or
property

Concentration in water samples
collected at low flow (flow
that was equaled or exceeded
more than 90 percent of the
time from 1930 to 1960) ~/
Range
I
Average

_b/3.6 - 16

Silica (Si02) ....
Iron (re)

0.03 -

0.14

0.07

.00-

,03

.01

Manganese (Mn)

.15 -

1.3

.34
.06

,00- ,34
- 16

8.1

8,9

5.0

Magnesium (Hg)

.5

1,9

1.0

,7 - 5.4

2.0

Sodl um (Na)

2.5

9,8

3.9

3.6

7.5

5.1

Potassium (K)

.3

1.9

.9

.8 -

4.7

1.8

Bicarbonate (HC03)

2

- 12

7

Sulfate (SO4)

8.6

- 22

13

Chloride (CI)

3.1

9,2

3.2

5.5

Nitrate (N03) ....

7

- 36

20

9.0

- 28

16

4.4

- 16

7.4

25O

c._/ .0

-

2.6

45

8,0

28

- 74

45

38

-150

79

9
Hardness as CaCO3
Noncarbonate hardness 6
as CaCO3
Specific conductance 41
(micromhos at 25°C)

- 30

17

14

- 62

28

- 20

II

4

- 33

13

-106

6LF

54

-215

113

Dissolved solids
(calculated)

pH

5.2

7,0

--

5.6
_c/ 3

Color ....

(1962)

I0

2,2

Calcium (Ca)

Upper limit in
drinking water
as recon~ended
by U.S. Public
Health Service

7.1
- 35

250

500

-9

One sample from each of 24 sites.
One sample from each of 21 sites.
One sample from each of 20 sites.
80 percent of the total dissolved solids in the
samples collected. These mineral constituents are
present largely as a result of the solutlon of soil
and rock materials at and below land surface. However, precipitation is also the source of relatively large amounts of mineral re~tter such as sulfate.

figure 22 where waters are relatively unaffected by
man~s activities. Hardness of these samples ranged
from 9 to 62 ppm, and dissolved solids ranged from
28 to 150 ppm. The general excellence of the chemical quality of these samples is emphasized by the
contrast in table 18 between the maximum amounts of
dissolved mlneral constituents of samples and the
limits of these constituents set by the U.S. Public
Health Service (1962) for drinking water.

The degree of concentration of two relatively
soluble chemical constituents, calcium and magnesium,
determines the hardness of water. The average hardness shown in table 18 is 28 ppm. Water with a
hardness of less than 60 ppm is considered soft.

The most common constituents in naturally
occurring water in streams in the SCRBA are those
listed in table 18; silica, calcium, sodium, bicarbonate, and sulfate comprise an average of about

In addition to being soft, waters that contain
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X P L A N A T I 0 N

Basin drainage divide

Dissolved-solids concentrations of high
flow were calculated from samples collected when streams within study area were
flowing at on overage rote exceeded only 5
percent of the time, Concentrations at low
flow were calculated from samples collected when streams in the study area were
flowfng at on average rote exceeded 90 percent of the time.

118307-° ~ Low FLOW(ppU)

Area in which most wells topping bedrock are likely to yield moderately hard to
very hQrd woler~ and relatively large concenlrotions
of dissolved solids,
Under natural condifions~ water in streams has a smeller dissolved-sollds concenfrotion ot high flow than et low flow~ due to the large proportion of
overland runoff in the streams at low flow. Despite areal variotion~
the quality is excellent throughout the basin under natural conditions.
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Fl~ure 22.--Areal variation in dissolved-solids content of naturally occurring stream water
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Figure 23.--Relatlon between specific conductance~ runoffI and relative amount of
soluble material in the sol] and rocks of a drainage basin
Dissolved solids represented by specific conductance varies wlth amount
of total runoff and relative amount of soluble materials In soll and
rocks through which the ground-water portion of the runoff has passed.

2t0

~ew dissolved minerals are generally low in alkalin~ty. Low alkalinity~ in the presence of dissolved
carbon dioxide and organic acid results in slightly
acidic waters as are generally found In the SCRBA.
Water of th~s type may be corrosive at times to some
metals.
The dissolved-solids concentration of stream
water varies with the rate of streamfloWo When
streamflow Is high the concentration of dissolved
solids is relatively low as shown in table 18 and
also in figure 22. The remarkably unifor~ and low
concentration of all mineral constituents in these
samples indicates that the chemical quality of water
In streams at high streamFlow represents chiefly the
quality of precipitation.
The dissolved-solids concentration at low streamflow ranged from 38 to 150 ppm as shown In table 18
and on figure 22. At all sites the dlssolved-solids
concentration of water tn the streams is 9rearer at
low streamflow than at hlgh streamflow. Silicas
which makes up more than 50 percent of the chemical
composition of the rocks of the SCRSA~ is a relatlvely minor constituent at high flow~ but averages
about 15 percent of the dissolved-solids concentration
at low flow. The changes in silica and dissolvedsolids concentration result from the presence of
relatively large proportions of ground water in the
stream channels during periods of low streamflow.
Even under low-flow condltlons~ however~ ~t is importent to note that half of the streams contained less
than 75 ppm dissolved solids.
The chemical quality of the stream water represents an integration of the quality of ground-water
runoff From the basin upstream and the quality of
the water In the stream channel. The types and
amounts of the minerals in solution In ground-water
runofF vary from place to place throughout the SCRBA
depending upon the types of geologic environment
through which the water passed. The area where
ground water has the most effect on the chemical
quality of stream water is shown as stippled area
on figure 22. The dtssolved-sollds concentration
and hardness of stream water In these portions of
the SCRBA are relatively much higher than elsewhere~
chiefly as a result of the presence of calcium silicate minerals in the rocks.
The amounts and character of the mlnerals present In the soll and rocks in the basin upstream
from any site determine a specific curve of relationship between the flow of the stream and its dissolvedsolids concentratlon for that particular site.
Curves for ell sites In a region having the same
soluble minerals should be similar In shapej and the
curves should theoretically diminish to a common
lower specific conductance at a very hlgh rate of
runoff when the source of the water Is entirely rainfall.
Figure 23 shows very clearly the relationship
between discharge and specific conductance caused by
difference in relative solubility of minerals In the
soils and rocks in any drainage basin. The curve of
lowest specific conductance Is for site 1182.55 where
ground-water runoff Is from bedrock and unconsolidated
deposits composed of generally insoluble minerals.
Contrasted to thls curve is the curve of highest
specific 6onductance for site 1277.3 where the
source of ground water Is from materials wlth rela-

tlvely soluble minerals such as calcium silicates.
If both or each of these curves represent areas
which are geologically ho~K)geneous~ then all
similar curves shown between then on figure 23
represent various proportions of soluble and nonsoluble source materials. For example, the curve
for site 1274 represents the relationship of
specific conductance to unlt runoff for e drainage
area In which the solubility of the source materials
Is 2/3 or 67 percent of that of the curve farthest
to the right.
Though it is believed that the influence of
the quality of ground-water runoff upon the relative
position of each curve in the array is predominants
other factors such as the variances in type end
chemical concentration of precipitation and dry fallouts and lend uses also affect the relationship.
Water-quality characteristics of streams are
generally altered by impoundment In lakes~ ponds~
and reservoirs. Storage of water modifies the wlde
fluctuations In water quality which are characteristic of streams. Turbldity~ sedlments~ suspended
soIids~ and bacterial concentrations are reduced~
and the bleaching action of sunlight reduces the
color of Impounded water.
Chemical quality of samples from some of the
lakes~ ponds~ and reservoirs at their outlets in
the SCRBA are included in the companion basic data
report by H. A. Cervione, Jr. and others (1968).
The chemical quality of these bodies of water is
generally exceIlent~ end most are unaffected by
man~s activities. The dlssolved-sollds concentration is generally less than 60 ppm~ the hardness
less than 40 ppm~ and the waters are slightly acidic.
In bodies of quiet water~ such as lakes and
reservolrs~ thermal gradients may exist between top
and bottom~ and bottom temperature may depart constderobly from air temperature. Temperature changes
and stratification follow a seasonal pattern.
Figure 24 Is a diagram of the typical seasonal patterns that can occur in standing water bodies. In
summer~ the warmer water Is near the surface
(epilimnlon)~ and in the middle zone (thermocIine)
temperature decreases wlth depth~ and In the lower
zone (hypolimnion) there is little clrculation~ and

,Epilimnlon

,Thermocline

(adapted ~om

.HypolimnIon

WATER TEMPERATURE, LOW--HiGH

Flgure 24.--Seasonal temperature variations
In lakes and reservoirs

E XPL ANATION

E X P L AN ATION
MAP UNITS

Basin drainage divide

Iron concentrations exceeding 0.3 ppm(parts
per milHon), U. S. R H. S. drinking-water
standard~ indicated in red.

POINTS OF GROUND-WATER SAMPLING
HIGH IRON-MANGANESE
FROM BEDROCK AQUIFER

FROM STRATIFIIO DRIFT OR
TILL AQUIFI~R

LOW IRON-MANGANESE

Figure 26.--Seasonal variations of iron in surface waters and areal distribution of iron
concentrations fn £round water
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the temperature approaches uniformity, in the fall
the surface temperature drops until the lake is
nearly uniform from top to bottom and mixing occurs
again, As the surface temperature continues to
rise~ the summer stratification pattern develops and
the cycle begins again.

IRON AND COLOR

The relationship of water temperature~ pH~ dissolved-oxygen contentj and carbon dioxide (C02) content to depth of water is shown in Figure 25 for a
Few selected lakes and ponds in the SCRBA from data
collected by the Connecticut Board of Fisheries and
Game in 1954, The data p]otted in the upper portion
of figure 25 show the characteristic summer stagnation~ where high air temperature warmed the water in
the upper part of the surface-water bodies~ while
the water in their lower depth was largely unaffected
causing stratification. The gradients~ in the upper
portion of figure 25~ are largely caused by diffusion
of at~spherlc air at the air-surface water interface;
photosynthesis by certain types of biota in regions
of light penetration~ respiration of plants and
animals and carbon dioxide given off by decaying
matter in the lower depths. The period of spring
and autumn mixing breaks up the gradients and brings
about a relatively even distribution of all dissolved materials in the water body. The Connecticut
Board of Fisheries and Game (1959) reports that
portions of Amos Lake~ Gardner Lake~ Green Falls
Reservolr~ Lantern Hill Pond~ Long Pond~ Oxoboxo
Lake~ Pataguanset Lake~ and Wyassup Lake are thermally stratified.
Oxoboxo Lake~ figure 25~ is stratified, From
the surface to about I0 feet~ temperature changes
little with depth. Between lO and 20 feet, the
temperature drops rapidly. The region of the lake
below 20 feet Is rather uniformly cool. The
gradual establishment of thermal stratification
deprives the lower depths of its oxygen source.
Dissolved oxygen is the most significant of all
the chemical substances in the natural waters of
lakes and ponds as an indicator of lake conditions.
Figure 25 shows for Oxoboxo Lake that the dissolved
oxygen concentration diminishes rapidly with depth
in summer. This summer depletion is of overriding
importance in its effect on aquatic life. When It
occurs it brings on major ecological changes.

Iron~ though only a small part of th~ dissolved
solids in stream water in the SCRBA~ deserves special
discussion because it is present in amounts large
enough to be troublesome. An iron content of 0.3
ppm or more is objectionable for domestic uses~ and
it should be less than 0.2 ppm for many industrial
uses, Iron in surface waters is derived from minerals of rocks and soils in the SCRBA or from decaying vegetation.
Streams draining swamps usually contain water
with a high iron concentration. All growing aquatic
plants require a continuous supply of iron and
extract it from water and soil, The decay of the
aquatic vegetation releases dissolved iron to the
swamp water, Durtng this decaying period~ the
volume of water in the swamp is generally reduced
and the iron concentration in the remaining water
is increased, The largest quantity of organic
matter and iron from swamps enters streams during
periods of heavy rainfall when swamps are flushed
out~ though the concentration of iron is considerably
reduced by dilution,
About 70 percent of the 24 samples summarized
in table 18 for streams essentially unaffected by
man~s activities had water containing more than 0.2
ppm iron at low flow and about 40 percent were more
than 0.3 ppm, All water samples collected during
low streamflow periods~ having excessive iron concentrations~ originate in iron-bearlng ground-water
areas locally present throughout the SCRBA~ as
shown in figure 26~ and from drainage of numerous
swamps, At high streamflows followlng the winter
period~ only a few of the sampling sites yielded
samples containing the high iron concentration.
To show the effect of swamp environment on the
iron concentration of stream water~ several water
samples were collected in and near Cedar Swamp near
Shewville. The results are shown in figure 27.
Sampling during the April high streamflow period
indicated that the water entering and leaving Cedar
Swamp contained a very low concentration of iron.
The July sampling shows a four-to-ten-fold increase
in iron concentration during the period of decay
of swamp vegetation.

The dissolved-oxygen content of water is
inversely related to temperature. At 34°F the
saturation value for dissolved oxygen is 14 ppm~ at
80°F the saturation value is less than 8 ppm. Aquatic life may be able to adjust to the warmer wateFs~
but it can be destroyed by the lack of dissolved
oxygen, Within the thermocline there is a sharp
drop in dissolved oxygen and a rise in the concentration of the gases resulting from decomposition
of aquatic biota, Below the thermocline the concentration of dissolved oxygen reaches a minimal
value (often zero)~ that of gases of decomposition
a maximum one, The carbon dioxide concentration
shows a general inverse relationship to the dissolved oxygen curve~ that is~ the concentration of
carbon dioxide increases with depth,

Iron and manganese precipitates also accumulate
in the sediment and mud of lake and pond bottoms.
During the early stages of turnover these two constituents redissolve From bottom sediments~ circulate
upwards and remain in solution until oxidation and
precipitation transfer them downward again. The
increase and decrease in concentration of these two
constituents roughly parallels the decrease and
increase in dissolved oxygen. Thus the outflow from
these lakes and ponds will transport the redissolved
iron and manganese and affect the quality of streams
fed by these water bodies. Thls may account for
the 1.3 ppm iron concentration in the outflow from
Wyassup Lake in the September 1963 sample~ shown on
figure 26.

Curing the spring and fall overturn~ the pH of
the water generally is uniform from surface to
bottom. Iron~ n~anganese~ color~ and turbidity may
Increase, Oxidation-reduction processes are triggered by dissolved oxygen and cause the precipitated
iron and manganese to dissolve during overturn.
Thus during overturn a vertical mixing of the waters
results In a deterioration in quality.

The upper reaches of most streams are characterized by clear waters~ at least during the nonflood season. Relatively HpureH shallow streams
appear clear due~ in part~ to the fact that light
is absorbed quite rapidly in the first few feet.
Small shallow streams which drain swamps are often
colored light to dark amber. This color is probably
attributable to the decaying organic material which
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EXPLANATION

i-12
WATER*QUALITY SAMPLING SITE

Scale

Site

Site

Number

Description

IRON~ in ports per million
4-9-64
7 - 24 - 64
2°/o Flow 90°/o Flow 80% Flow
duration
duroHon
duroHon

O.03

0,27

Within Cedar
Swamp

0.33

1.2

3

Stream od]oceot
to swamp

4

Sprlnp (Ly If~p)

.O4

5

Tr[bulary to
Cedar SwQmp

.45

6

Indlontown Sk.

.48

7

Indiontown Sk,

.52

8

2,1

.O9

.44

.57

FiQure 27.--D~ssolved-lron concentrations in water in and near Cedar Swamp
Water draining from swamp is likely to contain higher concentrations of dissolved solids
than water entering the swamps~ at both high and low streamfiow, The iron concentrations
In swamp water commonly increase severalfold during decay of aquatic vegetation.
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composition of sea water.

releases dissolved plant substances such as tannin,
~ron may be a significant constituent of organic
color in waters but the concentration of iron does
not necessarily correlate with the degree of organic
color, Other streams may be colored in the autumn
due to extractives from large accumulations of
leaves in the water. Various extrinsic factors may
also account for apparent color in streamsj such as
diatoms and algae. Color decreases during periods
of high streamflow, One of the 24 samples of water
surr~ar~zed in table 12s had color as high as 35 units;
the average was 9s about half the upper limit of 15
recommended by the U.S, Public Health Service (1962)
for drlnking water, Color as high as 188 has been
observed in water associated with swamps in the
SCRBA.

The data indicate that there is very llttle
dilutlon in the chemical composition by the freshwater flow in September between the head of the
tide and the mouth of either the Hystic or Niantic
Rivers, The fresh-water streams in these areas
were at 90 percent flow duration or greater.
The most important waterway in the SCRBA Is
the Thames River estuary. It is fed by numerous
small streams in Its 14 mile course from Norwich
to Long Island Sound. Two major streams~ the
Shetucket River and the Yantic Rlver~ converge to
form the Thames River at Norwich. They are both
affected by tidal surges of sea water up the Thames
River estuary, From the tidal basin at Norwich to
the mouth at Groton the general composition of the
estuary water is shown in table 19 to be relatively
similar and varies from 22~000 to 30~O00ppm dissolved
solids. "Pure" sea water contalns approximately
35~000 ppm dissolved solids. The d{lution of sea
water by fresh-water inflow can be determined by
comparing the dissolved-solids concentration of the
estuary to that of sea water. In the area of Fort
Shantock State Park the estuary is 67 percent sea

SALT WATER EXTENT IN STREAMS AND ESTUARIES
The southern boundary of the SCRBA forms an
irregular coastline characterized by many inlets~
coves~ extensive tidal marshes~ meadows~ wet]ands~
and coastal streams discharging to Long island Sound,
The most prominent feature is the Thames River
Estuary.
The coastal area is exposed to a twice-a-day
tidal surge up the lower reaches of streams and
rivers. In the Thames River the effects of the
tides extend as far inland as the Shetucket and
Yantic Rivers. The extent of tidal movement of sea
water in an estuary or coastal stream is dependent
on a number of factorsj some of which are fresh-water
flow~ range and stage of tide~ cllmatological and
wind conditions~ and man-made obstructions, in late
summer and early fal1~ fresh-water flow Is usually
at a mlnimum~ and the mean sea level for the period~
which controls the movement of sea water into the
estuary~ is at a maximum. These conditions favor
the movement of sea water upstream, During the
sprlng~ fresh-water flow increases to the maximum
and the sea water recedes downstream.

Groton. Long Island Sound in the vicinity of Rocky
Neck State Park is approximately 92 percent sea
The waters of the Thames River estuary are
usually of high salinity throughout the year~ ranging from nearly ~pure" sea water in the GrotonNew London area to diluted sea water at the tidal
basin at Norwich, Although fresh water may extend
into the Norwich tidal basin at times of high freshwater flow after heavy rains in the spring~ the
duration of the fresh-water conditions in the tidal
basin is relatively short. The waters in the
estuary are generally less subject to sudden changes
in salinity than are those in the lower reaches of
the river and tributary streams.

Sea water from Long Island Sound is carried
upstream in the estuaries and coastal streams by
each flood tide and downstream by each ebb tide.
Such tidal movements into the estuaries are accompanied by the continuously changing concentrations
of dissolved solids and proportions of mineral constituents in the zone where sea water mixes with the
fresh-water flow from the coastal streams.
Figure 28 shows the maximum extent of sea water
influence on the chemical character of water in the
SCRBA, Sea water movement in coastal streams and
estuaries is halted in some cases by man-made dams~
by the steep seaward slope of some coastal streams~
or by natural rapids or riffles in the stream channel,
The general chemical composition of rivers and
estuaries affected by sea water is shown in table
and the samp]ing sites are located on figure 28.
Samples were collected in September 1963 durlng the
minimum fresh-water flow period to i11ustrate the
maximum concentration of chemical constituents at the
farthest upstream influence of sea water. Significant sites were sampled again during the following
April when fresh-water flow was at a maximum. Analyses from Long Island Sound~ the Atlantlc Ocean~
and general composition of sea water (Hem~ 1959~
p, lO) were also added to table 19 so that the chemical quality of these waters may be compared to the
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There is a fresh water-sea water interface in
the lower portions of both the Yantlc and Shetucket
River above the tidal basin at Norwich during the
low fresh-water Inflow period, The data in table
20 indicate that the fresh water enters a transition
zone in both rivers before flowing Into the tidal
basin, During the low-flow period in September
1963 the chemical composition of the Yantic River
in the transition zone ranged from 33 percent sea
water near the surface to 80 percent sea water near
the streambed. In the Shetucket River the range
was from 12 percent near the surface to 84 percent
near the streambed. Samples from April 1964 indicate
that the sea water Is pushed out of each river mouth
during the high flow period.

CONDITIONS RESULTINO FROMTHE
ACTIVITIES OF MAN
Man uses water for various domestic and industrial needs, During its usej the quality of the
water is almost always changed, After use the water
contains more dlssolved solids or is warmed or
cooler than before. Host of the major streams in
the SCRBA~ and a few smaller streams receive varying
amounts of waste materials. Industrial and commercial wastes discharged into the streams and estuaries
of the area include cyanides~ coppeF~ nlckel~

EXPLANATION
SURFACE WATER

Figure 28.--Maximum observed concentration of dissolved solids In surface and
9round waters In the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basin~
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Table 19.--Chemical composition of selected coastal streams and estuaries Influenced by sea water Invasion
arts per ]il]ion)
(Chemical constituents in
Site no.
(location
in figure

Dissolved
solids
(residue on
Calcium MagneslumI Sodium
Sulfate Chloride evaporation
(Ct)
at 180°C )
(Ca) / (M~)
/ (No) I (SOL) ]

Source

Date
of
collection

I

Pawcatuck River near Pawcatuck

9-24-63

268

780

7,160

1,670

12~900

24,800

2

Mystic River at Old Mystic

9-24-63

330

1,000

8,700

1,750

15,900

30,200

Mystic River at Mystic 1

9-26-63

347

l,O00

9,620

2,210

16,500

31,600

2

9-26-63

351

1,140

9,520

2,330

16,700

31,400

do

4

Poquooock River at Poquonock
Bridge

9-24-63

329

960

9,100

2,140

16,000

30,700

5

Shetucket River at Norwich 1

9-26-63

68

t42

1,310

340

2,280

4,376~

330

990

8,730

2,160

15,600

do

2

9-26-63

do

l

4- 9-64

Yantic River at Norwich I

5.6

1.0

4.8

12

9-26-63

135

430

3,280

785

312

977

8,350

2,020

do

2

9-26-63

do

l

4- 9-64

7.0

2.1

4.2

12

7.2
6,070
14,700 .
8.1

29,500
53
ll,600
28,000
55

7

Thames River at Fort Shantock
State Park

9-25-63

252

810

6,780

1,560

12,200

23,600

8

Poquetanuck Cove at Happyland I

9-24-63

254

820

6,820

1,590

12,400

23,500

9-24-63

293

923

7,870

1,910

13~700

26,100

Thames River at Massapeag

9-25-63

239

740

6,180

1,490

11,500

21,900

lO

Thames River at Gales Ferry

9-26-63

281

940

7,480

1,740

13,400

25,000

11

Thames River at Groton

9-24-63

328

1,000

9,020

1,970

15,800

30,300

12

Niantlc River near East Lyme

9-25-63

297

830

7s940

1,870

13,800

27,100

13

Niantic River at Niantic

9-25-63

350

l,lO0

9,270

2,090

16,800

32,300

14

Long Island Sound near NIantic

9-25-63

347

1,130

9,670

2,250

16,900

32,100

Atlantic Ocean at Atlantic
Beach, N.Y.

4-t8-56

35t

1,190

9,520

2,290

17,200

33,500

Atlantic Ocean at Montauk
Point, N.Y.

1-19-61

356

1,160

9,470

2,390

17,100

32,500

General ~omposition of sea

--

400

1,272

10,560

2,560

18,980

35,000

do

9

I

Sample collected 1 foot below water surface.

2

Sample collected t foot off bottom of streambedo

3

After J. D. Hem,

1959, U.S. Geo]. Survey Water-Supply Paper 1473, p. lO.
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Table 20.--Comparison of chemlcal composition of fresh and salt water in the
Shetucket and Yantlc Rivers at Norwich during high and low fresh-water flow

Catclum
(Ca)

Source and location
Shetucket River at Smith Avenue Bridge
Shetucket River at Route 12 Bridge I
Do

2

8.3

Hagnestum | Sodium
(’.~) / (Na)

Dissolved soIids
(ROE at 180"C)

LOW FRESH-WATER FLOW--September 263 1969
3.5
14
12

68

330

YantIc River at New London Turnpike Bridge

Chloride
(Cl)

9.8

79

142

13310

23280

4,370

990

83730

15~600

29~500

1.6

5.8

10

67

Yantlc River at Route 32 Bridge l

135

430

3~ 280

6,070

I l, 600

Do

312

977

83350

14~ 700

283000

HIGH FRESH-WATER FLOW--AprII 9~ 196z+
Shetucket River at Smith Avenue Bridge

5.8

1.1

4.8

7.2

44

Shetucket River at Route 12 Bridge

5.6

l.O

4.8

7.2

53

I.I

~.8

6.5

55

2.1

4.2

8.1

55

Yantlc River at New London Turnpike Bridge
Yantic River at Route 32 Bridge

7.0

I Sample collected I foot below water surface.
2 Sample collected I foot off bottom of streambed.
chromlum~ bleaches3 dyes3 soap~ silt3 acids3 and
alkalis. Organic wastes3 including pulp fibers~
starch3 grease~ oiI~ and domestic sewage are also
present. Certaln pollutants In streoms~ such as
detergents~ dyes3 pulp and paper wastes3 and salts
of metals are objectionable even In small amounts
since they may impart color to the water, cause
toxicity to anima] and aquatic llfe~ or otherwise
make the water unsuitable for use.
The relatlvely low dlssolved-sollds concentration of stream waters throughout the SCRBA~ even at
low flows3 is illustrated In figure 28. The maximum
dlssolved-sollds concentration at nearly all points
In the SCRBA Is markedly less than the 500 ppm suggested by the U.S. Public Health Service for potable
water supplies. Hasselli and others (1963) found
that streams which receive whlte-water wastes from
paper and paperboard production during drought conditions may at times contain dissolved solids In
excess of 500 ppm. This condltlon might occur in
Oxoboxo Brook along its lower reaches. A number of
areas associated with drainage from swamps~ stagnant
ponds or highway runoff contained water that exceeded
200 ppm dissolved-solids concentration and in some
Instances over 600 ppm dissolved solids. One area
located In Hontvllle contained drainage with a dlssolved-sollds concentration in the order of 2~000 to
43000 ppm. A number of industrial plants in SCRBA
center around or on estuarles3 and their treated or
untreated waste products were discharged to the
estuarine water during the period of study,
An example llIustratlng the change in chemical
constituents3 resulting from discharge of industrial
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waste effluent in Oxoboxo Brook~ from Oxoboxo Lake
to UncasvIlle is shown in figure 29. At time of
sampling during the low-flow period a four-fold
increase In dissolved solids along the stream was
observed. The pattern diagrams i11ustrate the
significant Increases In concentrations of calcium3
sodlum3 and sulfate. The decrease In dissolvedsollds concentration In the lower reaches of
Oxoboxo Brook Is a result of a number of factors3.
such as dilution through increase In water volume3
and storage and settling in ponded areas of the
brook. The waste effluent also causes an increase
in the acidlty of the water In the receiving stream~
until neutralization occurs in the lower reaches.
Pollution of natural waters by domestic sewage
is a possible hazard to public health and safety and
may stimulate undesirable growth of algae and other
aquatic plants in both flowing and Impounded surface
waters. The presence of sewage In streams may sometimes be indicated by small amounts of detergents
which cause white foam to develop on the surface of
water In streams~ partlcu]arly below mill dams or
rapids. High concentrations of organic matter from
sewage or from natural sources also may develop
foam. This foam rapidly dlsappears In quiet waters
below dams or rapids.
The upper limit for ABS (alkyl benzene sulfonate) concentration in drinking water Is 0.5 ppm as
recommended by the U.S. Public Health Service. Since
July 19653 a new detergent material LAS (linear
alkylate sulfonate)~ a prlnclpal constituent of soft
detergents3 has gradually replaced ABS, Detergent
residues of LAS are more readlly blo-degradable than

relatively impermeable soils in areas of till absorb
a substantial part of the precipitation and the
complete vegetative cover protects the land surface
from erosion by water flowing overland.

I~.X PL A NATION

In the glaciated crystalline uplands of eastern
Connecticu% erosion rates and suspended-sediment
concentrations in streams are comparatively low.
More sediment is present at high flows than at low
flows. Even at high flow the amount of suspended
sediment in streams of the report area ~s quite
as shown in table 21 from results of analyses of
samples from seven streams, The flow at times of
sampling was the third hlghest peak during the 1965
water year,
Turbidity~ a measure of the ability of water
either to transmit or reflect light is caused by
suspended or colloidal silt or clay particles~
mlcro-organisms~ pulp fibers~ or other material
originating in the natural process of erosion~ or
in sewage, Turbid water is objectionable for many
industrial uses~ notably for use by the food ~ndustry~ the paper industry~ and the textile industry~ and
large amounts may injure flsh and other aquatic life,

OXO8OXO BROOK

Figure 29,--Effect of waste effluent on the water
quality of Oxoboxo Brook

The data in table 21 suggest that turbidity
in the SCRBA is generally not pot~htlally troublesome3 except in the local area along the lower
reaches of Oxoboxo Brook where a sample was found
to contain 40 ppm (as silica) caused by industrial
Wastes.

Chemical constituents increased from natural
concentrations due to industrial waste discharged
to the brook. Decrease in lower reaches is a
result of storage and settling in ponde~ areas
of the brook,

TEMPERATURE
those of ABS and can be reduced but not eliminated
by secondary sewage treatment (Wayman~ 1965).
According to a report for the Southeastern Connecticut Regional Planning Agency by Metcalf & Eddy~
(1965) about 51 percent of the population residing
in the Planning Region (including essentially all of
the area covered by thls report) is served by sewage
systems that are classified either as municipal3
comunity~ or institutional. The domestic sewage
from approximately 20 percent of the population is
discharged without treatment ~nto the waters of
the Planning Region. Of the known industrial and
commercial wastes discharged daily into the fresh
waters and coastal estuaries of the Plannin9 Region~
approximately 49 percent is discharged directly into
the waters without treatment or with inadequate
primary treatment. With the enactment of Public Act
No. 57 in 1967~ the State has charged the Water
Resources Commission with the fulfillment of pollcies
more exp}icit in the prevention3 control~ and abatement of new and existin9 pollution of all natural
waters in the State, The Commission can provide
current information at any time on the extent and
effect of pollution ~n the State.

SEDIMENT AND TURBIDITY
Host streams carry at times various amounts
of 9ravel~ sand~ silt and clay eroded from their
banks and channels or carried into the stream by
water running overland, Sediment in streams in
SCRBA is not a serious problem because even the

Temperature is probably one of the most important~ but least discussed~ factors of water quality.
The temperature of water in streams and lakes
changes continuously and varies in a complex fashion
therefore~ difficult to de~rlbe in detai]~ but the
major features can be outlined.
Temperature influences~ usually directly~ all
the chemica]~ physica]~ and biological properties
of water. The ability of water to dissolve or precipitate materials is dependent upon temperature~
and the aquatic life of a lake or stream may thrive
or die because of the temperature. Natural stream
temperatures are controlled largely by air temperature~ solar radiation~ and temperature of groundwater runoff.
The temperature of all surface-water bodies
follows a seasonal cycle in response to air temperature, Freezing-point temperature is reached or
nearly reached in most streams during the winter
months~ at least for brief periods of time. Maximum
temperatures commonly occur in July and August,
These conditions are reflected in the average temperature of the water in the Yantic River at Gilman
from October 1964 through September 1965 as shown
in figures ~0 and 31.
tlon curves for the Yantic River (figure 31) show
the river during this period were 83°F and 33=F;
however~ the stream temperatures reached the 32°F
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Resources Data for Connecticut and current information may be obtained from the Hartford~ Conneetlcut office of the U.S. Geolog[¢al Survey.

point at the uppermost surface layer for a short
period of time durlng the winter months. The maximum water temperature was 70°F or less~ 70 percent
of the time and figure 30 also shows that the median
(50 percent) temperature of the stream closely
approximates the average annual air temperature
For the SCRBA.

tion of flow is ground-water runoff that entered
the stream channel from the basin a short distance
upstream and has not been in contact with the air.
By contrast~ in the major streams most of the
water has been flowing in stream channels for some
distance~ and may have been detained in one or

During the 1965 water year figure 32 shovls the
water temperature for the Yantic River to be very
similar to the water temperature of the Quinebaug
River at Jewett City~ where a continuous record is
kept. According|y~ the continuous thermograph at
Jewett City may be used as an approximate index of
temperature of related natural streams in the SERBA.
Records published in an annual series of Water

streams at relatively uniform temperatures, daily
temperature fluctuations and the annual range in
monthly average temperatures are probably somewhat
less in small streams than in major rivers.

Table 21.--Analyses of suspended-sediment and turbidity at miscellaneous stream-gaging
stations in the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basins
Percent of
time flow
is equaled
or exceeded

Turbidi ty
(as ppm SLOB)

0.2

20

4.6

13

¯5

0

24

¯5

5

4-16-65 26

.6

7

I0

I,I

5

flow

4-16-65

45

1184

Pendleton Hill Brook
near C]arks Falls
Shunock River near
North Stonington

4-16-65

78

9

1187

Whitford Brook at
Old Mystic

4-16-65

62

8

1276.8

Trading Cove Brook
at Montville Center

4-16-65

Index
no.
I
(PI. A)
1183

do

Sediment
concentration
(ppm)

Measured
load
(tons/day)~/

Date of
col lection

Source
and
]ocation

(cfs)

22

I

1277

Trading Cove Brook
near Thamesville

4-16-65

40

1277,4

Stony Brook near
Uncasville

4-16-65

40

5

18

1.9

1277.9

Latimer Brook at
East Lyme

4-16-65

160

I

12

5.1

1278

Fourmile River near
East Lyme

4-16-65

35

.P

The tons of suspended sediment that would have been carried past each station during one
day if the discharge and concentrations shown had remained the same throughout the day.
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Fiffure 30.--Monthly water temperatures of the
Yantic River at Gilman~ 1965 water year

Fi£ure 32.--Comparison of average monthly water
temperatures of the Yantlc River at Gilman to the
~uinebau£ River at Jewett Cityt 1965 water year

The temperature of the Yantic River fluctuates seasonally. The highest~ Iowest~ and
average water temperatures in the Yantic
River at Gilman for each month were determined from continuous temperature measurements obtained about ½ foot above the river
bottom,

During thls period there was generally only
a few degrees difference in the water temperature between the two sites.

9O

~...~_~aily temperature
The 1965 water year extremes
were 83°F and 33°F~ and the

o
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Fiqure 31.--Temperature-duration curve~ Yantic River at Gilmant 1965 water year
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WATER IN AQUIFERS
The amount of ground water that may be recovered
by pumping from wells varies widely from place~ depending on the water-bearin9 properties of aquifers and
on the available supply, Permeabl]ity (water-yielding
capacity) and thickness govern the rate at which an
aquifer can transmit water on a short-term local
basis. The amount of ground water that can be pumped
on a long-term or regional basis also depends on how
much is available for delivery. This includes the
amount of water from precipitation which infiltrates
to the aquifers3 the amount stored there~ and the
amount that can be induced to infiltrate from streams
and lakes, An understanding of the underground part
of the hydrologic cycle3 is essential to sound development and management of ground-water supplies in
the SCRBA.

therefore it is mapped wlth stratifled drift or any
aquifer that directly underlies it. Estuarlne deposits are widespread in some of the major valleys~
particularly in their southern reaches. These
deposits underlie or border salt water In bays and
other water bodies and are not shown on plate B.
Swamps appear on the topographic base map; swamp
deposits are outlined separately on the plate only
where they may be underlain by stratified drift.

The type of stratified drift below the water
table has a more dlrect influence on the yields of
individual wells than the type exposed at the dry
land surface, For this reason~ plate B shows the
type of saturated stratified drift below the water
table rather than that at the land surface. The
distribution shown on the map Is somewhat arbitrary "
AQUIFERS
because the two units may grade Into one another
laterally~ may overlie one another~ or may be comGround water in the SCRBA ~s obtained from three
pletely interbedded. Hence~ the contact shown
aquifers: (I) stratified drift~ (2) bedrock~ popularly called "]edge"~ and (3) till, The distribution
between the coarse-gralned and flne-gralned units
commonly is less precise than Is the contact shown
and properties of the aquifers are indicated on plate
B. Stratified drift Is described first in the section between the stratified drift and till. However3
which follows because it is by far the most important. any sequence of saturated stratified drift containIng at least lO feet of coarse-gralned materiel in
the area is included In the coarse-gralned unlt.
STRATIFIED DRIFT
Stratified drift consists of strata or layers and
lenses of water-washed and water-laid gravel~ sand~
The coarse-grained and fine-grained units of
silt~ and clay carried by meltwater from glacial ice
saturated drift shown on plate B are generally conas shown on figure 34. Despite the wide size range
sistent enough to permit mapping in most areas
of its component particles, stratified drift can be
despite the diverse sources of the data. In a few
places, however~ subsurface data Indicate a predivided on a hydrologic basis ~nto two water-bearing
ponderance of fine-grained material even though
units: (I) a coarse-grained unit capable of yielding
nearby subsurface information or surficial maps
large quantities of water~ l.e.~ up to several hundred
gp~ (gallons per minute) to Individual wells3 and (2)
indicate that at ]east enough coarse-gralned
n~terial is saturated to designate the aquifer as
a fine-grained unit capable of yieldin9 only small
quantities of water (generally less than 20 gpm to
coarse-grained. For example~ well Ps 88 at Norwich
Hospital Is In an area of coarse-gFalned stratified
single wells). The coarse-gralned unit includes all
drift but it reportedly penetrated chiefly finestratified drift consisting predominantly of medium
grained stratified drift. The slte is indicated on
sand or coarser mater~al. The fine-grained unit
includes the remaining stratified drift consisting
plate B by a unit letter "×" and comparable points
elsewhere are shown by the same symbol (explanation~
predominantly of flne sand~ silt~ and clay. Subplate B). Doubtless many exceptional points are not
division of the stratified drift units is based on
shown because subsurface data is incomplete. Neversurflclal mapping~ on published surficial maps~ and
theless the map can be used as a guide for the eIlmon subsurface information from drillers~ logs of
ination of unfavorable areas end for the seIectlon
wells and test holes.
of sites suitable for test drilling. The coarsegrained unit as defined here is more widespread
Stratified drift is the most productive aquifer
than the fine-gralned unlt. It makes up about 90
In the report area and is the only one ordinarily
percent of the areas covered by stratified drift.
capable of yielding more than IO0 gpm to single
wells on a sustained pumping basis. In most places
Fine-gralned stratified drift~ as deflned~ Is
it Is underlain by tlll~ but in some places the
limited to relatlve]y small patches where It was
till Is missing and stratified drift is underlain by
lald down In glacial lakes and the sluggish parts
bedrock as shown in figure 33. More rarely~ thick
of meltwater streams as Indicated on figure 34. It
tl]l is underlain by stratified drift as Interpreted
is scattered throughout the SCRBA but is most abunfrom well logs. Such points are shown by a "~’ and
dant near the northern margin of the report area.
dot symbol, as at Shantock Brook on plate B. StratiSwamps may also be underlain by fine-gralned stratfied drift Is widespread in valley and lowland areas
ified drlft~ as are Cedar and Assekonk Swamps~ and
and Is scarce or absent in Interstream areas and on
the unnamed swamp north of Deep River Reservoir.
most hillsides and uplands. It thus covers only
A nar¢ow belt of fine-gralned stratified drift forms
about 20 percent of the report area.
a terrace deposit along the east shore of the
Stratified drift may be overlain by other unconThames River at the U.S. Naval Submarine Base north
solidated materials in places. A11uvium~ where
of the Gold Star Memorial Bridge. Fine-grained
material is actually more widespread In the SCRBA
present~ is commonly thin and is mapped with the
underlying drift. Artlficial Ill1 ("made land") is
than Its distribution on the map would Indicate
widely scattered through the expanding urban areas
because~ as previously mentloned~ it is Included
of the SCRBA and at highways and bridges. However~
with the coarse-gralned unlt wherever at least I0
It is thin and most of it Is above the water table;
feet of saturated coarse-grained stratified drift
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STRATIFIED DRIFT

Figure 34.--Diagrams showin(] the ori,~in of stratified drift deposits
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Table 22.--Log, permeability, and transmissibility of well Ps 67 at Norwich Hospital
(Static water level 69 feet~ yield 505 gpm)

Driller’s log
gravel ..............

Thickness
(m)
(ft)

Depth to
bottom
(ft)

Estimated
permeability
(P)

(T = Pm)

40

40

Sand~ muddy .............

45

5

Do

Sand~ gray .............

65

20

Do

Sand~ coarse~ water-bearing .....

95

~/30

23300

59,800

Gravel~ coarse~ water-bearing ....

IO5

10

4~000

40,000

Sand~ coarse~ water-bearing .....

122

17

2~300

39~100

Sand~ fine~ brown3 and clay (till?) .

143

21

--

Ledge (bedrock) at .........

143 ....

Total; feet of saturated stratified
drift ...............

53

--

Estimated

unsaturated

--

138~900 (total)

Transmissibility equals permeability multiplied by saturated thickness of unit.
Lower 26 ft saturated,
2~620 (average permeability of saturated section)
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is also present. As used in this report~ finegrained stratified drift includes water-lald clay~
muck~ silt~ and fine sandj with particle sizes less
than 0.25 mm (millimeters).

of stratified drift deposits~ as, for example~ from
logs of wells and test borings.

At a few places stratified drift deposits are
of unknown grain size~ because subsurface data are
lacking. These have been mapped as "undifferentiated stratified drift." They generally underlie
small areas and are more likely to contain finegrained than coarse-grained material.
PERMEABILITY AND TRANSMISSIBILITY
Permeability is defined as the rate at which a
unit cube of material will transmit water under
unit hydraulic gradient. The standard coefficient
of permeability used by the U.S. Geological Survey
is the rate of flow of water in gallons per day
through a cross-sectlonal area of l square foot of
an aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of l foot per
foot and a temperature of 60°F. The field coefficient of permeability Is the same except that it is
measured at the prevailing water temperature. The
water transmitting capacity of an entire vertical
section of aquifer is called transmisslbility. The
coefficient of transmissibillty is defined as the
rate of flow of water in gallons per day through a
vertical strip of an aquifer l foot wide under a
hydraulic gradient of l foot per foot. The coefficient of transmissibility is equal to the field
coefficient of permeability multlpl[ed by the thickness of the aquifer in feet. It is expressed mathematically as: T
Pm where T is the transmisslbillty in gallons per day per foot, P is the field
coefficient of permeability in gallons per day per
square foot, and m is the thickness in feet.
This relationship between transmlssibility~
permeability~ and thickness is very useful in estimating the average permeability of vertical sections
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Uslng permeabilities read from figure 35~ the
average permeability of stratified drift was estimated from 245 logs of wells, test borings~ or
auger borings. The procedure for making estimates
of average permeability is illustrated in table 22.
A value of permeability is assigned to each layer
of saturated material reported in the log~ and the
permeability of each layer is multiplied by the
saturated thickness to give the transmissibility.
The transmlssibilities for each layer are then
totaled and the transmlssibility of the saturated
section (shown within a range) for 145 sites where
logs are available are shown on plate B (only
selected test borings and no auger borings are
shown on the plate). Great care and judgment are
necessary in the interpretation of drillers’ logs
in order to assign realistic values of permeability
to materials. However~ experience generally allov~
a fairly accurate interpretation of grain size and
sorting of materials listed in the logs and a fairly
accurate estimate of permeability values. This is
borne out by comparison of permeability values
estimated from well logs with permeability values
determined from specific capacity and pump test
data from the same wells given in table 23.
Samples of stratified drift collected from
surface exposures and from a test hole in the area
were analyzed for grain slze~ grain-size distributlon~ permeability~ and specific yield; results
are given in table 24. Permeability and median
grain slze are plotted in figure 35 which includes
similar plots from data collected in the Quinebaug
River basin and Shetucket River basin (Thomas~ M. P.
and others~ 1967~ p. 54).
As shown on figure 35, permeability increases
with median grain size. The scatter of data which

bJ

o
o
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Table 23.--Permeability of stratified drift
(Estimated fro~ specific capacities and logs of screened wells)

8

8

Table 24.--Laboratory determinations of permeability of stratified drift from the
lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basins
(All samples except no. I6 collected Prom surface exposures above ~/ater table and horizontally oriented. Repacked unless noted other~lse)

(percent)

Sand

.46

3.2

13.0

83.6

.2

2,79

31,9

940

Sand

.46

1.2

5.7

89.5

3.6

1.71

37.8

860

causes It to fall within a band rather than along a
straight line~ Is largely a reflection of the degree
of sorting of the samples. Therefore3 for any given
median grain slze~ well sorted materials (low uniformity coefficients) wlll have higher permeability
than poorly sorted ~aterlals (hlgh uniformity coefficients). Accordlngly~ several of the samples collected In the study area plot near the top (left)
edge of the band Indicating the reIatlvely poor
sorting and relatively low permeability of the materials collected. Thls was expected as the sampling
was deliberately planned to obtain relationships for
coarse~ poorly sorted stratified drift for comparison
wlth relatively well sorted materials collected in the
the Qulnebaug and Shetucket basins. A1so~ 14 of the
16 samples collected In the SCRBA were repacked In
the laboratory prior to testing; this disturbance
of natural packing and stratification undoubtedly
accounts In part for the scatter of data,
The specific capacities of 36 wells In table 24
were used to estimate the transmisslhi]ity of stratified drift. The specific capacity of wells is determined by dividing the yleld In gallons per minute by
the drawdown at the end of the period of pumping.
The derivation of transmlsslbIIIty from specific
capacity is not exact becausethe drawdown In a well
is often affected by Inefficiency In well construction~ geohydrologlc boundarIes~ partial penetration~
and~ In water table aqutfers~ by decrease tn saturated
thickness of the aquifer during pumping, In mast
cases these factors affect drawdowns adversely~
resulting In computed transmisslblllties that are
lower than actual values. The reported drawdowns in
column 3~ table 24 have been corrected to allow
computations that more nearly depict actual transmlsslbiIitles, Corrections of drawdowns for decreases
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In saturated thickness of the aquifers resulting
from dewaterlng were made using an equation
developed by Jacob (Walton~ 1962~ p.

Where:

s~ = the drawdown that would occur In an
equivalent nonIeaky artesian equlfer~
in ft.
s = reported drawdown~ under water-table
condltions~ {n ft.
m = inltlal saturated thickness of aqulfer~
in ft.

After corrections for dewaterlng~ corrections for
partlal penetration were made by using an equation
developed by Butler (Walton~ 1962~ p. 8):
s = Cpp spp
Where:

s = drawdown in pumped well for fully
penetrating condltions~ In ft.
Cpp = partlal penetration constant for
pumped well,
spp = observed drawdown for partial penetration condltions~ In ft,

The specific capacity computed from corrected
drawdowns was used to estimate transmissibIlity by
graphic methods described by Meyer (]963~ p. 3~8)
and Walton (1962~ p. 12). The transmlsslbIlity was
then divided by the saturated thickness to obtain
the estimated permaabillty shown in table 23.
Duplicate permeability values based on drlllers~
logs by use of figure 35 are shown in the same
table in an ad3olning column. They agree closely

Table 25.--Summary of yield and specific capacity of drllled~ drlven~ and dug
wells in coarse-gralned and flne-gralned stratified drift

(hrs)

29

wlth the values estimated from specific capacity
data. TransmlsslbIIIty values derived from specifIc capacity data are shown directly on plate B.
Where values are less precise because no specific
capacity data ere available~ letters Indicating a
range in transmlsslbllity based on logs are used.
Where neither numerical values r~r ranges are
available~ a rough estimate of transmissibility of
the stratified drift at any site can be made by
multiplylng the saturated thickness of the deposlts~
shown on plate B~ by the average permeability.
SATURATED THICKNESS
The thickness of stratified drift below the
water table In the SCRBA ranges from a fraction of
an Inch to more than 120 feet. The highest ylelds
are obtained where the saturated part of the coarsegrained unlt Is more than 40 feet thick. A great
thickness of saturated drift is rarely uniform In
lithology and a well screened In the coarsest material will derive water from elsewhere in the saturated section, Where stratified drift is thin
(tO to 20 feat of saturated materlal)~ only small
to moderate yields are obtainabt% even where It is
coarse grained, Areas lying between the 10 foot
thickness line and the outer edge of the stratified
drift generally yield only small supplies.
The contours Indicating saturated thickness of
stratified drift on plate B are based on data collected from 1963 to 1965. At the northern boundary
of the SCRBA area at Preston School~ south of Jewett
City~ they supersede older contours based on limited
and older data (Randall and others~ 1966). The
saturated thickness contours in the valleys of the
Pawcatuck and Shunock Rivers in this report may in
turn be superseded by newer data collected by the
Rhode Island office of the U.S. Geologlcal Survey
(Joseph Gonthler~ personal communication) which
Indicate that the stratified drift here Is thicker
than shown on plate B.
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DEVELOPMENT BY WELLS
The largest yields in the SCRBA are obtained
from wells tapping stratified drift; the average
yield of 103 wells listed in table 25 is 85 gpm,
Yields range from less than 1 to 880 gpm~ depending
in part on the type of well construction and development. Drilled wells produce the largest yields
partly because they are deeper end thus tap e
thicker section of the aquifer; in addition, they
con~nonly tap the aquifer with greater efficiency
than do dug or driven weI1s~ as Indicated In the
following section.
The highest yields from drilled wells in the
SCRBA are obtained from those that are properly
screened and developed by surging or other means.
All of the 36 wells listed In table 24 are screened
and over half yield more than 100 gpm. The average
yield of 52 screened wells is 146 gpm with a range
from 4 to 880 gpm; by contrast~ the average yield
of 13 unscreened wells that also tap stratified
drift Is 34 gpm with a range from 9 to IIO gpm. A
closely spaced battery of wells hooked up to a
common header pumped by a single pump Is here considered as one well.
The yleld of a well Is only a rough Index of
its potential. Speclflc capacity Is a more slgnlflcant measure because It Includes drawdown, The
mean speclfic capacity of 103 wells tapplng stratlfled drift In the SCRBA as shown In table 25 Is
7.4 gpm per foot of drawdown and ranges from 0. I
to 50.0 gpm per foot of drawdown. Specific capacity
can be used to compare the relative efficiency with
which closely spaced wells tap the same aquifer.
It can also be used to differentiate changes in
well or pump efficiency In a single well wlth the
passage of time. If pumping at a steady rate results
in greater drawdowns after a period of tlm% the
specific capacity has decreased~ and a decrease In
well efficiency Is indicated (assuming that the

saturated aquifer thickness remains the same).
Conversely~ If the specific capacity of a well
remains the same as time goes on~ but its overall productivity in gpd (gallons per day) decreases~ o decline in pump efficiency Is indicated.
Thus~ periodic measurement of pumping levels and
corresponding pumping rates can pinpoint the cause
of declln~ng yields In the area,
The smallest yields and lowest specific
capacities in the area are obtained from drlven
wells because these are generally of small
ameter and of shallow depth, Moreover~ such wells
commonly are equipped with bullt-ln screens selected
wlth little regard for grain slze of the water-bearing
unit. Driven wells are primarily successful in
medium-grained stratified drift. Driving a well
Is dlfflcult or Impossible in coarse bouldery
gravel~ and In flne-gralned stratified drlft~ the
low efficiency of driven wells can result In excessive drawdowns. No driven wells tapping
flne-grained stratified drift are recorded In
thls study.
Supplles of water adequate for many purposes
are obtainable from dug wells. Randall and
others (1966, p. 55) concluded on the basis of
pumping tests In the Qulnebaug River basin that a
dug well pumped for 8 hours may be expected to
have a specific capacity of at least 2 gpm per ft
of drawdown for each foot of saturated coarsegrained stratified drift penetrated. In the SCRBA~
data from diggers or owners of 34 dug wells also
indicate an average yleld of about 2 gpm per ft of
drawdown per ft of saturated coarse-gralned stratified drift penetrated. The wells In the report
area were pumped for periods ranging from 0.4 to
96 hours. Of these wells~ 22 of 34 supply water
for Industrlal or public use.
Dug wells are generally shallower than driven
wells but they commonly yield more gpm per ft of
drawdown. Moreover~ the large diameter dug wells
enable them to serve as storage tanks. Tables
showing the capacity of round tanks per foot of
depth (Anderson~ 1964~ p. 151) indicate that a
dug we]Is of 48 inches In diameter (average for
SCRBA) holds about 94 gallons per foot of depth.
A well of this diameter with an average drawdown
of 10.9 feet supplies about I~025 gallons of water
from storage In the well opening. Thus~ even
we]Is dug in flne-gralned stratified drift may be
satisfactory for small supplies~ if short periods
of Intermittent pumping do not exceed the quantity
in storage plus the small amount entering the
well during pumping.
Dug wells are the most practical type in
flne-gralned stratified drift for other reasons.
In fine-gralned materials~ interbedded clay and
fine silt may clog screens~ damage pumps~ and
render water turbid and unfit for use. Pumping
from dug wells in fine-gralned stratified drift
avoids some of these problems because the large
diameters compensate in part for low entrance
veIocitles and also provide more space for settllng of fines. H~vever~ the shallow depths at
which dug wells are commonly completed~ even when
excavated by modern mechanical equlpment~ limit
the saturated thickness penetrated and subsequent
settling of flne sediment may reduce this even

further. The depths of flve dug wells In flnegrained stratified drift listed In table 25 average
18 feet and range from 14 to 20 feet.

THE PUMPING TEST-A KEY TO QUANTITATIVE HYDROGEOLOGY
A carefully planned and controlled pumping
test provides the most reliable quantitative Information on overall aquifer characteristics and
on the effects of large-scale withdrawals. As
previously Indlcated~ preIiminary estimates of
potentlal well yields may be made from yleIds of
known wells and saturated thickness of stratified
drift. Well logs and drawdown data provide a
firmer basis for estimating permeablllty and transmisslblllty by means of corrected specific capacity
as described in the section entitled "Permeablllty
and Transm~sslblIIty." However~ they cannot be
used to make an adequate analysis of the entire
aquifer as a unlt for they do not take Into account
the effects of local geologic and hydrologic conditions. Horeover~ they cannot provide a value for
the storage coefficient ($)~ which must be assumed.
In the SCRBA~ as elsewhere In Connecticut~ the
most productive aquifers generally occupy relatlvely
long narrow valleys where streams commonly act as
recharge boundaries and bedrock walls and till act
as impormeable boundaries. The manner in which
these boundaries affect yields and drawdowns is
generally the same from place to pIace~ but because the geometry and effectiveness of the boundaries vary conslderably~ the magnitude of their
influence is different at each site. Even If thls
were not so~ differences in texture and bedding
of the stratified drift make each site unique.
Specific local conditions are best determined In
the field by a carefully planned and rigorouslycontrolled pumping test of sufficient duration.
EssentlalIy~ a pumping test is an analysis of the
"cone of depression" surrounding a pumping well
based on measurements of the canals slzej shape~
and rate of expansion and ~ontraction. Such tests
faci]Itate economical construction and development of supply wells and aid In determlnating the
perennial rate at which the aquifer can be pumped.
The coefficients of transmissibi]ity and
storage may be determined by using a method developed by Thels and described by Wenzel (]942~
p. 87-90). 11~e analysis Involves a formula which
relates the drawdowns near a discharging well to
the rate and duration of the discharge:

s =114.6~
T

du- I14.6 T9, U(u),

where u = ]’87r2-~S and
Tt
drawdown~ in feet~ at any point of observation
the vicinity of a well discharging at a

dlstance~ in feet~ from pumping well to observation well where "s" is measured~
discharge of the weI]~ in gallons per minute~
tim% in days~ since pumping started~ (or
stopped)~

= coefficient of transmissibility) in gpd/ft
(gallons per day per foot)~

Published bedrock maps are listed alphabetically
by author in the section entitled "Selected
References," Despite mineraloglc and petrologic
differences~ the water yielding characteristics
of the various rocks are similar~ and they are
treated as one unit in this report except where
a specific kind of rock directly affects the chemical quality of the water,

= coefficient of storages a dimensionless
W(u) = replaces the integral expression and is
called "well function of u~" and
e

= natural-logarlthm base.

The formula is based on several simplifying
assumptions including the following: (I) the
aquifer is of constant thickness and of infinite
area] extent~ (2) it is equally permeable in all
directions~ (3) it receives no recharge and experiences no discharge within the area of influence
of the pumping well except for the pumpage discharged during the test~ and (4) water can freely
enter the wells with ]00 percent efficiency throughout the full thickness of the aquifer, Despite the
fact that these assumptions are seldom realized in
practice~ useful determinations of the aquifer constants, T and S~ can be made. Pumping tests are
available from scattered parts of the SCRBA. Some
of these are listed in table 26. Some well tests
may be unusable because of variable pumping rates~
too short a period of pumping~ ambiguous data~ or
other inadequacies. Drillers and consultants can
provide a genuine service to well owners and others
interested in water management by careful collection
of reliable pumping test data to enable dependable
determination of the aquifer constants and to permit
efficient development of the aquifer.

BEDROCK
Bedrock~ popularly called "ledge3" underl
the entire area. Throughout eastern Connecticut
it is a hard~ dense3 crystalline rock consistin9
of tightly interlocked mineral grains. Several
kinds of rock~ including a variety of igneous and
metamorphic types~ have been described in the area.

Bedrock is covered by glacial deposits in
most of the basin. In the uplands, however~ it
generally crops out at the land surface or occurs
beneath a thin mantle. In the lowlands~ it is
commonly buried beneath surficlal deposits that
may exceed 100 feet locally. Thus the bedrock
surface resembles the land surface but is more
rugged. In most valleys the bedrock surface is
deeper at the axis of the valley and shallower
at the sides. Exceptions are not rare as illustrated by the bedrock outcrops in low-lying Point
Breeze near Montville. In the uplands exceptions
are illustrated by the thick 9]acial deposits at
Mohegan Hill. Points where thick till (more than
40 feet) are known to overlie bedrock are shown by
a "T" symbol on plate B.
Bedrock in the area is fractured to a depth
of several hundred feet~ and it is along these
cracks (joints) rather than through intergranular
openings that most ground water moves. Parallel
joints3 forming a set3 may intersect joints of
other sets; these intersections form enlarged
openings that store and transmit ground water,
Laughlin (1912~ p. 46) mapped 2 major and 4 minor
sets of joints in the northeastern part of the
report area including parts of Ledyard~ Preston~
and North Stonington. Steeply-dipping or vertical joints~ which are very common in the area~
may be connected by nearly horizontal tension
joints that are roughly parallel to the configuration of the bedrock surface. These "sheeting"
joints are rr~re common in granite and related

Table 26,--Pumpin9 test data from wells screened in stratified drift

Do
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AItitude~-~ 36ft

35ff

Ly[24

--0

48ft

Ly 123

34ft

Ly 126

43ft

Ly 120

47fl

Ly 121

6~ft

LyJ122

Ly t25

--2 gpm- 0.33 _
--4O

¯ ~ 6o
~" 80

!

2 gpm

0.5 gpm JO.OI 7 gpm ¯ OJ 4_
5 gpm- 0,20 12 gpm" 0.18
4 gpm" -0.06

0.04

2 gpm" ’0,5

Z

-.~oo

3 gpm- 0.16

I 9 g-pro -0,20
..... F----I gpm"
9 gpm -0.07

~ ~2o
5
Q 160

gpm" 0.15

2
5 gpm- 0,09 gpm" 0.05 -

4 gpm ,0.16

0.02

0.05

--J 180

5 gpm- 0,08

0~200
m220--

--280 --

6 gpm - 0.10

EXPLANATION

3,5 gpm - 0.1 I
1.5 gpm 0.1 I

Figure to left is maximum yield
of individual frocture------...~. 76 gpm- 0.43
Figure to right is
cumulative specific capacity
of entire well at indicated depth

--300

Uo.o6

/

5 gpm
0.07

u0.34

0.1 I__
OJO--

0.02

Till

Till

Till

6

5

17

--320

Type of
overburden

Stratified
drift

Stratified
drift

Stratified
drift

Till

Depth to SWL

(ft) of

completed

well

27

7

Total yleld
Total depth
Total specific cap.
Depth to bedrock

4 gpm
168’

0.5 9pm
58’

,02
15’

5

6

,01
511

I00

15 gpm

306’

250 ft

-3

21 gpm
295’

°06
14=

II’
Sustained yield
reported to be
80 gpm.

30 gpm
299’

.07

27

.I
5~

7 gpm
301’

.02

4’

Slotted casing
24’-30’ depth.

Figure 36.--Relationship between yleld~ specific capacity and depth of seven bedrock wells in Ledyard
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igneous rocks. The abundance~ wldth~ and continuity of joints vary widely from place to place.
Previous studies in eastern Connecticut (Ellis~
1909; Loughlin~ 1912; Randall and others~ 1966;
and Thomas~ M. P. and others~ 1967) and data collected for this study indicate that joints become narrower and scarcer with depth so that the
probability of encountering a significant quantity
of water at depths greater than 200 to 300 feet
below the top of the bedrock is slight.

Of all the factors unique to bedrock that
complicate analyses of specific capacity data~ perhaps evaluation of the testing procedure is the
most troublesome. Thls is true because the drawdown In a well penetrating fractured bedrock seldom
Increases in direct proportion to the yield. As
the water level is drawn down below a water-bearlng
fracture~ the maximum yield of the fracture is
obtained regardless of any additional drawdown below that fracture. An unusual opportunity to
examine the relationship between yield and drawdown Is provided by seven wells drilled at Gales
Ferry in the town of Ledyard as shown on figure 36.
The wells are free of most of the man-made complications that hamper analysis of specific capacity of
bedrock wells; all were drilled in the same general
area for one owner (Dew Chemical Co.) by e single
driller~ using one type of drIIling rig (alr rotary)
during the same period (October 13 to November 13~
1965). Moreoverj an attempt was made to obtain the
largest Possible yields so that most of the wells
were drilled to depths below the first water-bearlng
fractures and most were tested carefulIy at each
water-bearing fracture penetrated during drilling.

PERMEABILITY
Despite widespread fracturing, the permeability of bedrock is very low. The average
permeabllity~ based on drillers~ reported yield
and drawdown data for 262 wells in the area~ is
about 2 gpd per sq ft~ comparable to average values
elsewhere in northeastern Connecticut (Randall and
others~ 1966~ p. 63).
In spite of its low average permeability~ bedrock yields small but dependable supplies of water
to several thousands of drilled wells in the area.
Yields reported by drillers for 274 wells sampled
for this study range from less than I to less
than 150 gpm and average 14 gpm. Yields reported
in gallons per minute from bedrock wells are not
necessarily true indices of the full potential
of bedrock to yield water where the factor of drawdown is not Include~. Furthermore~ the reported
yield often reflects the minimum effort made to
obtain water -- for example3 rm~st domestic wells
are drilled only to depths where the amounts of
water necessary for household use are obtained
and wells are eor~onl~ constructed and equipped
only to the extent necessary to enable pumpage of
these relatively small amounts.
DEVELOPMENT BY WELLS
Based on Incomplete drilters~ records for a
three-year period~ It is estimated therefore than
2~000 wells were drilled in the SCRBA in the decade
1956-65. Most of these are bedrock wells drilled
for domestic use. The widespread occurrence of
accessible bedrock at generally shallow depths makes
it possible to drill rock wells at convenient sites
almost anywhere with savings in construction~
piping3 and development costs. Nine out of ten
bedrock wells yield at, least 3 gpm~ the minimum
ordinarily needed for an average-sized family of
four or flve. "Dry holes~" wells too unproductive
to put into use~ are scarce. Wells yielding as
much as I00 gpm are even scarcer.
The use of specific capacity data allow
analyses of well yields which more nearly provide
Indices of the potential of bedrock to yield water.
However~ the variables which Influence specific
capacity-- partial penetratlon~ well inefficIency~
and geohydrologlc boundaries-- have superimposed on
them other varlables~ unique to the fractured bedrock~ which further complicate the analyses. These
varlabIes Include (1) the thickness of saturated bedrock penetrated~ (2) the size and distribution of
water-bearing fractures~ (3) the type of overburden~ and (4) the testing procedure~ particularly
the length of the test and the amount of drawdown.

Well Ly 124 as shown in figure 36 penetrated
only one fracture at a depth of 73 feet
although it was completed at a depth of 168 feet.
The maximum potential yield~ the yield when the
drawdown in the well corresponded with the depth
to the fracture~ was 4 gpm and the specific capacity
was 1.06 gpm per ft of drawdown. As the drawdown
was increased to the bottom of the wel]~ the yield
remained constant (no additional water-bearlng
fractures are present)~ and the specific capacity
decreased to 0.02 gpm per ft of drawdown. In
contrast3 well Ly 126 penetrated slx different
water-bearing fractures. The m~xlmum yield~ at
the lowest fracture penetroted~ was more than three
times the combined yield of the uppermost flve
fractures: accordlngly~ the maximum yield (lO0 gpm)
and highest specific capacity ~,43 9pm/ft of drawdown) of this well was obtained when the drawdown
was held at the level of the lowest fracture.
These two examples represent the extreme conditions-a decrease of specific capacity with an increase In
depth (well Ly 124) and an Increase of specific
capacity with increased depth (well Ly 126). However~ in both cases~ ohce the water level was
drawn below the deepest fracture~ the yield remained constant with Increased drawdown and the
specific capacity decreased.
Figure 37 Illustrates median yields and
median drawdowns In 126 selected bedrock welts for
which data are also available on uncased bedrock
penetrated. The data suggest that median yields
Increase down to uncased bedrock penetrations
exceeding 300 feet but at a decreasing rate and
at the cost of greater drawdowns. The depths of
the deepest water-bearlng fractures in these wells
are not known and it is likely that some of the
apparent increase of yield with depth represents
wells that produce n~st of their water from shallow
depths but have been drilled deeper In hopes of
flndlng more water for large-scale industrial or
municipal use.
The development of the air rotary method of
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mlttently during testing.
The amount of bedrock penetrated In the seven
wells at Gales Ferry ranges wldely~ from 8 to 298
feet. Elsewhere in the SCRBA3 bedrock penetrations
range from 5 to 689 feet. In some cases~ the
yield of a well apparently tapping only a short
section of bedrock may be derived partly from undetected water In the overburden leaking down
around the casing, The prospective well owner may
be interested in knowing the maximum depth at
which water-bearing fractures occur. Figure 36
shows that the deepest fracture in the wells at
Ledyard Is 270 feet below the top of the bedrock.
Elsewhere in the SCRBA3 at least 10 wells penetrate
more than 400 feet of bedrock; In eight of these~
water-bearing fractures occurred at relatively
shallow depths of about 20 to 180 feet below the
top of the bedrock as shown In table 27. The
average yield of the lO wells Is 7.9 gpm; undoubtedly most of them were carried to great
depths because of their tow yields at lesser depths,
The avallabIe data indicate that the possibility
of encountering useful quantities of water In bedrock penetrations exceeding 200 feet is s11ght and
In penetrations exceedinq 300 feet it Is even less.
Drilling to great depths In bedrock seldom
Increases the yleld of a well but It invarlably
increases Its storage capacity. A well 6 inches
In dlameter~ con~P~n to household wells~ holds 1.5
gallons of water for every foot of depth. Thus,
drilling 100 feet below a water-bearlng fracture
increases the storage capacity of a well by 150
gallons. The storage capacities of the wells in
table 27 increased by amounts ranging from 75 to
13000 gallons as a result of drilling below the
|owest water-bearing joints. Storage of water in
a well may be helpful but Is no substitute for an
adequate yield. Three of the ten wells were
abandoned or destroyed because of Insufficient
yields and two others were not in use when visited.
Horever~ the advantage of deep storage may be offset by the added cost of a deep well and, In some
cases, by the added cost of a ~ore Powerful deep
well pump. Pumping costs Increase if the pump
setting Is deepened~ because the head against
which the pump operates is thereby increased.

o

200

UNCASED

BEOROCK PENETRATED, IN FEET

Flgure 37.--YleIds and drawdowns of bedrock
wells related to saturated uncased bedrock penetrated
drilling makes it possible for drillers equipped
with these rigs to estimate their cumulative yield
and changes in yleld at any depth by noting the
amount of water ~blown" out of the well during
drilling. A written record of the water discharged
by the alr compressor at various depths can help
provide the data needed to select a suitable pumping
rate and pump setting for the completed wells at
the most economical cost. Drlllers using the
solid or cable tool (chop) rig can perform a slmlJar service by bailing the water level down to
just below each water-bearing Joint as it is
encountered and measuring the quantity balled
while keeping the water level steady during testing.
Bailing is more laborious than pumping and such
tests customarily are ended after an hour or less
so that the results are less applicable to use
volving sustained pumping. Horeover~ bailing tests
can provide only a minimum figure in highly-productive wells where the yield exceeds the rate of
bailing so that the pumping level rises Inter-
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Despite these data the owner of a small parcel of land may be tempted to have an unproductive
well deepened rather than have a second well
drilled nearby which wI11, In all 11kelihood~
penetrate the same kind of rock. However3 the
steep dip of many fractures and fracture zones
makes It possible to drill a satisfactory well only
a relatively short distance from one of low yield.
For example3 Ly 1223 yielding 30 gpm, is only
about 500 feet from Ly 1253 which penetrates about
the same amount of bedrock and yields 7 gpm as
shown on figure 36. Elsewhere In the SCRBA, even
closer spacing of productive and non-productlve
wells indicates that the completion of a dry hole
does not rule out the Possibility of an adequate
we]1 nearby.
The selection of a slte for a new bedrock well
Involves a balance between convenience and cost.
Ellis (1909) noted that in every quarry where

Table 27.--YleIds of wells penetrating more than 400 feet of bedrock

Thickness
of rock
penetrated

Wel 1
no,

Yield
(qpm)

ELy 32

457

Dt 52

528

Mv 42

560

My 73

491

< .5

Mv 96

498

1

NL 22

4ZO

8-+

¯ vh 25

436

OL 26

Static water
level In relation to top
of bedrock
(ft) ~L/

J

shallo~/est
waterI Depth
to
bearing
fracture

deepest
~vaterDepth to
bearing
fracture

r

Remarks
Small quantity of water encountered at
63 ft; added I gpm at 180 ft; no increase In yleld when deepened to 457 ft.
Data from U.S,G.S. WSP 232~ p. 81> 90,

I-+

25

+lO

63

160

+32

< II0

< llO

-13-+

114-+

All water obtained at depth of 108-+ to
118+ ft.

114±

-13 ....

Maxlmum yield reached at depth of 150 ft~
no Increase In yield with depth.

+l

< 150

< 150

12

+48

93

93

S~e water at 65 ft depth. YIeldj reported to be 1,5 to 3 gpmj obtained at
depth of 180 ft.

487

2

+39

180

180

Yleld<0.1 gpm (well took 2 weeks to
fill) obtained at depth of 20-+ ft.
Dynamited twice wlth no increase in yield.

OL 52

689

0

-4

OL 71

414

28

+29

1J
_2/

20-+
314

20-+
364

Yteld~ variously reported at 3 to 25 gpm~
obtained at 83 ft~ no increase in yield
with depth.

About slx nonproductive fractures
encountered fro~ O to 300-+ ft.
Yield 5 gpm at depth of 315~ ft; total
yield increased to 30+ gpm between depths
of 315 and 365 ft. Further deepening of
well resulted in decrease of 5 gpm In
total yield,

I~I indlgates staticwater level above top of bedrock;
Indicates static water level bel~v top of bedrock.
All depths are feet In bedrock, not depth below land surface,

bedrock fractures were developed over a considerable
area they constituted a series of zones of close
fracturing separated by Intervals in which the dlstance between fractures was much greater. It is
llkely that different layers of bedrock have
responded differently to regIona] stresses and
that a well drl]led across the strike of the
layering from a "dryH well ls less likely to encounter barren unfractured bedrock than one
drllled directly along the strike If the distances
are equal. Pub]]shed maps showing the attitude of
the bedding in the area are listed at the end of
thls report In the section entlt]ed ’~Selected
References. ~=
What Is the optimum spacing between productive bedrock wells? The scarcity of detal]ed subsurface data on joints makes a precise answer
impossible but the high cost of land~ the growing
number of we]Is~ and the increasing cost of wells
makes some working rule deslrab]e. A rough
rule-of-thumb is that the distances between wells
should be at ]east twice the thickness of the
aquifer. As previously indlcated~ the water-bearlng
part of the bedrock Is ordinarlIy about 150 feet
thlck~ suggesting a minimum separation of ~00 feet
between wells If they penetrate average bedrock or
If evidence to the contrary is lacklng. Two closely
spaced bedrock wells In New London illustrate the
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rule. Well NL 22 was drilled to a depth of 455
feet and no water-bearing fractures were encountered
below a depth of 185 feet (150 feet below the top
of the bedrock). Its yield of 8 gpm was inadequate
and a second well was drilled ]50 feet away~ a
distance about equal to the saturated bedrock
thickness at a site and about half the distance
suggested by the rule. The second well was
abandoned at a depth of 177 feet when a test Indicated that its water level declined in response
to pumping from the first well. Adequate spacing
between wells does not guarantee that they will
yield enough water but it safeguards whatever
yields are obtainable, Where bedrock wells are
spaced too close]y~ their cones of depression Intersect and result in steeply decIlnlng pumping
levels. The net effect Is a decrease in the
saturated thickness of the bedrock aquifer tapped
by the wells and a decrease in productlvity. Well
Interference is complicated by extreme differences
in permeability between zones of fractured and unfractured bedrock, In general~ cones of depression may be expected to be shallower but to expand
more readily along the strike of the layering and
along the more highly fractured bedrock.
Faults~ fractures along which differential
movement of rock masses has occurreds are an additional structural factor affecting the yields of

Table 28.--Prolific bedrock wells situated at or near fau]ts

Welt
no,

Topographic
sltuat{on

I Depth l

(ft)

NSn 36 terrace

Depth to
bedrock
(ft)

Specific

I

Type of
overburden

Yield
capacity
(gpm) (gpm/ft of dd)

60

stratified
drift

>40

17

till

<150

Situated near presumed eastern
extension of Honey Hill fault,
Water extremely hard.

<150

Situated near presumed eastern
extension of Honey Hill fault.
Water extremely hard.

NSn 40 valley

280±

NSn 41 valley

280

16

till

Nwh 15 hillside 135

19

tlll

55

66

>l.14

.79

terrace ~51
In valley

25~

stratified
drift

Ps 60

valley
terrace

387

20±

stratified
drift

52

Ps 115 vatley

96

15

stratifled
drift

50±

Average

242

25

--

.35

Well penetrates only 5 ft of bedrock. Near contact of gabbro
and gaalss. Published in Conn.
Water Resources Dull. No. 9.

Situated about one mile west of
south-trending fault and about one
mlle north of north-dlpp]lng
Honey Hill fault.

Situated close to Honey HIll
fault. Depth to bedrock estlr~ted
fro~ casing length of 24 ft.
Situated at or near Honey Hill fault.
Owner located well site by projecting a line frcm unfrozen patches
in Avery Pond

>.70

>80

bedrock wells. Large water-bearing openings occur
along some fault surfaces or along fault-assoclated
joints. Well Ps 115 was located by Its owner along
a southwestern projection of a 11he of patches In
Avery Pond that remained unfrozen longer than usual
in winter, Thls well was drilled along a probable
fault and ylelded approximately 50 gpm3 adequate
For a public supply serving 60 people. Table 28
lists seven wells whose high ylelds and high
specific capacities are believed to be due to their
proximity to bedrock faults. Host of these are
close to the Honey HIll Fault3 a major fault
trendin9 eastward in the Norwich area (Goldsmlthj
19631 or to Its possible eastward extension.
Faulted bedrock is more Ilkely to form valleys
where it Is apt to be overlain by stratified drift~
as suggested by the table3 so that part of the
above-average yields may be ascribed to other
factors. Nevertheless~ the average yield of 80 9pm
in these seven wells Is about 6 times the bedrock
average of 14 gpm. Howeverj records of wells wlth
average or below-average yields situated near these
faults indicate that locating a single well at a
fautt is no guarantee of success.

Re~arks

Situated close to Honey Hill
fault. Depth to bedrock estimated
from casing length of 29 ft,
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POTENTIAL YIELD
Geologic factors other than jointlng and
faulting which Influence potentlaI ylelds in bedrock include type and thickness of overburden~
Table 29.--Factors affecting yleld of bedrock
wells in the lower Thames and southeastern
coastal river basins
SydroloRI¢ effects
OeologI¢
setting
Topographic
situation
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rock type3 and topography. These factors have
been stud~ed in southern New England by Cushman
and others (1953) and in the Shetucket River basin
by Thomas3 H. P. and others (1967). Some of their
conclusions are sun~arlzed and adapted to conditions in the SCRBA In table 29.

Some factors part~ally offset the advantages
favoring the bedrock wells in lowlands. Among
these mitigating factors ts the occurrence of a
thin (about 8 feet) but widespread layer of tight
glacial till between the stratified drift and the
top of the bedrock (indicated on f~gure
Another offsetting ~nfluence results from head
differences in the bedrock; ground water ~n the
center of a valley is under greater head than It ls
at h~gher elevations along the adjacent hil]sldes.
The greater head in the valley may Inhibit recharge
to the bedrock from overlying sand and gravel.
The overburden fs cornmonty thicker at the center
of a valley than it is at the sides and table 29
indicates that rock wells overfain by 0 to 50 feet
of overburden have higher average yields than those
covered by 75 to 150 feet of overburden. Possibly
glacial action has removed more jointed permeable
bedrock from the centers than from the sides of
the vatleys. Flnally3 competition for water is
more Intense tn valley areas where heavy pumpage
may dewater the bedrock.

It is extremely difficult to separate and
evaluate these factors. For example= wells
drilled in valleys may have high yields owin9 to
favorable topography~ to permeable overburden3 or
to both. Study of a large number of wells and
their yle]ds demonstrates that these factors are
Influential even if not readily separable.
Analysis of 240 wells in the SCRBA for which
drawdown data are available indicates that those
drilled ~nto bedrock overtain by stratified drift
yield slightly more (average 15.5 9pm) than those
dr~11ed into bedrock overlain by till or clay
(average 12.3 gpm). Rock wells cased through overtying sand and gravel yleld more water~ on the
average~ despite the fact that they penetrate
about the same thickness of bedrock (average about
140 feet) as do other rock wells. Similar results were obtained from bedrock wells in the
Shetucket River basin (Thomas~ H. P. and others3
1967~ p. 61). The various factors interacting
to produce differences in bedrock yields In the
SCRBA are comparable to those in the Shetucket
River basin in some additlona] respects.

In su~lary3 the data from more than 200 wells
Indicate that a variety of factors~ Including
structure of bedrock, thickness and kind of overburdens and topography Influence the yield of bedrock wells. Above-average well yields suitable
for small industriaI~ commercial~ or community
supply are most likely in valleys where bedrock is
strongly jointed or faulted and where It Is In
hydrologic continuity with over]ylng saturated sand
and gravel. The greater the number of favorable
factors listed in table 29~ the greater the llkellhood of obtaining an above-average yield3 but differences between wells are moderated by a few
mitigating factors. Hences average or below-average
yields suitable for domestic or farm use can be
obtained from bedrock a]most an~qhere in the basin.

Stratified drift is more permeable and transmits water to underlying rock fractures n~re
readily than till~ especlaily when bedrock wells
are pumped (Cushman and others~ 1953~ po 92).
Horeover~ bedrock in valleys (where stratified
drift Is most common) receives water from till and
bedrock of the ad]oinlng slopes whereas bedrock in
hllltops and uplands~ where till is the most common
overburden3 loses water to adjacent valleys. These
conditions are reflected In the higher position of
the static water ]eve] re]atlve to the bedrock
surface in the stratified drlft-covered bedrock
wells than in the till-covered bedrock wells. The
average water level in 83 bedrock wells sltuated
in valleys is t2 feet below land surface whereas
the average water level in 133 bedrock wells
situated on hillsides or hllltops is 20 feet below
land surface. The pumping of a rock well on a hilt
results in a cone of depression whose expansion is
limited by the size of the hill and by the lack of
a substantlal upslope area contributin9 water; in
a valtey the cone Is capable of greater expansion
because it can move up-valley and down-valley and
because the bedrock also receives recharge from
surrounding till-covered hillsides.

TILL
Tills popularly calfed ~’hardpans~ Is a poorly
sorteds nonstratifled~ unconsolidated deposit consisting of boulders~ cobbless gravel3 sands silt
and clay lald down directly by gtaclal ice. It may
contain thin lensess stringers3 or small irregular
masses of stratifled sand and gravel. Till forms
a mantle covering the bedrock almost everywhere in
the basin. It occurs just below the soil on most
hlllsides~ hllltops and uplands~ except where bedrock crops out. It is not shown as a separate unit
on plate B but ls combined with the bedrock which
underlies it everywhere and is the principal source
of water wherever till is the main surficfal deposit.
PERHEABILITY

StratIfled drift also has a greater average
thickness than ti|1. The thickness of stratlfled
drift averages 35 feet in 63 bedrock wells compared
to the average till thickness of 25 feet In 166 bedrock wells. Where overburden is thin or absents
as on steep rocky hillsides and upiands~ overlying
storage Is largely absent and Joints In the upper
part of the bedrock may be dry except after soaking
rains. Wells drilled in rocky uplands are likely
to penetrate a greater-than-average thickness of
unsaturated bedrock. The static water level is
below bedrock surface In 40 percent of the tillcovered bedrock wells whereas it is below the bedrock surface in only 17 percent of the stratified
drift-covered bedrock wells.

Permeability measurements of till in eastern
Connecticut ranged from 0.2 gpd per sq ft for compact silty till to 120 gpd per sq ft for loose
sandy tll] (Thomas3 H. P. and others~ t967 p. 60).
These data are based on laboratory analyses of
undisturbed samples and on pumping tests of dug
wells. A pumping test on well NSn 253 in the northeastern part of the SCRBA~ Indicated that the permaabilfty of till there is about 0.48 gpd per sq
ft. The low permeability of til] ls indicative of
its poor water yielding capacity; it rarely yields
mare than a few hundred gallons per day~ even to
wells of large diameter,
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Figure 38.--Typical hydrographs of monthly water levels in wells in
stratified drlftt til]~ and bedrock
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Records of a few wells pumping from till Indlcare that during droughts they are likely to be
inadequate even for small domestlc use, In Ledyard
well Ly 7]~ shown on plate 8~ was inadequate for a
family of four durlng August and September 1963 and
1964, Thls dug well contained at least 7 feet of
water In the wet season; it was pumped dry during
the dry season and recovered about 2 feet~ equivalent to recharge of slightly less than 50 gallons~
in 20 hours. In Preston~ well Ps 117~ which was
ordinarily filled with 15 feet of water in the wet
season~ was pumped dry in the spring of 1962 and
recovered about 15 feet~ which Is equivalent to
recharge of about 550 gallons~ In 12 to 15 hours.
Even In non-drought years~ the expansion of modern
water-using appliances in the home makes it likely
that the number of dug wells in till will continue
to decline although a few may remain to supply small
amounts of water for stock or similar small-scale
Use,

THICKNESS
Ttl] In the report area ranges tn thickness
from less than a foot near bedrock outcrops to at
least 110 feet at Ston~ngton (well Sn 160~ plate B)~
but commonly it Is less than /40 feet. Where till
Is more than /40 feet thlck~ wells which penetrate
It~ and are tightly sealed Into bedrock~ are unlikely to be subject to contamination from near-surface
sources (see p. 89. Sites where till exceeds /40
feet in thickness are shown by a "T" symbol on
plate B.

WATER AVAILABLE TO WELLS
The water potentially available to wells in the
SCRBA~ as elsewhere In Connectlcut~ is from three
principal sources: (1) ground-water outflow--the
natural discharge of ground water to streams and the
ocean~ (2) Induced Infiltration of water from
streams that flow across the aquifers and from lakes~
and (3) water from ground-water storage. Addltionally~ some water Is available from reduction of groundwater evapotransplrat{on losses; this potentlal is
difficult to estimate in advance of ground-water development and is small relative to the total. Therefore~ ~t is not considered as a source of water~ and
estimates are conservative to the extent that these
losses are reduced. The availability of water varies
wlth tlme and Is dependent on the physical characteristics of the aqulfers from place to place.

extends from within a few feet of the land surface
down to a depth of about 300 feet. It Is while
moving through this zone enroute to discharge
outlets--in springs and seeps, stream channels~
lakes~ ponds, and the ocean that it can be tapped
for withdrawal and use. It can also be tapped
further downstream by capturing streamflow that
Is derived from ground water. In either case~
withdrawal of ground water results In a corresponding reduction of streamflow. Withdrawal of
fresh water through weIls in the SCRBA amounted to
only about 3,090 million gallons in 196/4 as shown
on figure 45. Nearly all the ground water wlthdrawn Is returned to streams or underground dlsposal units In the area so that tt is available
for reuse.
Ground-water runoff varies seasonal]y each
year as indicated on figure 38 by the water-level
fluctuations In wells Gt 19~ NL 15~ and NSn 25
which tap stratified drift~ bedrock~ and till
respectively. The rate of ground-water runoff
is highest when the water table Is highest. The
water table Is generally highest In late spring
and declines rather steadily thereafter during a
/4 to 6-month period lasting from late sprlng to
autumn. The decline of the water table during
this period indicates net ground-water outflow
and decreased storage. This perlod~ hereafter
termed the period of no recharge~ corresponds
closely to the 9rowing season~ and the groundwater discharge stems largely from the demands of
evapotranspiratlon~ soll molstur% and groundwater outflow, After the growing season and when
soil moisture is at maximum capaclty~ recharge
from precipitation commences~ water levels begin
to rise~ and the rate of ground-water runoff
Increases. Usually the rlse Is erratic during
the winter owing to alternate freezlng and thawing
of soll and accumulated frost and snow~ but In the
sprlng~ water levels rise rapidly because snowmelt
and spring ralns readily in~IItrate thawed soil.
In analyzing the potential yield of groundwater reservoirs It is assumed (on the basis of
estimates of available ground-water storage) that
storage in the reservoirs Is capable of supplying
the withdrawals during the period of no recharge,
Accordlngly~ with respect to withdrawals~ only the
annual variations In ground-water runoff are of
interest--as long as the withdrawal does not
exceed the annual ground-water runoff there will
be no long-term decline of water levels.

GROUND-WATER OUTFLOW

Ground-water outflow consists of ground-water
runoff in stream channets~ underflow in unconsolidated deposits underlying streams~ and ground-water
flow directly to the sea. In most parts of the
SCRBA~ underflow tn deposits underlying streams
amounts to less than ½ of one percent of the total
ground-water outflow. Flow directly to the sea
through aquifers adjacent to the coastline amounts
to nearly /40 mgd~ or about 15 percent of the total
outflow of 2/46 mgd. Ground-water runoff~ on the
other hand~ forms most of the total ground-water
outflow; accordingly ground-water runoff can be
used as a conservative index to ground-water outflow.
Host ground water moves only short distances
through the upper part of the saturated zone that

GROUND-WATER RUNOFF
Long-term streamflow records on unregulated
streams~ necessary for hydrograph analyses of stream
discharges with respect to separation of the amount
of streamflow derived from the ground and the amount
derived from overland flow~ are not available in
the report area, However~ comparison of the water
budget (preclpltation~ stream dlscharge~ and evapotranspiration) of the report area with water budgets from the adjacent upstream Shetucket River and
qulnebau9 River basins (table 2) indicates close
similarities In the disposition of water In all
three basins. Thls is to be expected because precipitation and physical characteristics are slmllar
in the three areas. Accordlngly~ the rate of
ground-water runoff from the SCRBA was estimated as
a percentage of the total runoff~ based on comparative

Table 30.--Average annual ground-water runoff related to percent stratified
drift in the Quinebau9 River and Shetucket River basins

StatlonI
no. Name and location

Drainage
area

(sq

1254.9

Little River at

35.5

1256

Hashamoquet Brook
at Abington

II.O0

Percent of
area underlain
by stratified
drift (%)

Average annual groundwater runoff based on
hydrograph separation
in I mgd/sq ml

Percent of time streamflows equivalent to
average annual groundwater runoff are equaled or exceeded

15.9

II.67

0.556

55

6.5

10.53

.502

61

7.84

.374

65

14.57

.694

70

6.72

.360

60+

1269.1 Lowden Brook near
Voluntown

2.40

1269.23 Denlson Brook at
Voluntown

4.01

1196

Ash Brook near
North Coventry

2.73

1205

Safford Brook near
Woodstock Valley

4.08

.8

8.43

,413

60+

1198.2

Skungamaug River at
North Coventry

23.5

19.7

13.95

.664

50

53.6

data from the upstream basins. On this basis~ the
long-term annual average ground-water runoff from
the SCRBA is about 43 percent of the total measured
runoff (see p. 6 ), or about II inches.
Ground-water runoff varies from place to place
and year to year depending on differences in geology
and variations in precipitation. Analyses of flowduration data for several tributary basins in the
SCRBA shows that ground-water runoff increases with
an ipcrease in the percentage of stratified drift in
the basin; thls relationship was shown to be va~Id
on the basis of hydrologic budget studies in several
small tributaries in the Qulnebaug (Randall and
others~ 1966) and Shetucket basins (Thomes~ M. P. and
others~ 1967) to the north.
As a basis for estimating ground-water runoff
from flow-duratlon data~ ground-water runoffs determined by hydrograph separation methods were used to
establish the relationship between ground-water runoff and the percent of time that streamflow equivalent to ground-water runoff was equaled or exceeded
in seven sma]l tributaries in the Quinebaug and
Shetucket basins. These data are shown in table 30.
The percent of time that streamflow equivalent to
ground-water runoff was equaled or exceeded for these
basins is plotted against the percent of stratified
drift {n the basins on figure 39~ and a line is
fitted to the data plots. Denison Brook basln~ with
54 percent stratlfled drift~ departs from the general
relationship and is not plotted.
Knowing the percent of stratlfled drift in several basins in the SCRBA~ the graph in figure 39 was
used to estimate the percent of time in the basins
that streamflow equivalent to ground-water runoff is
equaled or exceeded. From the flow-duration data
from the SCRBA (table 5) the amount of streamflow
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equivalent to annual average ground-water runoff
was determined, These data are shown in table 31
for 24 small basins in the SCRBA and percent
stratified drift is plotted against ground-water
runoffs estimated from the flow-duration data in
figure 40,
In an area containing 100 percent stratified
drift almost all the total runoff would be groundwater runoff, Theoretical values of ground-water
runoff were plotted on figure 40 at the lO0 percent
stratlfled-drlft ordinate based on the assumption
that 95 percent of the total runoff from stratified
drift Is ground-water runoff. These points were
used as guides in constructing the curves beyond
the 22 percent stratlf~ed drift ordinate in the
graphs.
The estimates of ground-water runoff based on
the method described above assume that 1) differences In total runoff from place to place reftect
variations In precipitation~ 2) the ratio of groundwater runoff to total runoff remains constant from
year to year~ and 3) hydrologic conditions in the
SCRBA are similar to those In northeastern Connecticut,
The assumption that the ratio of ground-water
runoff to total runoff remains constant from year
to year introduces errors into the estimates of
ground-water runoff made from the analysis of the
streamflow data. Variations in total yearly runoff are due mostly to variations In direct runoff~
but variations in yearly ground-water runoff are
less severe. The errors implicit in the assumption
are smaller in basins underlain predomlnentIy by
till and bedrock and larger in basins containing
significant amounts of stratified drift, This Is
because variations in ground-water runoff in
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LR- Little River
MB- Mashomoquet Brook
LB- Lowden Brook
AB- Ash Brook
SB- Safford Brook
SR- Skungamoug River
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~ERCENT OF TIME AVERAGE ANNUAL STREAMFLOW
EQUIVALENT TO GROUND-WATER RUNOFF IS EQUALED OR EXCEEDED
Figure 39.--Percent stratified drift related to duration of streamflow
equfvalent to ground-water runoff
till-bedrock basins more closely parallel variations
In total runoff than do the variations In basins
containing slgniflcant amounts of stratified drlft.

GROUND-WATER STORAGE

The runoff values used to estimate average
annual ground-water runoff~ long-term minimum groundwater runoff, and ground-water runoff exceeded 7
years out of 10 were adjusted to average reglonal
runoff conditions to eliminate the effects of variations in precipitation from place to p]ace. Average
annual runoff in eastern Connecticut is about 1.16
mgd par sq mi or 24.43 ~nches. Average annual groundwater runoff for each basin listed In table 31 was
estimated by multiplying the value for equivalent
average annual ground-water runoff by the ratio of
regional average annual runoff to average runoff for
the basin as determined from the Jsopleths on figure
17 (see p. 18 ). Long-term minimum runoff in
eastern Connecticut is about 55 percent of the average runoff, and the runoff exceeded 7 years out of
lO is about 80 percent of the average runoff. According]y, the estimated average annual regJonalized
ground-water runoffs for the basins were multipl~ed
by 55 percent and 80 percent respectively to determine long-term minimum ground-water runoffs and
ground-water runoffs exceeded 7 years tn 10.
Despite the limitations of the method used, the
curves in figure 40 provide a useful means for making
a reasonable first approximation of ground-water runoff. The curves can be used most reliably for drainage basins containing less than about 20 percent
stratified drift, which includes most basins within
the SCRBA. It must be remembered that in using the
curves to determine ground-water runoff from a
particular area, the values taken from figure 40
should be adjusted to local conditions by using the
isopleths on figure t7, as described on p, 15.
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The aquifers in the SCRBA store 9round water
very much like surface reservoirs store streamflow. The stratified drift aquifers make up a
small part of the water-bearing deposits in the
area but have large storage capacities. By contrast the till and bedrock aquifers~ which make up
most of the water-bearlng materials in the area,
have small storage capacltles--the tl]l because it
is heterogeneous and thin, and the bedrock because
lltt]e of Its volume is occupied by open fractures.
Natural depletion from storage occurs every
year during the period of no recharge~ which may
last as long as six months. This natural depletion
Is the result of two factors: (1) the discharge by
evapatransplration during the growlng season, whlch
both reduces recharge to the groupd-water reservoir
and depletes the reservoir itseif~ and (2) the
continued though steadily diminishing discharge of
9round-water (runoff). During the time that the
ground-water reservoir is being depleted naturally
by evapotransplration and groumd-water outflow, any
withdrawals by pumplng~ exclusive of induced lnflltretlon~ must also come from storage. Thus~ tf
we]is are to sustain their ytelds on a year-round
basis~ they must depend In part upon water available
from storage for perhaps as long as six months at
a tlme. The amount of water which wi11 drain from
an aquifer In a six-month period Is therefore a
’significant factor in evaluating the amount of water
available to wells. This storage factor was determined only for the strat~f]ed-drtft aquifer because
only {n this aquifer is it likely to have any
pract{cat appllcatlon {n evaluating and developing
water supplies.
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~lgure 40.--Relation of flround-water outflow to percent of dralnaqe area underlain by stratified drift
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Table 32.--Long-term changes of water levet in wells in the lower Thames
and southeastern coastal river basins

Depth
(ft)

I

Main aquifer

Depth to water
below land surface
Old measurement
New m~asurement
(ft)
(date)
(ft)
(date)

ELy 26
ELy 38
ELy 39
Mv 18
Mv 32

431
lO0
IIO
15.4
150±

Bedrock
Stratified drift
Stratified drift
Stratified drift
Bedrock

30
27.5
27.5
13.5

8-24-36
6- -35
6- -36
3-12-51

28.3
27.3
26.9
13.3

17.5

-47

17.4

7-26-63
5- 6-65
5- 6-65
8-29-63
II-22-63

Mv 33
M 71
NL I0

122
223
21.7

Bedrock
Bedrock
Till

15
55
16.6

4- -46
-49
8-20-41

12.5
56.6
17.9

9-19-63
9-17-65
8-17-64

Ps 59
Ps 67
Ps I10

451
120
109.3

Bedrock
Stratified drift
Stratified drift

6.6
68.3
70.2

6-II-48
7-17-50
9-30-53

6.4
69.7
71.3

9-12-63
9-I1-63
I0- 7-64

Ps I12
Wt 6

40.0
14.0

6.7
9.9
28.0

I0- 8-64
7-18-63

Stratified drift
6.7 lO- 2-53
Stratified drift
9.9 II-II-37
Average (mean) 28.0

The specific yield of an aquifer provides an
Index of available ground-water storage when water
levels are lowered for a period of time sufficient
to allow complete drainage by gravity. Specific
yield values for materials composing stratified drift
deposits in the SCRBA range from 26,9 to 37.8 percent~
as shown In table 24. These values are In good
agreement with laboratory-determlned specific yield
values for similar materials in northeastern Connecticut and in the upper Pawcatuck River basin In
Rhode Island (Alien3 W. B.~ and others~ 1963). However3 they are probably too high as an index of the
arrount of water that could actually be obtained from
storage because water levels would rarely be lowered
for sufficiently long periods to attain complete
drainage, Accordlngly gravity yield~ which takes
into account the length of time materials are
actually subject to drainage, is the most useful
index of ground-water storage that Is available for
wlthdrawa]. The longest period of time that a
saturated section of stratified drift or other waterbearlng m~terlal would be subject to drainage wlthout recharge under ordinary conditions Is the annual
4- to 6-month period of no net recharge during which
water levels decline from the annual peak in the
spring to the annual low point in the autumn. During thls perlod~ only the uppermost part of the
dewatered section would be subjected to drainage
for the entire perlod~ and the lowermost part of the
dewatered section would be subjected to drainage for
only a few days at the end of the growing season
before autumn recharge commences. On this basis the
specific yield values determined In the laboratory
as shown In table 24 were adjusted downward to
determine a value for gravity yield of stratified
drift allowing for Incomplete drainage of dewatered
section of the aquifers during 4-6 months of no
recharge. A value for gravity yield of 25 percent
was computed which probably Is representative for
average conditions throughout the area. This value
probably approximates the gravity yield value for
the saturated section of stratified drift at most
places In the area. It is In good agreement with

Remarks
Unused.
Used 6 months of year.
Used 6 months of year.
Supplies 5,000 gpd.
Supplies sanitary water
for 45 people.

Supplies 200 gpd.
Abandoned. Former U.S.
Geological Survey
observation well.
Abandoned.
Supplies 220~000 gpd.
Nearby wells pumping on
10-7-64.
Abandoned

the value of 23 percent for gravity yield In the
Quinebaug basin computed by Randall and others
(1966, p. 67).
The amount of ground water In storage at the
beginning of the no recharge period varies each
year and Is significant with respect to potential
withdrawal and amount of available drawdown during
the summer months. The hydrographs in figure 37
show only about two years of record but long-term
measurements for Gt 19 (Melkle and Baker~ 1965~
p. 12) confirm the absence of a pronounced longterm trend of either higher spring or lower autumn
ground-water levels. During the two-year period of
record shown in the hydrographs~ the water level in
each well reached nearly the same peak each year-thus~ under natural conditions precipitation has
been almost adequate to replenish ground-water storage to close to capacity each year. The slight
differences In the ground-water storage reflected
by the decllne in peak water levels represent only
a small proportlon of the total ground-water storage.
Thus~ where sustained large withdrawals are needed
during the period of no recharge when most of the
water would come from ground-water storage~ the
limltlng factor in the development of ground-water
supplies Is the distribution of relatively thick~
permeable materials within the stratified drift
aquifer. Despite the drought~ the absence of any
long-term downward trend In water levels In any of
the aquifers Is Indicated by table 32 which compares
old measurements of water levels in a few wells wlth
newer measurements separated by intervals of II to
30 years.

INDUCED INFILTRATION
Under natural conditions ground water in most
of the SCRBA flows toward streams and lakes. However~
pumping from wells creates cones of depression which
rr~y extend to the surface-water body~ thereby reversIng the hydraulic gradient and inducing stream or
lake water to Infiltrate into the ground-water
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EXPLANATION
Basin Drainage Divide

t]

Salt water intrusion highly unlikely
owing to distance from sea or estuary~
altitude of land surfoce~ or dam or
other barrier.

\V "k ..-- J

.?

Salt water intrusion possible
because of nearby sea or estuary
and low altitude {< I0 feet) of land

Salt war r intrusion probable if
overpumped for extended periods or
if flooded by salty water durin~
hurriaones

~awcatuck

LONG ISLAND SOUND
Figure ~2.--Hap showing salty water in the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basins
(shown only in areas of stratified drift)

reservoir. Thus where coarse-grained stratifTed
drift borders and is hydraulically connected to a
fresh-water body~ surface water is an ~mportant
~otential source of water for wells.

The quan.tity of water that wel]s could pump by
induced infiltration depends on (1) the area of
streambed that is affected by pumping~ (2) the vertical permeabil]ty of streambed and aquifer materials~
(3) the temperature and thus the viscosity of the
water~ and (4) the vertical hydraulic gradient between
the surface-water level and the ground-water level.
This quantity may be estimated from a modified form
of Darcy~s law as adapted from Walton (1962j p. 14):
Q = p~ ~._~h A~ where

Quantity of vertical leakage of water from
stream or lake in gpd
pI

Ah
Ah

Coefficient of vertical permeability of the
deposits immediately underlying the stream
or lake~ in gpd per sq ft
Vertical hydraulic gradient between the surfacewater body and the aquifer~ where
Change in hydraulic head~ in feetj and
Thickness of the deposits retarding infiltrations {n feet, and
Area of contact between the surface-water body
and the underlying deposits~ in square feet

The vertical permeability of the uppermost deposits lining lakesj ponds~ and streams may be the chief
factor limiting induced infiltration. These deposits
consist largely of muckj silt and fine sand~ which
would restrict or prevent induced infiltration. A
pumping test at Nontville by Ranney Method Water Supplies (table 26) to determine whether a supply of three
to five million gpd could be obtained by induced infiltration from Oxoboxo Pond at Uncasville indicated the
lack of a free hydraulic connection between the pond
and the stratified drift aquifer.
A study of the vertical permeability of streambed material on the Rhode island side of the Pawcatuck River by the Providence~ R.I. office of the U.S.
Geological Survey indicates that the fine-grained
sediments overlying the coarse-grained sediments are
discontinuous. Two additional shallow test probes on
the Connecticut side of the river indicate that finegrained alluvial material is also discontinuous at
these sites. Hence favorable conditions for induced
infiltration prevail along both banks in reaches where
streambed materials are coarse grained. Induced infiltration probably contributes to the high pumping
rates of 736 gpm from a single gravel-packed well and
of 1~390 gpm from a battery of IO2 wells of the
Westerly Water Supply Co. near the Pawcatuck River.
The wells are situated a few hundred feet east of the
State llne in Rhode Island but stratified drift also
extends along the west side of the river in Connecticut.
Calculation of the maximum potential infiltration capacity of stream- and lake-bottom deposits
(table 39~ column 3) is based on the equation shown
above. The widths of the larger streams such as
the Pawcatuck River are based on field measurements~
elsewhere~ they are estimated from topographic maps~
as are stream lengths. Vertical permeability is
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assumed to be 50 gpd per sq ft for coarse-grained
stratified drift and 1 gpd per sq ft for finegrained deposits (lake-bottom and a11uvlal deposits).
An intermediate value of 25 gpd per sq ft is used
where both coarse-grained stratified drift and
finer material are believed to line the streambed
along closely-spaced reaches.
The permeability of the bottom deposits~ like
that of all deposits~ is affected by changes in
wateF temperature. Warm water can infiltrate more
readily than cold water because its viscosity is
lower. Thus~ during the summer~ when stream and
lake temperatures reach 80~F or more~ infiltration potential increases; during the winter~
when water temperatures drop to near 32°F~
it decreases. Randall and others (1966, p. 88)
calculated that infiltration potential per square
foot at a water temperature of 82°F in the Qulnebaug River would be about one third higher than
computed~ and at a temperature of 32~F it would be
about one third lower. Figure 31 shows watertemperature extremes of 83°F and 33°F in the Yantic
River during a one-year period through September
1965. In computing values of induced infiltratlon~
for the SCRBA, a water temperature of 5~OF was
assumed~ based on the average of 25~ measurements
of strea~s in the area. These temperatures~
ranging from 3~°F to 83°F~ are listed in the companion basic data report by M. A. Cervlone~ Jr.
and others (1968). The average annual air temperature in the SCRBA is between 50°F and 51°F and
mean daily water temperature in the larger streams
is more commonly above than below mean daily air
temperature at all seasons.
Seasonal modification of infiltration potential
is less extreme than it might otherwise be because
the summer period of relatively low water viscosity
and consequent high infiltration potential generally
coincides with the low flow period of most streams
when the water is in contact with a smaller area
of the stream channel, Conversely~ the winterspring period of cold temperatures and high viscosity
commonly occurs during high flow periods~ when more
water is in contact with a larger area of stream
channel. Moreover~ enhanced scouring during peak
flow removes fine material at these times~ thereby
increasing the permeability of the stream channels.
However~ peak water demands occur during the following summer season. Therefore~ no great error will
be introduced if temperature corrections are neglected in preliminary estimates of induced infiltration
based on assumed vertical permeability.
Large supplies can be obtained from the stratified drift via infiltration galleries, horizontal
permeable conduits for intercepting and collecting
ground water by gravity flow (Todd, 1959j p. 146).
The City of Des Moines~ lowa~ obtains its water~
amounting to ~re than 20 million gallons a day
from an infiltration gallery about 3 miles long
paralleling the Racoon River (Thomas~ H. E., 1951~
p. 142). Studies have shown that as much as 90
percent of the water produced by the gallery may be
derived by infiltration from the bed of the river.
Infiltration galleries are in use elsewhere but no
such InstaIlatlon is known in the SCRBA. Regardless
of the method used to induce infiltration~ the water
potentially available cannot exceed the ar~unt of
water in the stream or lake unless it is recycled.
Estimates of the amount of water available from this
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Figure 41.--Schematlc diagram showing fresh-water and salt-water relationships in Thames River estuary
All wells assumed to be screened at bottom~ as Indicated. Arrows show direction
of ~ovement of water. (Right half of diagram adapted from U.S. Geological Survey
Water-Supply Paper 1613-C.)
source should take into account the amount and varIations of streamflow or lake storage.

SALT WATER ENCROACHMENT
OF AQUIFERS
Salt water extends along the entire coast of
southeastern Connectlcut~ extends inland in many
estuaries and reaches its maximum northward extent
at the ~outh of the Shetucket and Yantic Rivers at
Norwich. The subsurface reIatlonshlp between salt
water and overlying fresh water along the Thames
River is shown diagran~natical]y In figure 41. The
idealized spatial relationships shown In the figure
are based on the ~x)rk of Ghyben 0889) and Herzberg
(1901). The Ghyben-Rerzberg principle provides that
fresh-water bodies in static equilibrium with sea
water will assume definite shapes based on the
difference in density. One foot of fresh water
above sea level wll] theoretically depress the
heavier sea water 40 feet below sea ]eve] In a
continuous homogeneous aquifer, Thls relationship
results in a wedge shaped fresh-water body extendIng Inland from where it contacts sea water.
In practlce~ all the above assumptions are
rarely met. The aquifers may not be homogeneous
or may not be thick enough for equilibrium to be
attained, Moreover~ ground waters are not static
but continually move and the contact or Interface
between fresh and salt water is not sharp but rP~y
grade through a thick zone of diffusion. Nevertheless the principle Is generally valid and figure 41
Illustrates In a general way the re]atlonshlp
between fresh and salt water in the SCRBA.

of till and bedrock underlying the stratified
drift distorts the shape of the fresh water lenses.
Within the stratified drlft~ layers of differing
permeabIIlty (see log of wel] Ps 67~ table 23)
affect the symmetry of the fresh water-salt water
Interface.
Mixing of salt water and fresh water In the
zone of dlffuslon results from normal ground-water
movement and fluctuations in ground-water movement
resulting from tides or other causes. The wldth of
the zone of diffusion has been discussed by Petitt
and Wlnslow (1957~ p. 29). Recent!y~ Cooper
p. CI) has suggested that where a zone of diffusion
exlsts~ sea water is also in motion; it flows In a
cycle from the sea floor Into the zone of diffusion
and back to the sea again. Thls cyclic flow ]essens
the extent to which salt water occupies the aquifer.
The zone of diffusion as adapted from Cooper is
shown on the east side of figure 4], Conditions
are believed to be similar on the west side of the
river wherever saturated stratified drift is extenslve but the diffusion zone has been omitted here
to avoid crowding. Instead~ the effects of pumping
from walls near salt water are Illustrated here and
are described in a following section.
Salt water has Intruded aquifers In coastal and
estuarlne areas where wells have been overpumped
near the sea. Table 33 lists 34 wells In which
salty water has been encountered. Each of the three
aqulfers is vulnerable but Intrusion is most commonly reported In stratified drift. The high permeabllfly of the stratified drift results in re]atlveIy
shallow but wlde cones of depression during pump{rig.
Expansion of the qones during heavy and prolonged
pumping may result in their Intersection wlth Long,
Island Sound or with a nearby estuary, Figure 42
indicates areas of stratified drift with differing
degrees of vulnerability to intrusion; zone C is
closest to salt water and is most susceptible to
intrusion; zone B Is farther from the sea and intrusion is posslble~ but less likely; no cases have

The geohydrologlc map~ plate B shows that
stratified drift along the Thames River estuary
occurs only in scattered patches that in any single
reach may be restricted to one bank. Even where it
is continuous beneath the estuary~ it is rarely
thick enough for equilibrium between fresh and salt
water to be attained, The relative impermeability
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Table 33o--Selected wells reported to have ylelded salty woter In the lower Thomes
and southeastern coastal river basins

Ly 30

210

9
26
8v I

24

5O0

8v 2

525
7o
52

8
8

7t

been reported in this study; zone A is so remote
from saline water or is separated from ~t by barriers such that it is considered to be safe from
Intrusion regardless of the rate or duration of
pumping. The map may be used in estimating the
likelihood of salt water intrusion but it Is not to
be considered a substitute for careful testing to
delineate the precise position of the zone of diffusion and the likelihood of salt water intrustlon.
At Norv~ch Hospital, well Ps 67 and standby
well Ps 58, shown in zone C ~n figure 42, Intermittently pumped water of satisfactory chemical quality
from stratified drift at a point about 275 feet east
of the Thames River. Pumpage at a rate of about 500
gpm for about 20 hours dal]y supplied all hospita]
needs of 600,000 gpd in 1951 and 1952. In the winter
of 1952-53, two additional pumps with a combined
capacity of I,O00 to 1,500 gpm were temporarily
Installed on the hospital grounds during construction
(written communication dated July 20, 19551. They
pumped continuously for at least several days while
the supply well continued pumping so that the maximum
combined pumpage amounted to about 1,500 to 2,000
9pm. A pumping rate of 2,000 gpm at thls slte Is
theoreticaily capable of lowering pumping levels to
2] feet below the river level. Saline water subsequently intruded the aquifer. Its progress was
marked by a hundredfold increase in chloride content
from 6.5 ppm in April 1951 to 695 ppm in late 1952
or early 1953 (written communication dated September
19541 and the supply wells were shut down. The temporary pumps were soon removed and In 1958, daily
pumping of the supply wells were resumed at the rate
of 500 9pm but for a shorter period to supply 220~000
gpd. An additional 400,000 gpd is obtained from the
Norwich Public Supply. At this daily withdrawal,
pumpage of water of satisfactory chemical quality
at the hospital continued through the period of
record (1963-65).
At the Dow Chemical Co. plant in Ledyard~ wells
Ly 29 and Ly 30~ each situated about 215 feet east of
the Thames River estuary supplled ]O8,000 gpd of
water by alternate but continuous pumping from stratified drift at a rate of 75 gpm. After more than a
decade of pumplng~ ground-water levels declined below
the level of the estuary in the fall of 1965 foI1owIng several years of drought~ and brackish water
intruded thp aquifer. The chloride content of the
water rose to an average of 250 ppm and reached a
maximum of 360 ppm on November 22, ]965 (written
cormnunlcatlon) and the wells were shut down. The
manner In which the salt water may have Intruded
laterally inland is shown diagrammatlca]]y at F on
figure 41. Resumption of pumpage on a restricted
basis In 1966 yielded water of satisfactory chemical
quality. This indicates that where intrusion Is not
too extensive, stratified drift is permeable enough
so that salt water is flushed out within a comparatively short time after the natural hydraulic gradient
is reestablished. However~ even short shutdowns can
be costly, particularly for large plants or public
supplies.
Lateral intrusion, rather than Intrusion from
below~ is believed to be the more common type of salt
water Intrusion in the SCRBA. The likelihood of salt
water contamination due to such lateral Intrusion
may be determined If the aquifer constants, coefficient of transmissibiIity (T) and coefficient of
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storage (S) are known (see p. 54). For thls purposa, the equation s - I14.6 ~ W(u) (see p. 54 )
T
Is used to determine the maximum drawdown (s) at the
closest source of salt water or brackish water at
any distance (r) from the supply well pumping at
given rate (Q) In gpm. The method of computing
drawdown at any distance from a pumping well is described by Thels i._2n Benta11~ Ray~ 1963, p. 319 and
a less technical account may be found In Johnson,
Edward E., Inc., 1966, p. 109.
Estimation of theoretlca] specific capacity
may be very useful for preliminary Indication of
iatera] contamination resulting from Intersection
of the cone of depression wlth nearby salt water.
It provides a means of predicting approximate drawdowns in a well resulting from different pumping
rates. For example~ we]] Ps 67, previously affected
by Intrusion, taps an aquifer estimated to have a
transmlsslbl]ity of 140,000+ gpd per foot accordIng to table 23. The aquifer is essentially nonconfined~ and for water-table conditions, the storage coefficient is assumed to be 0.2. The table
Indicates that the corrected specific capacity Is
slightly less than 80 gpm per ft of drawdown. The
static (non-pumping) water level Is about 3 ft
above sea level and pumping at a rate of 200 gpm
would theoretlcal]y result in a drawdown of 2.5 feet
(2~00 = 2.5 It) at the end of 24 hours or about a
half a foot above the sea ]eve]. However~ pumping
at a higher rate of 2,000 gprn for 24 hours would
result in a theoretical drawdown i0 times as great
2000 = 25 It) or about 21 feet below the sea level.
Similar drawdown estimates can be made for any part
of the report area where specific capacity can be
estimated from transmlsslbliity and where the e]evatlon of the water table above sea lave] Is known or
Inferable.
Of 34 wells in table 33~ at least 13 tap bedrock. The small and steep cones of depression
developed by pumping from the relatively Impermeable
bedrock and their slow rate of expansion decrease
the chances of salt water intrusion. Additional
protection is afforded by the higher altitudes,
steeper hydrauilc gradlents~ and lower pumping rates
In bedrock wells. Nevertheless, persistent overpumping near an estuary or the ocean eventually
results in intrusion. Although the overall area
affected by a cone of depression in bedrock may be
relatively small, expansion along fractured zones
may be much greater than elsewhere. Bedrock wells
are the only ones In table 33 situated more than
700 feet from salt water that have been affected by
intrusion.
Dug wells constructed on low-lylng land near
the sea may be subject to yet another type of salt
water contamination that results from fioodlng by
estuary or ocean during hlgh water. Dug wells are
most vulnerable to such fIoodlng during storms
because many ore of large diameter and of loose
construction. Of five wells In table 33 reported
to have become saline during or followlng hurrlcanes~
four are dug wells.
In some places~ salt water Intrusion can be
prevented by the deliberate pumping of salt water

so as to lower its head relative to adjacent fresh
water. A =~scavenger well’~ system as a solution to
the problem of vertical salt water encroachment has
been studied by Long (1965). At the Uncasville
plant of the Connecticut Light and Power Co,3 well
Hv 1~ situated about 500 feet west of the Thames
River estuary continuously pumps salt water to
waste. Nearby well Hv 3~ situated about 175 feet
north of Hv ] and about 525 feet west of the estuary~
pumps fresh water whose chemical quality is satisfactory for makeup water. Pumping is not metered but
pumpage from Hv I appears to be adequate to maintain
a hydraulic gradient from Hv 3 to Hv ] so that the
latter serves as a scavenger well. Both wells were
drilled Into bedrock but Hv I was subsequently
plugged back to permit tapping of the overlying sand
and gravel, Thus3 unconsolidated sand and gravel
and under]ytn9 bedrock appear to be hydraulically
continuous here. Undoubtedly scavenger wells can
be more w~dely used tn coastal and estuarlne parts
of the SCRBA to prevent salt water encroachment in
stratified drift or bedrock aquifers, Scavenger
wells can double as supply wells if saline water Is
used for cooling or other purposes.
Another kind of well used to combat salt water
encroachment Is the recharge welt~ which returns
used water to the aquifer, Water to be recharged
must be of suitable chemical quality to prevent contamination of the aquifer and to enhance its comparability with water already in the aquifer. Water
used for cooling and other purposes has been returned
underground through recharge wells on Long Island~
New York for many years. Experience here and elsewhere demonstrates the feaslb~llty of this method
of maintaining a fresh water body of large enough
size and head to keep out salt water,
The amount of salt water lntruslon nay be expected to increase In coasta! areas as the demand
for water increases and as the number of wells
9rows. Some of the problems already encountered or
likely to be encountered~ are illustrated in figure
4], Overpumplng at well B has created an upwardpointing salt water "cone of Impresslon~ Into the
fresh water lens. Salt water in the cone moves
u~/ard at E whereas a shallower well (C) which Is
closer to the estuary~ is unaffected. Well A pumps
salt water although It is situated farther Inland
than C which supplies fresh water. The variety and
number of problems that may arise make it necessary
to plan more carefully the development of water
supplies in areas where salt water Intrusion is a
threat, HeaVy pumpage from any area In zone C~
figure 42~ should be accompanied by periodic measurement of water levels In sultab]e placed observation
wells and by chloride determinations or measurements
of specific conductivity of ground water. Water
levels are easily measured and can be checked by
unskilled personnel using Inexpensive equipment.
Such monltorlng~ combined wlth the application of
the principles of modern geohydrology~ can eilminate costly shutdowns and other Intrusion problems
and m~Intaln optimum pumping rates.

QUALITY OF GROUND WATER
The chemical quality of the ground water under
natural conditions In the SCRBA Is generally good
for most uses. The cryste]ilne bedrock underlying
the report area and the glacial drift derived from
It are composed largely of minerals which are only
slightly soluble In weter~ and the dlssolved-sollds
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concentration of the ground water Is corresponding]y low based on the data from natural streams at
low streamfiow given In table ]8 and samples collected from wells shown In table 34. Of the wells
sampled~ 92 percent yielded water wlth a hardness
of less than ]20 ppm and 88 percent had a dlssolvedsolids concentration of less than 200 ppm. Iron
and manganese are troublesome constituents throughout the area; approxlmateiy 25 percent of the wells
sampled had concentrations exceeding 0.30 ppm Iron
and/or 0.05 ppm manganese. The probabillty of
troublesome amounts of these two constituents is
greater In some areas than In others as discussed
later. Along the coast and for some distance upstream along coastal streams brackish to salty
water occurs naturally In aquifers~ or has encroached
under pumping conditions; the occurrence of salty
water has been discussed In the preceding section.
The results of the chemical and physlcal properties of 187 chemical analyses of water from 158
wells in stratified drift~ tII1~ and crystalline
bedrock are sur~arlzed In table 34. Comparable
Information for the adjoining Qulnebaug and Shetucker River basins are also shown.
The most abundant dissolved chemical constituents In natural ground water In the SCRBA unaffected by salt-water Intrusion are sl]Ica~ calclum~
sodlum~ blcarbonate~ and sulfate. Other than where
malt-water Intrusion has ocaurred~ no major constituent except Iron and/or manganese occurred area-wlde
In concentrations large enough to limit the use of
ground water for most purposes. Calclum Is dlssolved to some extent from all rocks In the SCRBA~
but samples from a few scattered wells that contained far more calcium than the area-wlde median
of 12 ppm suggest that these wells obtain water
from lenses of Impure limestone or other calciumrlch rocks that have been mapped In various rock
units. The ground-water runoff from aquifers that
have calclum-rlch materials will yleld the higher
dlssolved-sollds and calcium concentrations to
streams, Surface-water samples collected from natural streams during low flow (flow exceeded 90 percent or more) would represent m~ximum concentrations
that would be expected. Therefore~ as shown on
figure 28~ dominant calcium-rich areas generally coincide with drainage areas of natural streams havin9
relatively high dissolved-solids concentrations.
Generally calcium~ magneslum~ and sodium are
present in the form of bicarbonates and sulfates in
various proportions which determine the chemical
and physlca] characteristics of the water. A comparison of some properties of caIclum-sulfate waters and
calcium-bicarbonate waters Is shown tn table 35, Most
samples of natural ground water collected throughout
the SCRBA are of the calclum-blcarbonate type; are
not excessively herd~ have a low noncarbonate (permanent) hardness~ and are not corrosive, A few samples
are dlstlnctiy calcium-sulfate type waters and have
a tower pH and a higher noncarbonate hardness than
calclum-blcarbonate water, The calcium-sulfate type
waters are wlde]y scattered throughout the SCRBA and
result from localized conditions. Noncarbonate hardness due to the presence of sulfates and chlorides
may form scale in pipes and boilers that cannot
readily be removed.
Gypsum~ a common source of calcium sulfate~ does
not occur naturally withln the area~ and the presence
of large concentrations of caIclum sulfate in 9round
water may be attributed to chemical weathering of

7~
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Table 35.--Comparison of some properties of calciumsulfate type and calclum-bicarbonate type waters in
the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river
basins

("crenothrlx") can further complicate these conditions by forming colonies that later break loose
In massive accumulations.
Manganese resembles iron in its general behavior. Water contaInin9 more than 0.05 ppm of
manganese will darken when exposed to alr or to
laundry bleach~ as If black Ink had been added to
the water. Manganese precipitate forms a black
film on porcelain sinks and kitchen utensils.
Because manganese Is commonly associated wlth much
larger quantities of Iron~ however~ Its effects
may be masked by those of iron.
Removal of excessive iron and manganese may
be accomplished in a variety of ways. Methods
suitable for homes and small commercial establishments Include the use of water softeners (rm~st
units wl]l remove up to 2 to 3 ppm effectively)~
chlorination-filtratlon units (especially suitable
if chlorination to kill bacteria is also desired)
and manganese-greensand filters. An excellent
discussion of the Iron and manganese problem as tt
applies to the dcmestic use of water~ end of controis that can be applied to remedy the situation
is presented by Wilke and Hutcheson (1963);

Iron sultlde minerals. Sulfuric acid~ a potential
weathering agent~ is a product of the oxidation of
Iron sulfide minerals, As su]furic acid ts generated~
It reacts with calcium silicate minerals and impure
limestone lenses in the rocks to form calcium sulfate which ls dissolved readily by ground water,
As sulfate Is a substantial part of the dissolvedsolids content of atmospheric preclpltatlon~ preclpiration Is a source of some of the sulfate In ground

DISTRIBUTION IN GROUND WATER

The dissolved-solids concentration in wells
affected by sea water intrusion ranged as high as
~270 ppm; sodium as hlgh as 314 pp% and chloride as
high as 607 ppm. The median va]ues of these samples
ranged from two-to-four-fold over that of the fresh
water samples. The maximum chloride concentration
reported by private Industry was I~58 ppm3 far above
the IImlt of 250 ppm recom~nended by the U.S. Public
Health Service (]962). High ch]orlde concentrations
cause corrosion In pipes~ hollers3 and other fixtures
unless special corrosion-resistant materials are
used.

Most wells In the SCRBA yleld clear water
containing little or no iron or manganese. The
percentage of wells sampled whose water contained
Iron and manganese equal to or greater than the
]imlts recommended by the U.S. Public Health Service
for drinking water are Indicated in the fol]owin9
table:
AQUIFER
Crystalline [Stratified l
bedrock
drift
TIll
No. of wells
sampled for

Iron
Manganese

IRON AND MANGANESE

96
89

52
50

8
8

tratlon

CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR AND EFFECTS
Iron (ppm)
Manganese (ppm)

Iron and manganese are usually present in ground
water in a low state of oxidation as ferrous, and
manganous Ions respectlve]y. Ferrous iron is quite
soluble under proper conditions and substantial
amounts may be present in ground water. However~
ferrous Iron is unstable In the presence of oxygen
and is changed to the ferric state by the process of
oxldatlon~ much as the Iron In auto bodies~ nails~
etc. will rust in the presence of water and air.
Whenever ground water containing more than about
0.3 ppm of dissolved Iron is exposed to the air~ It
becomes cloudy~ and usually an orange-brown film
forms on the surface It contacts. Prolonged contact
forms a film or scale that Is difficult to remove.
This iron precipitate stains sinks~ tubs~ glassware~
and other utensils~ and fabrics. In additlon~ Iron
precipitates can clog fIlters~ nozzles~ well screens~
and other appIIances~ as well as interfere wlth the
manufacture of many Industrla] products. Excessive
Iron will also Impart a metallic taste to the water~
or to beverages prepared with the water. The presence of certain Iron-metaboiizlng bacteria

8.2
.94

2.3
.78

8.1
.27

Percent of wells
sampled containing
0.3 ppm or more
of Iron ~/
0.05 ppm or more
of manganese ~/

27

21

25

31

36

25

Limit recommended for drinking water by
the U.S. Public Health Service
Even these percentages may be hlgh for the report
area as a whole~ because sampling was more extensive
In or near areas where Iron=bearing water was known
to be a problem.
It Is possible that a well drilled almost anywhere in the SCRBA may yield ground water contalhing
troublesome amounts of iron and/or manganese. However~ the higher concentrations of iron and manganese
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in the waters from the bedrock aquifers occur in
areas where the rocks~ mostly schists and gneisses~
contain ~ron sulfide and Iron silicate minerals,
Figure 26 shows at least 6 places in the SCRBA~
designated by letters~ where the concentration or
areal extent of Iron-bearing ground water deserve
special attention. In these places~ the weathering
of the iron sulfide and Iron silicate minerals leaves
a characteristic rust-colored oxide coating on surfaces of exposed bedrock,

Quinebaug River basin and units B and C in the
Shetucket River basin. About 15 percent of the
samples contained quantities that could cause
slight staining of porcelain and utensils after
prolonged use (Randall and others~ ]966).

Area A.--Area A occupies a portion of the town
of Colchester In the northwestern part of the report
area as seen in figure 26. The bedrock In thls area
Is a dark rusty-weatherlng schist (Brlmfleld schist
of Rogers and others~ 1959). Area A is similar to
problem area A and unit A in the quinebau9 and Shetucker River basins respectively. Filter systems
are used on numerous wells reported by owners to
yield iron-bearing water. The iron concentrations
in samples from 2 wells were 2.1 and ].3 ppm~ and
the manganese concentrations were 0.2] and O.lO ppm.
Wells that obtain water wlth troublesome amounts of
iron probably tap water In layers of schist containIng graphit% purplish biotite~ pyrite~ and manganese
silicates. Wells that obtain iron-free water from
the bedrock In this area probably tap water from thin
layers of lime-silicate and quartzose gneiss that
are found within the Brimfleld schist. Available
data indicate that approximately 50 to 75 percent of
the wells drilled in thls unlt In eastern Connecticut
will yield water with concentrations of Iron and
manganese that require treatment before It is satisfactory for domestic or most Industrial purposes.
Area B,--in the town of Preston a zone of ironbearing ground water clearly coincides with o rustyweathering graphite schist phase of the Putnam Group
mapped by Snyder (1961) In southern Lisbon and
western Preston, The graphlte schist contains Iron
sulfldes~ and chemical analyses of rock samples
show that It has nearly twice the percent of Iron or
manganese as In other rock unlts (Snydar~ ]964b).
Area B Is an extension of problem area B described
in the qulnebaug River basin report (RandalI~ 1966~
p. 72 and figure 44). Of the wells sampled In this
problem area~ concentrations ranged as high as 6.2
ppm iron and 0.24 ppm manganese. A dug well tapping
till in thls area yle]ded slightly acidic wateF~ but
the dissoived-lron and manganese content was only
0.08 and 0.01 respectively. It appears that dug
wells in till overlying thls bedrock unlt will yield
water wlth relatively low dissolved-iron content.
Area C.--Several different rock types with a
great variety In mineral composition make up thls
unit which underlies a part of the northwestern portion of the SCRBA. The major iron-bearing ground
water in area C is restricted to a rusty-weatherlng
muscovite schist. A characteristic bright rustcolored oxide coating on surfaces of exposed bedrock
Is evidence of the presence of iron-bearlng minerals
in this area. Water samples from 3 wells tapping
thls bedrock aquifer contained from 0.78 to 2.4 ppm
of Iron. In the pink-shaded portion of area C~
lower iron concentrations are found and a purplish
to brownish stain is noted on some outcrops of bedrock indicating at least local occurrence of ironbearing ground water. Water samples collected from
wells tapping the bedrock contained from 0.03 to
0.84 ppm of iron and 0.00 to 0.15 ppm of manganese.
Thls same unit Is noted as problem area E in the
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Area D.--As reported by Randall and others
(1966~ a severe iron problem also occurs in a
small area around Preston City. Chemical analyses
show as much as 4.8 ppm iron~ and well owners~
complaints delineate thls area along the border of
the Quinebaug River basin and the SCRBA. tronbearing ground water ts obtained from the stratified
drift aquifer as well as the bedrock.
The bedrock Iltho]ogy and associated iron problame in areas A~ B~ C~ D as described above and
noted both In the qulnebaug and Shetucket River
basins trend north-south In this report area and
are truncated by the Honey Hill fault. South of
thls fault zone~ bedrock consisting of interflngered
gnelsses and schists dominate the region and trend
structually east-west rather than north-south. The
presence of the Iron and/or manganese in excessive
concentrations In the water from the bedrock has a
spotty occurrence throughout that portion of the
SCRBA south of the Honey HIll fault system. The
majority of the Iron-bearlng ground water is in
wells tapping schists that contain blotlte~ garnet~
and iron sulfide minerals which weather relatively
easy,
Areas E and F.--Area E Is at Uncasvllle In the
town of Montville~ and area F Is in the extreme
southwestern part of the SCRBA in the town of Old
Lyme as shown on figure 26. Areas E and F are in
discharge areas covered by stratified drift where
iron-bearing ground water occurs both In the stratified drift and underlying schists.
Recent geologic mapping by Goldsmith (1967) In
the Uncasvll]e quadrangle pinpoints the source of
Iron In area E, as a member of the Plainfield formation which locally contains pyrite. In some cases
the stratified drift overlying this bedrock unlt
also yields water containing Iron and/or manganese
in excessive quantities. Water samples collected
during this study had concentrations that ranged as
high as 2.3 ppm iron and 0.78 ppm manganese.
In the extreme southwestern portion of the
SCRBA~ area F~ and iron problem occurs both In the
bedrock and In the overlying stratified drift. Of
L~ wells that were inventoried in both aquifers~
approximately 50 percent yielded water at one time
or another wlth troublesome amounts of Iron. Ana}yses by the Connecticut State Department of Health
reported concentrations as high as 5.O ppm iron and
0.26 ppm manganese. Data from L. L. Lundgren
(personal cor~unlcatlon) indicate that the rock unlt
contributing mast to the iron and manganese ground
water problem includes numerous layers of schist
containing magnetite~ pyrite~ pyrrhotite~ and manganese garnet.
Areas E and F are probably not unique within
the SCRBA south of the Honey H111 fault system.
There are several other places In thls portion of
±he report area where one or two Isolated well~
tapping stratified drift or bedrock yleld ironbearing water~ but where lack of data prohibits
delineation of the significant extent of poor water.

In areas where bedrock contains iron-bearing
water~ the overlying deposits in recharge areas
probably will be free of iron~ but deposits in discharge areas are llke]y to contain iron-bearlng
water--water discharge u~ard from bedrock contributes the iron to overlying deposits in discharge

Rating

HARDNESS
Hardness is a property of water that determines
the quantity of soap required to produce a lather and
the quantity of mineral scale formed in pipe or containers in which the water is heated. Hardness is
caused almost entirely by calcium and magnesium~ and
generally is expressed as the amount of calcium carbonate (CaC03) that would be necessary to produce the
observed effect. Other dissolved constituents~ such
as iron3 aluminum, strontium~ barlum~ and zinc also
cause hardness. As a rule~ however~ these constituents are not present in sufficient quantities to
have any appreciable effect.
some extent relative and not all authorities apply
them to the same ranges of measured hardness. The
following ranges are used by the U,S. Geological
Survey:

Hardness as
CaCO3 (ppm)
0 -

60

61 - 120

121 - 180

Rating

Suitability

Soft

Suitable for many uses
wlthout further
softening.

Moderately
hard

Usable except in some
industrial appllca-

Hard

181 or more Very hard

Softening required by
laundries and some
other industries.
Requires softening for
most purposes

Quinebaug
Shetucket
River
River
basin
basin
SCRBA
Percent of wells sampled

Soft

67

68

62

14oderately
hard

28

23

30

Hard

3

8

5

Very hard

2

1

3

The sim{larity of hardness in water throughout
eastern Connecticut reflects the similarity in the
lithology of the rock units and unconsolidated
deposits,
Areal variations of hardness in ground water
are shown on figure 43. Water at least moderately
hard occurs at scattered locations. There are no
extensive bedrock units composed prlncipally of
1in, stone3 dolomlte, or marble (calcium or magnesium carbonate) in the report area; therefore~ no
specific water-bearing formation will yield consistently hard or very hard water. There are
scattered areas throughout the basins where the
bedrock contains impure limestone lenses or where
calcium silicate mlnerals dominate. In the stlppied areas shown on figure 433 the water user will
probably encounter concentrations large enough to
be troublesome for some uses. In one particular
area in the vicinity of the community of North
Stonington3 concentrations as high as 13200 ppm of
hardness have been reported~ and 2 public water
supply welts were abandoned because of hardness and
high mineralization. Water samples collected during this study from 8 wells tapping the bedrock in
the Pease and Susquetonscut Brook basins contained
from 40 to 168 ppm of hardness. Treatment by the
home owners would be desirable with wells yielding
water having a hardness concentration above 120 ppm.
Unconsolldated deposits with large concentrations
of calcium and magnesium minerals would in turn be
expected to yield at least moderately hard water.
The comparison of the surface water and ground
water quality data on figure 27 shows that the
relative magnitude of dissolved solids in natural
streams is related to the dissolved-solids concentrations in the natural ground water. The comparison of figures 28 and 43 shows that areas of" relatively high dlssolved-solids concentrations also
coincide with the areas of moderately hard to very
hard water. Therefore~ water from wells drilled in
stream basins where natural stream water has a high
dissolved-solids content as indicated on figure 28~
might also be expected to have a moderately hard
to very hard water.

Water having a hardness of more than 120 ppm commonly is softened for household use, Softening
of municipal supplies is costly~ but is generally
to the advantage of the coma~unity if the hardness
cannot be reduced to about 120 ppm by dilution with
softer water from other sources. The problem of
hard water and use of water softeners has been
fully described by Wilke and Hutcheson (1962).
Ground water in the SCRgA is generally soft to
moderately hard. Samples from 156 wells were analyzed for hardness and their rating as well as a
comparison of the hardness in the 3 basin studies
are reported in the following table;
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E

X P L

A N A

TION
¯
~8~ or more-- very herd water

Basin drainage divide

Samples from some of these welts were
analyzed by agencies other than the U, S.
Geological Survey~ such analyses were not
incorporated in table 34.

RANGE IN HARDNESS OF WATER FROM
INOIVIDUAL
WELLS, IN PARTS PER MILLION
0
O-60-- soft water

so- indicates well is in stratified
T- indicates well is in till

61-12a--moderately hard water

drift

All other welts are in
bedrock

121-160-- hard wafer

Area in which most wells topping bedrock
ore likely to yield moderately hard to very
hard water,

SCALE

island

sound

$o

Figure 43.--Areal variations in hardness of 9round water in the lower
Thames and southeastern coastal river basins
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NITRATE, CHLORIDE, ABS, AND LAS AS
INDICATORS OF POSSIBLE POLLUTION
Under natural conditions nitrate and chloride
are absent or present only In low concentrations in
the fresh 9round water of the SCRgA although small
amounts of nitrate may occur naturally due to the
decay of fallen leaves~ roots~ and sm~11 organisms
in the soil. ABS (alkyl benzene sulfonate) and I_AS
(linear alkylate sulfonate) are absent under natural
conditions. Therefore~ the presence of unusually
large quantities of these constituents represents a
departure from normal condit~ons~ and in some cases
(all cases~ If AgS or LAS Is present) may be due to
some type of pollution--organic~ domestic~ or Industrial. In some localities high nitrate concentrations in ground water can be attributed to inf{]tration of recharge through soils heavily treated with
chemical fert{lizers~ but most of the nitrate in
water represents the end product of aerobic decompos{tlon of organic matter (sewage or animal wastes).

noticeable salty taste and yielded water with a
chloride concentration of 194 ppm, A high chloride
content in water causes corrosion In pipes~ boilers~
and other fixtures~ and ts toxic to most plants.

Samples from !~!~wells in the SCRBA were analyzed
for nitrate as shown in table 34~ and 10 wells
sampled were found to yield waters containing more
than 10 ppm nitrate with a m~ximum of 52 ppm.
Although many of the larger concentrations were probably derived from organic waste~ this does not mean
that 23 percent of the wells sampled were Polluted;
In many cases the source of the nitrate may have been
distant enough so that the water was safe to drink
by the time it reached the well~ since bacteria and
other contaminants may be filtered by the aquifer
material, Other forms of nitrogen that are determined In a sanitary analysis~ such as nitrite~
ammonta~ and albuminoid~ are more reliable indicators
of incomplete decomposition of organic waste and
genuinely unsafe potable water, The upper limit for
nitrate recommended by the U.S, Public Health Service
is 45 ppm. Water containing nitrate in excess of 45
ppm (equivalent to 10 ppm of nitrate expressed as N
In a sanitary analysis) is unsafe for domestic
supply because it can cause methemoglobInemla (infant
cyanosls~ or ~=blue baby disease") when fed to infants
(Comly~ 1945) o Only one of the wells sampled ylelded
water wtth more than 45 ppm of nitrate.

ABS was the principal component of household
detergents prior to mid-year 1965. Its presence in
ground water results from disposal of sewage from
homes or factories to the ground. ABS concentrations of about l0 ppm are typical of municipal
sewage, Various studies have shown that 1 ppm of
ABS In drinking water can be tasted and can cause
frothing of the water. Although larger concentrations of ABS are not toxIc~ esthetic considerations
have caused the U.S. Public Health Service (1962~
p. 24) to recommend that concentrations in drinking
water not exceed 0,5 ppm, The maximum ABS content
in samples collected from 41 wells during the study
was 0.4 ppm. However~ one well inventoried was
abandoned~ reportedly due to detergent contamination from laundry or kitchen waste waters, Since
July 1965 the ABS component of household detergents has been gradually replaced by LAS~ which
is biodegradable and will disappear ~re readily
than ABS. However~ if the conditions for bacterial actions in cesspool or septic tank effluents are unfavorable~ the LAS will have little or
no opportunity to decompose.
if the population of the report area continues
to expand~ the nitrate~ chloride~ and detergent
concentrations of ground water are likely to increase also~ especially in areas not served by
sewage systems. Although none of the constituents
are toxic in the concentrations ordinarily present
even in polluted 9round water (except nitrate of
more than 45 ppm~ as noted above)~ the presence of
large amounts of any or all suggests that a substant{al part of the water pumped was probably
derived from disposal of sewage or other wastes
nearby~ and that pathogenic bacteria or other
hazardous substances may be present,

FLY ASH

Chloride In fresh ground water throughout the
area is normally in low concentrations, Only a small
amount reaches the SCRBA in precipitation; the
median chloride concentration detected tn rainfall
from several storms was 1,2 ppm as shown in table 3,
Chloride-bearing minerals are scarce in the crystalline bedrock of the report area~ usually less than
0.05 percent of total rock volume, Samples from
66 wells were analyzed for chlorlde~ and 79 percent
of them were found to have a chloride concentration
of less than 20 pp~ with a median of 8,0 ppm. The
median concentration of the water from the remaining
21 percent of the we11~ sampled was 25 ppm. The
range In concentration was 0.0 to 194 ppm for wells
tapping crystalline bedrock and 2,9 to 43 ppm for
wells tapping stratified drift and t~11.

Fly ash is an unburned by-product of burning
coal and is a source of landfill, It contains
some of the impurities that are associated with
coal In its natural state. When fly-ash landfill
is subjected to leaching~ an acid may be formed
from these impuritles~ and other constituents such
as tron~ manganese~ and aluminum may be released
to the infiltration water,

Another source that can account for the abovenormal chloride concentrations ~n the SCRBA other
than reflecting nearby disposal of sewage or animal
wastes is road salt. Sodium chloride or a mixture
of sodlum and calcium chloride is used extensively
~s road-saltlng chemicals for protection against
hazardous icing of roads~ and It is possible that
road salt has inflltrated into portions of some aquifers in the report area. One well~ Fr 16~ had a
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In order to determine experimentally the
effect of leaching on fly ash~ laboratory tests
were run on samples of fly ash by the Connecticut
Water Resources Commission and the U.S, Geological
Survey. The fly ash material was agitated in dist~11ed water and chemical analyses made of the
drawnoff solutlon, These analyses~ shown In the
following table~ Indicated that about 5 percent of
the fly ash is soluble in water and that the solution contained concentrations of the constituents
considerably greater than the distilled water used
in dissolving the fly ash; for example~ in the
sample analyzed by the U,S. Geological Survey~
sulfate increased from 0,0 to 241 ppm and dlssolved solids increased from 1,7 to 742 ppm.

Chemical analyses of solutions from selected samples
from two fly=ash landfill deposits

Data
of
Sulfate
analysis (ppm)
Chesterfield- 7-16-~4 1/ 241
Oakdale 6-15-66 ~_/ 135
Road
10-26-66 2_/3_/ 250
site
Hoxley
Hill
Road
stte
1/
~/
3/

9-22-65 ~/ 380 ....
7-13-66 2/ 1,100
10-26-66 ~/ 260

Chloride
(ppm)
----

2,400
5,328

Dlssolved
sollds
(ppm) pH
742
358
418

6.5
5.5
6.9

5~328
474

9.2
4.8
6.1

Analysis by the U.S. Geological Survey
Analyses by the Connecticut Water
Resources Commlssion~ Hall Laboratory
Iron~ 0.4 ppm; aluminum~ 0.5 ppm

in a driveway. Analyses of ground water from spring
Mv 2sp (table 36), which issues from stratified drift
downs]ape from the driveway show a pH that is lower
and a dissolved-sollds content and sulfate concentration that is several times higher than is found in
ground water occuring In stratified drift elsewhere
in the SCRBA (see table 34~ p. 74). The pH of the
landflll~ as reported by the Water Resources Com~nission~ is also tow (3.0). Agaln, the inference is that
water from infiltrating preclpitation~ septic
efftuent~ or lawn sprinkling may have leached the
landfilt~ percolated to the water table~ and
moved to the discharge point at the spring.
Additlonal studies by the State Water Resources
Commission and other federal agencies were In progress at the time of this writing (1968). Conclusions on the effects of this tandflll on the surface-water supplies in the area will be released by
these agencies at the end of their fleld study.
Preliminary results from the study now being conducted by the Water Resources Ccmmission indicate
that the landfill has no adverse effects on the
chemical quality of Hunts Brook.

The sulfate content of the solutlons derived from
leaching the 6 samples in the laboratory ranged
from approximately 20 to 60 percent of the dissolved-solids concentration~ with a median of 37
percent. Additional solutes dissolved from the fly
ash included mlnor quantities of sodium~ calctum~
re~gneslum chloride~ magnesium sulfate, Iron and
aluminum.

Table 36.--Chemical analyses from spring
Mv 2sp In Montville near a fly-ash landflll area
(Chemlcal constituents In parts per million)
Date of
collection

Evidence from three localities in the SCRBA suggested that a field study to determine the effects
of leaching In landfills containing fly ash was
merited. The first locatlty~ the so-called Chesterfleld-Oakdale Road site, is in the headwaters of the
Hunts Brook drainage basin about ½ mile upstream
from the northern limit of the proposed Hunts Brook
Reservoir. The fly-ash landfill Is on the east branch
of Deep Hollow Brook. Analyses of stream water samplas collected by the U.S. Geological Survey upstream
and downstream from the landfill In July 1964 and
those periodically sampled during 1965-67 by the
Water Resources Coramisslon are summarized on figure
~ (stations I-8). These plots show a decrease in
pH and Increases In dlssolved-solids and sulfate concantrations on the downstream side of the landfill.

Silica (S102) ......
Iron (Fe)
Manganese (Mn)
A1uml num (AI)
Calcium (Ca)
Magnesium (Mg)
Sodium (Na)
Potassium (K)
Bicarbonate

6-3-62 2/ 9-25-63 ~/
--29 ....
------

(HC0~)

Sulfate (SO4)
Chlorlde (Cl)
Dissolved
sol I ds
Hardness as
CaGO3
Noncarbonate hardness as CaCO3
Specific conductance (mt cromhos

The second Iocality~ the so-called Moxley Hill
Road site~ is in the headwater area of an unnamed
tributary of Hunts Brook that drains into Miller
Pond (figure 44~ stations 9-1I). As at the first
locallty~ water samples collected by the Water
Resources Commlsslon upstream and downstream from
the landfill show an Increase in dissolved-solids
and sulfate concentrations on the downstream side of
the landfill. The Inference Is that at both these
localities the higher mineral concentrations in
stream water in the lr~nediate downstream vlc~nity
from the landfill results from leaching of the landfill by Infiltrating preclpltatlon.

7-16-64

0.10
2.2
64
24
33
4.0
0

-55
8.0
34
3.5
0

350
23
636

287
25
489

198
31
376

200

260

170

--

258

170

--

734

550

at 25°C)
pH

3.8

4.0

4.3

Analysis by Connecticut Water Resources
Commlssion~ Hall Laboratory
Analyses by U.S. Geological Survey

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF WELLS TO
POLLUTION

Data on the chemical quality of ground water
from wells in the lr~nedlate areas of these two localIties is not available.

Pollution of ground water is due prlmarily to
three causes: dlsposal of domestlc sewage Into
cesspools or septlc-tank flelds; dlsposal of industrlal waste Into leaching plts or lagoons; and
Inflltratlon of water In barnyards~ fields treated
with manure and chemical fertilizers, or other sites
of abundant animal droppings.

The third locality ls along Stony Brook near
the Intersection of Massapeag Road and State Highway
32 tn Montvi]le where fly ash was used for landfill
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The susceptibility of any given well to pollution depends on three factors:
and decrease with increasing depth.
]. The distance to the nearest source of
pollution, Bacteria seldom are carried more than
lOO feet from a source of dilute sewage effluent
(Hal]man and Hack~ ]961), but nitrate~ ABS and LAS
may maintain objectionable concentrations for longer
periods and therefore travel longer distances; some
dissolved chemical pollutants may even remain in
9round water indefinitely. Few data are available
2. The direction to the source of pollution.
As a general rule~ ground water flows slowly and
transports contaminants in the direction of the
average land-surface slope toward the nearest permanent stream. Therefore~ wells located downslope
from a source of pollution are usually susceptible
to contamination.
3. The depth at which water can enter the well.
Polluted water introduced to the ground at or near
the land surface wi]] seep downward to the water
table~ then move in the direction of ground-water
flow. If the water table is relatively deep~ the
distance the polluted water must travel to reach a
well is thereby increased~ and oxidation in the zone
above the water table will purify organic wastes and
bacteria rapidly. If a well is lined with a solid
casing many feet below the water table~ polluted water
may not reach the zone from which water enters the
well,
The likelihood of well contamination from bacteria in septic tank effluent can be evaluated according to a system devised by LeGrand (1964). The
method involves estimates of l) depth to water table~
2) sorptive characteristics and 3) permeability of
overburden~ 4) gradient of the water table~ 5) distances between well and septic tank~ and 6) thickness
of overburden. Using conservative values for the
first five factors~ the possibility of contamination
of a bedrock well at a site where bedrock is overlain
by 40 feet or more of till is~ according to this
system~ "possible but not likely." With normal precautions taken in the placement and construction of
the well and septic tanks~ contamination is not very
likely.
Data from the Quinebaug River basin (Randall and
others~ 1966) showed the importance of casing length
in reducing the chances of a well becoming polluted.
On the average~ the greatest changes in water quality
took place in wells with 0 to 30 feet of casing due
to the fact that many wells with relatively casing
permit entry of water near the land surface. Many
people are aware that water in dug wells is susceptible to pollution unless the well is tightly sealed
and proper]y located with respect to sewage-disposal
facilities. However~ Randall showed that drilled
wells with less than 30 or 40 feet of casing are also
susceptible to pollution~ a fact that is not so
widely realized. Specific localities where till is
known to be at least 40 feet thick are shown on
plate B.

TEMPERATURE OF GROUND WATER
Ground water is relatively constant in temperature in comparison with water in streams and ponds.
Nevertheless~ there are small differences in water
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Randall and others (1966) reported that the temperature of water in very shallow wells in the Quinebaug River basin can fluctuate as much as 20°F each
year~ with a low of 35°F to 40°f and a high near
55°F, The temperature in such wells rises during
the spring and summer to a peak in late Septemberj
begins to decline when average air temperature
drops below water temperaturej and continues to
decline until average air temperature rises once
again above water temperature in March or April.
In localities where the water table remains more
than 30 feet below the land surface~ ground water
is insulated from change in air temperature~ and
seasonal fluctuations are small,
The temperature of ground water 30 to 60 feet
below the land surface in most localities is within 2 or 3 degrees of the annual mean air temperatur% which is about 50°F throughout the report
area (Brumbach~ 1965~ p. 18). Local conditions
can cause variations; for example~ ground-water
temperatures are lower below forested areas than
below open fields (P1uhowski and Kantrowltz~ 1963)~
and may also be slightly lower than average on
north-facing slopes. Water obtained from depths
greater than 60 feet is nearly constant in temperature.

EFFECT OF INDUCED RECHARGE
ON QUALITY
The pumping of wells finished in permeable
stratified drift bordering a major stream can lower
the water table enough to cause substantial amounts
of water from the stream to infiltrate the aquifer~
as pointed out on p. 69.
Water pumped from a well which depends on
induced recharge from a stream is likely to vary
widely in temperature~ because of the large seasonal
temperature changes in surface water. Annual variations of 20°F to 30°F are possible (Winslow~ 1962).
Minimum and maximum well-water temperatures lag
behind the corresponding minimum and maximum temperatures In the stream; the farther the wells are
from where induced recharge enters the aquifer~ the
longer the lag (Simpson~ 1952; Schneider~ 1962).
The chemical quality of the water pumped will
be intermediate between the river water and the
natural ground water in the aquifer (Klaer~ 1953;
Rorabaugh~ 1956). Non-marlne surface water in the
SCRBA is generally less mineralized than ground
water~ so that induced recharge will normally result
in an improvement of chemical quality in the aquifer.
Ho~ever~ along reaches of the major streams into
which considerable Industrial waste effluents are
discharged~ the water in the streams may at low flow
have a much higher mineral content than natural
ground water~ temporarily reversing the normal condition. An example of such a change would be the
discharge of spent dyes of an acidic condition which
would lower the stream water pH and therefore
dissolve iron and manganese complexes deposited or
fixed along the streambed and in the adjacent sand
and gravel aquifer. The pumping wells would be
inducing water with a higher and possible troublesome concentration of iron and manganese as may be

concentrations averaging 250 ppm after ground-water
levels declined below the level of the Thames River
estuary, Connectlcut Light and Po~er Co, at
Uncasville uses a scavenger well to protect Its
fresh-water well field, Chloride concentrations
of 400 to 600 ppmwere measured in this wall in
1963-64. Besides an Increase in the chloride content~ changes take place in the other constituents
and properties affecting the quality of the 9round

the case along the Pawcatuck River. The sand and
gravel beds through which the induced recharge
travels can also serve as large filters3 generally
removing atl or nearly all of the bacterla~ turbldlty~ and suspended sollds that may be present in
the stream but not the dissolved constituents such
as nitrate3 sulfate or Iron.
Along the Connecticut coast and estuaries salt
water has Intruded aquifers at places where overpumping has reversed the natural hydraulic gradient
from land to sea3 as pointed out on p, 70, Induced
infiltration of the recharge water brings about
changes ~n the chemicat quatIty of the ground water.
The most noticeable change ~s in the Increase in
chloride content of the water discharged from the
wells due to overpumpage, At Norwich State Hospital
under normal pumpage rate the chloride content was
6.5 ppm and rose to 695 ppm in late 1952 with overpumpage. In Ledyard~ Dow Chemical reported chlorlde

~here ponds exist on major streams~ the water
table raay be considerably higher bordering the
pond than along the stream belo~ the dam or along
parallel streams close to the pond. Consequently3
some water may seep from the pond Into the ground
and toward the Io~er stream channelj especla]ly
near the dam. The effect on water quality would
be similar to that of infiltration Induced by
pumping,
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WATER USE--PRESENT AND FUTURE
WATER USE IN 1964
type of treatment~ populatlon served~ and other
Important features of 23 selected systems are
described In table 37. Plate C shows the general
area served by each system and the location of
all water sources.

The total amount of water used in SCRBA In 1964
is estimated at 118~260 million gallons. If the
water used by institution% su~er camps and cottages~ along with the estuarlne water used by industry is excluded~ then the average per capita use is
estimated to be 186 gpd, Host of the water used
was withdrawn by Industries for their own use. Almost all of the water used was for non-consumptlve
purposes. Approximately 97 percent of the water
used by industry was withdrawn from surface supp]ies. Cooling and processing accounted for the
largest use of water by industry; cooling accounted
for about 97 percent~ and processing for about 3
percent of the water used. Of the cooling water~
98 percent was estuarine.
The sourc% us% and disposal of water in the
SCRBA are sur~arized by figure 45, The data on
which this figure is based were supplied by water
utilities and major industrial firms or by State
agencles, The domestlc use in homes havlng their
own sources of water was computed by multlplylng
an estimated per capita use of 70 gpd by the difference between total population and population
served by public water systems. The estimate for
agricultural use represents~ for the most part~
the water needed to supply dairy cows~ poultry~
and other livestock in the basin. Relatively little
water was used for irrigation. Various report%
both by the consultants and Stat% indicate that
sewage treatment facilities In the basin are overloaded at times and proper sewage treatment of all
effluent Is not accomplished. There are also a few
communities that have either no sewage treatment or
only a portion of the community has treatment. PolIutlon abatement planned by the Connecticut Water
Resources Commission under PubIlc Act 57 of 1967
should eIImlnate these adverse conditions.
Plate C shivs the Iocatlons and amounts of all
major wlthdrawals of water from surface-water and
ground-water sources and the points at which the
water Is returned to streams or to the ground.
Diversion of water into and out of the report area
is also shown.
Thirty-two municipal and private water-supply
systems supplied the domestic water needs of nearly
two-thirds the population of the report area.
Public water supplies provided about 2 percent of
the water used by industry In 196~; however~ this
represents about ~0 percent of the non-marine water
used by Industry. The source of water~ capacity~
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Residents served by the 23 water-supply systems ltsted in table 37 generally receive soft water
with low concentrations of dissolved sotids, Chemical ana]yses of samples from 19 of the 23 watersupply systems are shown In table 38, In generaI~
all these pubIlc water supplles serve water of good
chemical quality. With the exception of a few
relatively high Iron or manganese concentration%
the concentrations of the constituents determined
were far belc~v the maximum concentrations suggested
by the U.S. Public Health Service. North Stonington Water Company has abandoned their bedrock well%
NSn ~0 and ~I~ and now use wells in stratified
drift along the Shunock River which has Improved
the quality of water distributed. The fluorlde
concentration in water of the Hystic Valley Water
Company water-supply system~ the only system that
fluoridated its water in 1964~ is at the optimum
value suggested by the U.S. Public Health Service.
Color~ iron~ and manganese vary considerably from
time to tlm% and the relatively high concentrations sh~qn In table J8 may not represent average
conditions, Such variations are partlcular]y evident when the source of water is from a surface
supply, Abnormally high color and high Iron or
manganese concentrations may also be the result of
some localized condition,

WATER USE IN THE FUTURE
The amount of water used In the SCRBA in 1964
will quite likely be exceeded in future years. The
Increase in use will depend upon changes in the
population and in the degree of Industrlal~ agricultural~ and resort development. Forecasts of
such changes rely largely on study and projection
of past trends. The Southeastern Connecticut
Regional Planning Agency (1967) forecasts for its
region which comprises most of the report arma~ a
population Increase of 143 percent by the year 2000,
and that for the fresh-water use for all purposes~
Includlng industrial as well as domestic would
require as much as 135 mgd. If these predictions
are reaIized~ the total water demand in the region
in the year 2000 would be about 4 times as great as
in 1964 or about 50 billion gallons per year. The
region can certainly provide this amount of water.

DOMESTIC

INSTITUTIONAL

AND

USE -

5650 MG

DISPOSAL

use

SOURCE

WATER

5650 MG

INDUSTRIAL

WATER

USE

DISPOSAL

USE

SOURCE

111,440 MG

280 MG
S,15OMG

o.~%~oo~

TOTAL
SOURCE

WAT E~R USE

1181260 MG
DISPOSAL

USE

4,140

3.5%

5, 650 MG
105,600 MS

Fiqure 45.--Source~ use and disposal of watert in million 9allonst in the lower Thames and
southeastern coastal river has ns du~in9 1~64
Most water used in the basin is obtained from surface water sources. Industry Is the
largest user of water~ most of which is used for cooling and boiler feed. Estuaries
receive the largest proportion of discharge water~ most of It is untreated, Most
water discharge from homes and instltutions Is treated and discharged to streams and
estuaries,
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FAVORABLE AREA

GROUND-WATER OUTFLOW

(2)

plus adjacent
territory which

Symbol
(PI,D)

Locatlon and extent

Size
(sq mI)

ground water
under natural
conditions
Total Percent
area
stratiFie¢
(sq mi) drift

outflow
exceeded
7 years
in I0
(mgd)

of principa]
streams entering
favorable area
Tota I Percent
area
stratiFied
(sq mi) drift

A

Pawcatuck River, Laurel Glen to
White Rock,/

2.05

8.78

46

5.8

B

Shunock River~ Hewitt School to
North Stonington~/

¯ 99

5.88

29

3.4

C

Pawcatuck River, North Stonington
to Pawcatuck~/

2.94

8.81

49

6.0

Angulila Brook~ New London Turnpike 1-35
to West Broad Street

5.54

37

3,4

E

Whitford Brook, Long Pond to 01d
Mystics/

2.02

7.21

37

4.4

7.19

15.3

F

Great Brook~ Ledyard Reservoir to
Boston Post Roads/

1.55

5.04

4/~

3.3

8.79

17.6

G

Bartlett Brook, Williams Pond to
Savin Lake

.98

5.61

36

3.4

H

Yantic River, FItchvil]e Pond to
Norwich

J

Trading Cove Brook, Leffingwell
School to State Highway 32

K

Oxoboxo Lake and Gardner Lake

L

Oxoboxo Brook, Oxoboxo Lake to
Wheeler Pond,/

.62

4. II

27

2-3

4.87

29.0

M

Oxoboxo Brook~ Rockland Pond to

¯ 26

2.48

]9

1.3

9.04

29,2

N

Jordan Brook, near State Highway
85 to Waterford~/

.88

3.87

29

2.2

P

Latimer Brook, Cranberry Meadow
Brook to Connecticut Turnpike,/

286
6.42
265

7.19

37

4.4

--

I Maximum
I
potential
induced
infiltration
capacity of
stream- and
lake-bott~
deposits

(mgd)

(mgd)

77

49

16.0
--

-9
72

4.32

¯ 9

12

8.2

¯3

--

i .76 19.8

Lake Konomoc area, Chesterfield
to Connecticut Turnpike

.85

2.91

38

1.8

R

Pataguanset River~ Powers Lake
to Gorton Pond ~/ ~/

.90

2.92

43

1.9

S

Bride Brook> Connecticut Turnpike
to State Highway 156~/

¯ 75

3.57

38

2,2

T

Fourmile River, Military Reservation to Connecticut Turnpike,/

.90

3.06

40

1.9

(4)
Maximum number of
consecutive days
during 19~1-60
that streamFlow
of principal
streams was less
than column (2)
or column (3)

streamflow
during
time
]isted in

whichever {s less
(days)

74
62

(5)

35

92

F

~ater in aquifer
torage which
would drain during the sixmonth period of
no recharge

f
.

(mgd)

43

26

.5
46

-]

F
r
l

7.2
50
14

76

.5

38

72

.7

24

50

71

.5

29

69

7.0

8.9
19
16

6.0

28

460

63
2.0

(6)

(mgd)

2.6

.8
18.0

- (3)

Streamflow
equaled or
exceeded 90
percent of
the time during 1931-60
for principal
streams enter
Favorable area

0

87.6
1.50

GROUND-WATER STO

INDUCED INFILTRATION

(1)

4.9

58

¯ 3

3.7

63

¯3

3.5

73

.7
2.8

2,1
4.5

3.69

.~d~
2.63

22.7

.7

96

68

45.6

.2

32

60

lO.I

.2

6.0

77

.4

10

8.7

May be hydrologically continuous with adjacent Favorable area, see plate B.
Suhstantia| additiona] supplies in Rhode Island not considered to be part of area.
Part of area restricted because of proximity of salt water.
No outside stream enters favorable area.
Exciudes Pataguanset Lake and Bosch Pond.

Table 39.--Estimates of long-term yields in favorable ground-wat

(~)

dur~0

Maximum
potential
induced
infiltration
capacity of
stream- and
lake-bottcm
deposits

ESTIHATED LONG-TERtt YIELDS

GROUND-WATER STORAGE

INDUCED INFILTRATION

(4)

(~)

(6)

Maximum number of
consecutive days
during 1931-60
Average
that streamflow
streamfIow
of principal
during
time
than column (2)
or column (3)
whichever is less

(7)

Practical yield
Water in aquifer from aquifer
storage which
storage during
wou]d drain dur- the six-month
ing the sixperiod of no
month period of
recharge;
no recharge
I/3 of column (6)

(mgd)

(days)

(mgd)

(mgd)

(mgd)

49

13

43

26

8.7

II

74

62

35

.5
46

2.6 ....

7.2
50
14

2.4
17

(B)

(A)

Durin9 recharge period I185 days)
Use column (2) or column (3), whichever is less
Column (1) + column (2) or column (~)
If column (I) is greater than column (7), use:
2 x column (I) - column (7) + column (2)
or column (3)~ whichever is less
(mgd)
55.
5.3
68

(C)

(D)

(E)

Average dally yield
for the year, exceeded
7 years out of I0

During period of no recharge
!180 days of withdrawal from storage)
During days of deficient streamflow

(4)

Column (1)
or column (7),
whichever is
less, +
column (5)

(days)

(mgd)

Column

13
74
35

49
2.9
52

180 - column
(days)
167
106
145

(F)

Column (I) or column (7),
whichever is less, +
column (2) or column
whichever is less
(mgd)
55
3.3
68

185 X column (A)
column (B)
column
column
column (E) ÷ 365
(mgd)
55
4.2

Symbol
A
B

66

3.4

I"

3.4

180

3.4

3.4

D

5.3

76

4.9

104

5.3

5.2

E

8.0

4.5

72

4.0

lO8

4.5

4.4

F

3.0

4,6

71

3-5

109

3.8

4.7

92

76

190

72

.7

50

71

.5

29

69

7¯0

19

6.3

118

.1

16

5.3

4.7

118

4.5

62

4.7

4.6

J

28

9.3

2.9

-i

2.9

180

2.9

2.9

K

5.1

1.7

4.1

63

2.4

117

2.9

3.4

L

2.8

.9

3.7

58

2.2

122

2.9

7.1

2.4

2.5

63

2.4

117

2.5

2.1

.7

1.6

73

.9

I07

1.0

3.3

2.6

68

2.3

If2

2.6

2.5

R

2.4

60

2.3

120

2.4

2.4

S

2.1

77

2.0

10~

2.1

(5.0
460

--

55

63

38

¯ 7

4.9

58

1.3

3.7

63

3.5

73

.2

96

68

.4

32

60

¯ I

77

. I

24
8.9

13

22

69

13

III

G

18

H

M
2.5

N
P

I00 ....

6.0

I0

8.7

2.9

Table 39.--Estimates of long-term yields in favorable ground-water areas in the lower Thames and southeastern coastal river basins
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DEVELOPMENT OF WATER SUPPLIES
is 11kely to be a problem are described In the
section on ground-water quality. Pollution may
occur In some heavily populated areas utilizing
underground waste disposal unless wells are cased
to a depth of at least 40 feet, Each of the three
aquifers located in coastal and estuarine areas
is vulnerable to salt water encroachment; however~
it Is most commonly reported in the stratified
drift aquifer, Areas where salt water encroachment
is most likely under specified conditions are
described on pages 70 to 73.

Some water may be obtained from aquifers or
streams nearly everywhere In the SCRBA but requirements for water vary according to the Intended use3
and not all sources are equally suitable for all
uses. Large supplies of water can only be obtained
from some streams and some stratlfied-drlft aquifers; smaller supp]tes generally can be obtained
fro~ a wider choice of source and location. An
understanding of the potential yields of alternative sources of water in an area of Interest allows
the fanner~ the homeowner~ the lndustrla]lst~ or
the water manager to determine whether he can obtain a supply which is both economical to develop
and satisfactory for his needs.

LARGE SUPPLIES FOR
COMMUNITIES AND INDUSTRIES

SMALL SUPPLIES FOR
HOMES AND SHOPS

Areas that have a potential for large water
supplies within the SCRBA are depicted on plate D.
The only sources from which supplies of lO0 gpm
(0,]4 mgd) or more can generally be obtained are
the larger streams and the stratified drift, These
sources are closely related~ for the larger streams
are bordered by stratified drift nearly everywhere~
and the ground-water runoff which sustains streamflow during dry weather comes largely from bordering
stratified drift. In additions the yields of iargecapacity wells in stratified drift may be sustained
In part by induced infiltration from streams.

Enough water for the average home or small
business establishment can be obtained from aqulfers almost anywhere In the SCRBA. As pointed
out under ’~Water in aqulfers3~] about 90 percent of
the domestic wells dri]]ed into bedrock supply
3 gpm or more~ and at least several gpm can be
obtained In many areas of stratified drift even
from dug or driven wells. Glacial tlll~ the
poorest aqulfer~ can provide enough water for a
home at only a few sites.
Application of geo]ogic factors may assist in
selecting a site for a bedrock well In situations
where there are several attereatlves~ such as in
the Initiai choice of a building Iota but the
precise yields to be expected at a specific slte
are unpredlctab]e In advance of drilling0 It
should be emphasized~ however~ that yields adequate
for domestic use have been obtained at most sites
drilled in the SCRBA, Therefore~ on most house
lots~ convenience may be the deciding factor In
selecting a slte for a domestic bedrock well,
Even where fracture yield Is i ow~ adequate supplies
for domestic purposes can be obtained at most sites
by surface or subsurface storage.

LARGE SUPPLIES FROM
STREAMS, LAKES, AND RESERVOIRS
Streamflows equaled or exceeded 90 percent of
the time are shown on plate D as an Index of surface-water availability from unregulated streams.
These values of streamf|ow could be considered as
a first approximat~on of the average yield available
from a I~v run-of-the-river impoundment dam~ as
only a small amount of surface storage or supp]ementa] ground-water supply would be needed to
provide these amounts of water continuously in most
years. The volume of usable storage in existing
lakes and ponds Is also shown on plate D. Thus~
it shows the general distribution and magnitude of
surface-water resources in the $CRBA, However~ the
reader concerned with developing a particular stream
as a source of water supply or waste dl]ution may
compute in greater detail such streamflew characterlstlcs as flow duratlo~ ]~w-f]~w frequency~ and
storage-required frequency~ at the slte of Interest "
as outlined in the section ~Water In streams and
lakes," The yields available from exlstlng lakes
and reservoirs are sun~arlzed in table t2. Several
sites in the report area have been studied for
thelr potential as reservoir sites by Hetcalf ~
Eddy (1962).

Dug or driven wells are most practical at sites
with a shall owwater table and a substantlal thickness of saturated drift and where the likelihood
of pollutlon is small, Dug wells In till usuaIIy
require penetration of a greater saturated thickness than do those In stratified drift~ because in
t111 the drawdowns are greater and the seasonal
fluctuatlons of the water table are larger at most
sites. Driven wells may obtain small supplies in
medium sand or fine gravel, Where there is a substantial saturated thickness of cearse-grained
stratified drlft~ drilled screened wells can provlde satisfactory supplies for small as well as
large water needs.
The quallty of naturally occurring ground water
Is satisfactory for domestic and commercial use in
most places, In some 1ocalltles ground water contains excessive amounts of Iron~ but iron may be
removed from water by treatment, Areas where Iron

The Thames River estuary and other estuaries
in the report area are potential sources of larB~
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quantities of water for specialized uses where
quallty is not a limiting factor. The amount of
water in motion In the estuaries Is not known at
this time. However, the theory of tidal flow is
known~ and tidal volume Interchanges can be computed, If proper basic data are secured. Therefores it is recommended that tidal volume be computed In the Thames estuary because it ls probable
that more water wt11 be needed for industrial
growth~ urban expansio% and anticipated antl-pollution measures than is now readily available.

These favorable areas~ shown on plate D~ contain
a substantla] thickness (generally at least 40 ft)
of permeable coarse-grained stratified drift as
nearly as could be determined from available data
and most are favorably situated for Induced Infiltration from a stream, Estimated long-term overall
yleida of 18 promising areas range from 1.3 to
66 mgd (table 39~ col, F). Indivldual wells of
large capacity drllied in some of these areas may
pump as much as 880 gpm (Sn 163). H~veverj w;thln
the same areas even properly constructed and developed wells may produce only small yields at some
sites, Therefor% exploratory drililng and test
pumping are necessary to determine the optimum site
and design for deve}opment, The geohydrologic map
(plate D) Is thus a guide to favorable areas and
not a substitute for fleld tests,

If demand for water is small In relation to
streamflo~ during periods of 1ow fl~% development
of e water supply may require only a small impoundment dam and Intake facilities. Howevers if the
demand ts larg% then large reservoirs may be required for the storage of water. This report does
not Identify nor evaluate indlvidua] sites as to
sultabtllty for dam constructlon~ such evaluation
would require consideration of the engineerin9
geology of the proposed dam sltes~ economic losses
in the areas f]ooded~ and other questions beyond
the scope of this report.

In other parts of the SCRBA yields of about
O.l to I mgd can be sustained where saturated
stratified drift Is thlnner~ less permeabl% or
closer to salt water. Semi-favorable areas are
also shown on plate D and are llsted In table 40,
Yields from individual we]Is in seml-favorable
areas cor~nonly are less than 100 gpm~ but may exceed 200 gpm. Test drI111ng to locate favorable
sites here must be supplemented by pumping tests
designed to locate impermeable boundaries or to
determine the relatlon of the cone of depression
to the adjacent salt water. The overall ylelds In
these areas have not been estimated and it is poaslble that some may exceed I mgd. The methods used
to estimate long-term yields In the favorable area%

LARGE SUSTAINED SUPPLIES
FROM STRATIFIED DRIFT
Large supplies of ground water can be pumped
for long perlods from favorable parts of the SCRBA.

Table 40.--Semi-favorable ground-water areas
(Smaller volume of stratified driftj or lower streamflow than
areas In table 39~ or development limited by proximity of salty water)
Symbol
(P].D)

Location and extent

e

Bell Cedar Swamp Spaulding Pond area

b

Preston School to
Avery Pond area

e

Norwlch State Hospital to Poquetanuck
area

Length
(ft) I_/

Width
(ft) I_/

ThickheSS
(ft) I_/

Principal stream
or lake

Remarks

83000

2~000

15

Pendleton Hill Brooks
Spaulding Pond

12~000

2sO00

30

Amos Lak% Avery
Pond

Extends northwestward
into quinebaug basin

8~000

2~000

30

Dickermans Brook

Salt water tn south~
east~ and west

Deep Rlver~ Deep
River Road to
Reservoir Road

14~000

13000

15

Deep River~ Deep
River Reservoir

Latimer Brooks
Barnes Reservoir
to Silver Falls

15sO00

1~000

iO

Latimer Brook

5~000

4~000

40

Pataguanset River

Salt water in south
and east

10~000

23000

lO

Mile Creek~
Swan Brook

Salt water in south

Pataguanset Rlver~
Gotten Pond to State
Mllltary Camp
Mile Creek~ above
Hawks Nest Beach

Approximate or average,
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which are also applicable to the semi-favorable
areas, are described In the following section.

METHOD OF ESTIMATION
The long-term yield ~s the total amount of
water which could be withdrawn from an area indefInlte]y without permanently l owerln9 water levels.
Estimation of long-term yields from favorable areas
ls based on available hydrogeolog~c ~nforrnatlon and
Involveaassumptions because several factors vary
wlth tlme and data are Incomplete. Moreover, practlca] considerations llmlt water development to less
than the theoretleal maximum. For example, it ~s
assumed that each favorable area ~s to be tapped by
h~gh-capaclty screened wells yielding lO0 to 800 gpm
spaced 200 to 2,000 feet apart ~n reaches favorable
for induced infiltration. It ls further assumed
that this pumping pattern and spacing would readily
permit withdrawal of one third of the ground water
In storage in the favorable areas during the no-recharge period. In reality, more water could probably
be withdrawn by a larger number of small-capacity
wells but the added costs involved in site acquisition and In drll]lng, developing> using and maintaining a greater number of wells makes thls alternatlve Infeasible.
Ground-water outflow exceeded 7 years In l0
(column 1 In table 39) ls a practical value of water
available from a favorable area. During the 3
years in 10 that it falls to equal this value, It
can be augmented by ground-water storage or Induced
Inflltratlon from surface water. Ground=water outflow exceeded 7 years ~n I0 ls derived from figure
40. The va]uea are based on the percentage of
stratlfled drift In each favorable area and the territory draining into It.
Streamfl~# exceeded 90 percent of the time
during the period 1931-60 (column 2) is a practical
value for estimating water available from Induced
infiltration. It ls available nearly all of the
times and It is a value that minimizes the possibility of "drying up" of the streams--considered
undesirable In most areas. In most years streamflow
occasionally drops below the 90-pereant duration
value. The maximum number of consecutive days of
such a deficiency and the average streamflow during
those periods durin9 the period 193i-60 are taken
into account. For calculation of column 4s the maximum potential capacity of the stream bottom deposits
for Induced Infiltration (column 3) Is taken as the
limiting factor where this value is less than the
90-percent fl~w duration (column 2). It is also
assumed that the time of deficient streamflmv in each
area occurs during the six-month period of no
charge, whlch Is, in fact, the tlmo of i~vest streamflow.
Streamflow equivalent to the 90-percent flow
duration (column 2) was determined for all the principal streams entering each favorable area, uslng
available flmv-duratlon curves of the streams.
Where these curves were not available, regional
flow-duratlon curves In figure 18 based on percent
of stratified drift in the dralnage area were used
and values were adjusted to local conditions using
figure 17.
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Calculation of the m~xlmum potential Infiltration capacity of the bottom deposits in streams
(column 3) is based on the equation on p. 69.
The widths of the larger streams, such as the Paweatuck River, are based on field measurements~
elsewhere, they are estimated from topographlc maps;
all stream lengths are determined from topographic
maps° Vertical permeability is assumed to be 50 gpd
per sq ft for cearse-grained stratified drift, and
I 9pd per sq ft for fine-grained deposits (lacustrine and alluvial deposlts). An intermediate
value of 25 9pd per sq ft is used for reaches containing substantial amounts of both.

Usable streamflow ts considered to be either
the 90-percent duration flow or the maximum potential induced Infiltration capacity, whichever Is
less. The maximum number of consecutive days that
actual streamflow was less than the usable streamflow durl.g 1931-60, shown In column 4, and the
average streamflow during thls period, shown in
column 5, were interpolated from graphs based on
lowest average flow for a 3t-year recurrence Interval for periods of 7, 30, 60, and 120 days from
table 8, and from the lowest dally flow not exceeded
during the same periods from ratios given In paragraph 2 on page 23.
Ground water available from storage during a
six-month period of no recharge Is estimated from
the volume of saturated stratified drift in each
favorable area (column 6), Volume multiplied by
a six-month yield figure of 30 percent is then converted to gpd for 180 days. 0nly one-third of this
amount ls considered developable in practice during
a six-month period (column 7). For the semi-favorable areas 11sted separately In table 40, a similar
procedure can be used. The volume of saturated
drift in any seml-favorab]e area can be roughly
estimated by multiplying its length, width, and
thickness (columns A, B, and D) with due regard to
the lack of accuracy in these averages.

SUMHARY OF ESTlYC~TED LONG-TERM YIELDS
Water available in the report area varles from
time to time, and the long-term yields in table 39
are therefore selected for some expectable hydrologic condltleas: (Column A) for a recharge
period of 185 days; (B and C) for a no recharge
period of 180 days during part of which streamf]ow
into the favorable area Is deficient; and (D and
E) during part of which streamf]ow enterlng the
favorable area ls adequate; and (F) the average
dally yield for a complete years exceeded 7 years
out of lO. The yield during deficient streamflow,
column B and C ls Important, it ls the maximum
yield which can be sustained continuously through=
out the year without havlng to adjust wlthdrawa]s
to account for seasonal changes In hydrologic condltlons in the favorable area,
For example, in favorable area E (Whltford
Brook, Long Pond to 01d Mystic) water available
from Induced infiltration from streams ls determined by the 90-pereant flow duration (0.9 mgd),
which Is less than the induced Infiltration
capacity of the bottom deposits (92 mgd). During
the period 193]-60 the streamflow for any one year

dropped below 0,9 mgd for a maxlmum of 76 consecutive days. The average rate of Induced Infiltration during such a period is therefore reduced to
the average streamfl~v during those 76 days
(0.5 mgd).

EFFECT OF WATER ~UALITY
ON DEVELOPMENT
The adequacy or utitity of a water source Is
dependent on the qualtty as well as the quantity
of water aval]able. Excesslvely large (or small)
concentrations of varlo~s constituents may prohibit
certain uses; or at least increase cost because of
the treatment required. Table 4 lists the effects
and significance of a variety of constituents and
properties of the water found in the SCRBA.

The magnitude and timing of differences In
yteids during the course of a particular year depend largely upon the adequacy of water available
from storage and upon variations in streamflmq,
For example in favorable area E; enough usable water
is in storage (13 mgd) to sustain withdrawals at
the average 9round-water outf]~v rate (4.4 mgd)
during ]80 days when 4.4 mgd must come entirely from
storage. Thus In this area withdrawals can be sustained at the average ground-water outflow rate
throughout the year~ even w~thout ~ndumad infiltration,

Water distributed by public supplies must meat
certain water quality standards. In the report area~
the quality of such water supplle% based on the
constituents determined; ~s within the drlnklng-water
standards applicable to common carriers in interstate commerce recommended by the U.So Public Health
Service (1962)~ and which are widely accepted as
standards for public water supplies; as they are
by the State of Connecticut, They appear in table 4
and are also given in various tabulations of chemical analyses throughout the report.

water is available from ground-water storag% there
are merely two different yield values during the
times of deficient strmamflow, In area E~ total
y~eld during times of adequate streamfl~v (289 days
out of the year) Is 4.4 + .9 = 5.3 mgd; and for 76
days of deficient streamflom~ 4.4 + .5 = 4.9 mgd.
The average dally yield for the entire year is the
weighted average of the two values~ 5.2,

Industrial water-quallty requirements vary
according to the specific use of the water. For
example; water used in the manufacturing of textiles
and fine paper must be soft; colorless; and I om {n
iron~ manganes% and dissolved solids. Boiler operations requlre low concentrations of calcium; magneslum~ sulfat% and silica to avoid deposition of
hard scale which reduces efficiency. Excessive
iron~ manganes% or turbidity causes spots and discolorations in tanning of hides and leather goods
and in the laundering of clothes. Water-quality
qulrements for many industries are more stringent
than those for public-water supplies. Table 41
lists some of the tolerances that have been established for certain industrle% and for comparison
gives the ranges in concentration of selected con=
stltuents and properties found in water in the SCRBA
during this study.

In seven of the favorable areas; the amount of
water available from storage is not enough to sustain withdrawals at the average ground-water outfl~v
rate during 180 days when withdrawals (excluslve of
induced Infiltration) must come entirely from
storage. For examp1% along the Yantlc Rlver (favorable area H)~ the amount of water which can be
removed from storage in 180 days; 6.3 mgd; is 1,6 mgd
less than the average ground-water outflo~ rate for
the year~ 8.1 mgd. Consequently~ during the six
months that withdrawals must come from storag%
pumping from this source cannot exceed 6,3 mgd~ although during the other half of the year (185 days)
withdrawals can be 1,6 mgd greater than averag%
or 9,5 mgd~ because recharge is sufflclent to sustain wlthdrawal and completely replenish the depleted reservoir, In this area~ streamflow was deficient for a maximum of 69 consecutive days during
the perlod 1931-60, Therefore total yield must be
reduced still further to take Into account such a
period of decreased water available from induced
infiltration occurring during the 69 days of pumping
from storage.

The chemical quality of most of the water in
the SCRBA In its natural state Is satisfactory for
a wide variety of uses~ and with suttable treatment may be used for most purposes. However~ the
water in certain reaches of streams at various
streamfl~vs contains sufficient Industrial and munlclpal wastes to prohibit use for public water supply or recreation and for many Industrial purposes.
Although brackish or saline water Is corrosive to
most equ{pment~ an unlimited supply ls available
along the coast and estuaries, This source with
the use of proper equipment has a great potential
for 1at9e Industries as a coolant. In an effort to
abate pollution the State has accepted responslbillty under the Federal Water ~uality Act of 1965
and the State Public Act 57 of 1967 by adopting
standards of water quality to both intra- and interstate streams, The criteria used in the classi-

Thus in any area where usable storage is a
llmlt~ng factor~ yields are different for three
periods during the year. In the above examp1% for
the 185 day recharge periods the yield is 9,5 +
12 = 21.5 mgdi for the 69 day period of no recharg%
6.3 + 7,0 = 1~.3 mgd; and for the ]tl day period of
adequate streamflow and no recharg% 6.3 + 12.0 =
18,3 mgd (the flgures are rounded in table 40). The
average dally yield for the whole year is the
weighted average of the three values or about 19 mgd,
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flcatlon can be obtained fro~ the Connecticut Water
Resources Co~mlsslon.
Areas where serious ground-water qualityproblems exist are indleated on plate D. Scattered
wells yielding Iron-bearing water outside the problem areas shown on plate D are Indicated on flgure
26, Water from about 8 percent of the wells In the
report area yleld water classified as hard or very
hard and In some areas~ salt water intrusion may be
a probtem,

CONSEQUENCES OF
DEVELOPMENT
Development of any water supply affects to some
extent the avallablllty of water In the vicinity of
development, If large supplies are withdrawn~ the
effects may extend to other parts of the basin,
Although the precise consequences of development
usually cannot be predtcted~ in most cases In the
report area the prlncipa] effect is that of lowered
ground-water |evels~ degraded water qua]lty~ altered
streamfl~v patterns or a comblnatlon of these,
Withdrawal of water from a stream naturally reduces
streamflow unless equal quantities are returned to
the stream. Impounding stream water behind a dam
may result In more uniform flow downstream If such
an impoundment reduces peak fi~v or Increases low
flows, On the other hand~ flow below an Industrla]
dam may be erratic If water Is not released
continuousiy.
Induced infiltration from streams reduces
streamflow by the amount of Induced infiltration,
The effects are partlcular]y noticeable when
natural streamflo(~ is near the 90-percent flowduration value, At such times some reaches may
become completely dry. The precise changes in
streamflow pattern cannot be predicted because they
depend In large degree upon the pattern of discharge
of the water used. H~vever~ unless water is actually
transported across the divide of the watershed of
the developed area~ most of the water withdrawn will
eventually return to the stream or ground-water
reservoir and thus become available for reuse In
the basin,
Ground-water levels are lowered In the vicinity
of any well from which water Is pumped. Knowing
the transmlsslblllty and storage characteristics
of the aqulfer~ and the hydrologlc boundarles~ It

Is posslble to predict the amount of water-level
decline at any point for any given pumping rate and
time, In the report areas as elsewhere In eastern
Connecticut> the Inhomogenelty of the aqulfers~ and
boundary conditions IImlt the use of procedures for
predicting drawdowns. For the stratlfled-drlft
aquifer~ a pumping test as discussed on page 54
is a more practical way to determine the effects of
pumping on water levels in a particular area,
Development Invarlab]y results In a change In
the quality of water after use--usually a deterioration, The type and degree of change depend on
the use to which the water Is put and the treatment
it receives before being returned to the system,

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT-- ITS
EFFECT ON THE
AVAILABILITY OF WATER
Accurate measurements and cemplete records of
past hydrologic events cannot portray the effects
of the man-made changes that take place in the
future, The reader who wishes to evaluate the
quantity and quality of water available at some
Iocatlon should consider whether any major development has taken place nearby or in portions of the
basin upstream from that location since 1965. Have
there been any Important water-regulatlng structures
erected upstream? Have any municipa]~ Industrlai~
or agricultural users begun to withdraw large
amounts of water from the stream or adjacent stratified drift? If wlthdrawals are returned to the
streams~ how has the quality been changed? If the
water Is being diverted elsewhere~ how much Is
being taken and when? Are there any new wastetreatment plants upstream? Are there any new
major well flelds or waste-dlsposal facilities
nearby? Careful consideration of questions such as
these should permit local modification of concluslons presented In the report where necessary~ In such a way that the report can be useful
for many years. The effects of future development
can be measured by continued operation of gaging
stations on selected streams~ measurements of water
levels In selected observation wel]s~ and monitoring
of chemlcal~ bacterlologlcal~ and physical quality
of water, Such measurements would permit a thorough
reappraisal of the water resources of the report
area should It become necessary sometime in the future
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ABBREVIATIONS
p.

page(s)

pl,

plate(s)

°C

degree(s) Celsius (Centigrade)

°F

degree(s) Fahrenheit

In,

inch(es)

ft

-

foot (feet)

sq ft

square foot (feet)

sq ml

square mile(s)

mcf

million cubic foot (feet)

mg

million gallon(s)

mgd

million gallon(s) per day

cfs

cubic foot (feet) per second

gpm

gallon(s) per minute

gpd

gallon(s) per day

ppm

part(s) per million

H.S,L,

mean sea level

SWL

static water level

EQUIVALENTS
cfs = 646,317 gpd = 0.6463|7 mgd.
mgd = 694 9pm = |.547 cfs.
cfs per sq ml = 13.57 in. of runoff per year
(expressed in same type of unlt as inches of ralnfail).
mgd per sq ml = 21.0 in. of runoff per year.
In. of water upon I sq mi = 17.4 mg = 2.32 mcf.
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GLOSSARY
Acid: A water-soluble substance contalning hydro9en that can be replaced by metal elements;
henc% an acld solutlon can dlssolve many metals.

Climatic year: A continuous 12-month perlod~
April I through March 31~ durln9 which a cemplete
annual streamflow cycle takes place from high
flow to low and back to hlgh flow. A c11matlc
year Is deslgnated by the calendar year In which
It begins and that Includes 9 of the 12 months,

Aerosol: A suspension of microscopically small
solid or liquid particles tn air or gas,
Alkali: A water-soluble substance that has the
ablllty to neutralize acid,

Coefficient of permeability: The standard coefficient of permeability used by the U,S, Geologlcal Survey Is the rate of flow of water~ in 9a1Ions per day~ through a cross sectional area of
I square foot of an aquifer under a hydraulic
gradient of I foot per foot at a temperature of
60°F, The fleld coefficient of permeability Is
the same except that it is measured under prevailing condition% particularly with respect
to temperature of water.

Annual flood= The highest peak discharge {n a
Aquifer: A unlt of earth materlal~ either consolidated or unconsolldated~ capable of ylelding
usable quantities of water,

Alluvlum: Stream-deposited gravel~ sand~ and
silt,
Artesian condition: A condition In which an aquifer
is conflned between rocks or deposits of lemer
permeability. Ground water In such an aqulfer ls
under supple~nental head~ or pressur% so that it
will rise above the level at which It Is encountered in a well where the aquifer Is unconfined.
Bayard screen= Obsolescent term for slotted or
perforated casing set opposite the water-bearlng
material to act as a screen.
Bedrock= The solid rock~ commonly ealled ~=ledge~
whlch forms the earth=s crust, In the report
area~ It Is 1ocally exposed at the surface but
more commonly Is buried beneath a few Inches to
as much as 200 feet of unconsolidated deposits.

Coefficient of storage (of an aquifer): The
volume of water released or taken Into storage
per unlt surface area of the aquifer per unit
change in the component of head normal to that
surface, Under water-table condltlons~
coefficient of storage is vlrtuaIIy equlvalent
to specific yleld,
Coefficient of transmlsslblllty (of an aquifer):
The rate of flow of water at the prevailing
water temperatur% in gallons per day~ through
a vertical strip of the aquifer l foot wlde
extending the full saturated height of the
aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of 100 percent (one foot per foot), It Is equal to the
product of the field coefficient of permeabl]Ity
and saturated thickness,

Coefficient of unlformlty: See uniformity
coefficient,

Bedrock valley: A valley cut In bedrock partly
or entirely filled with glacial drift,
Boulder: Any detached rock fragment larger than a
cobble; commonly boulders have been carried by
Ice or other agents~ as shown by the partial
rounding.
Caslng~ of wells: SoIld plp% lacking open joints
or perforatlons~ used to seal out both water
and unconsolidated sediment from wells.
Cement grouting= Applleatlon of cement slurry to
a well to seal the annular space between the
casing and the earth materials,
Chemleal quality of water: The quantlty and kinds
of material in suspension or solutlon~ and the
resulting water properties.

Collform bacterial Any of a group of bacterl%
some of which inhabit the Intestinal tract of
vertebrate anlmals, The presence of coliform
bacteria In a water sample is regarded as
evidence of possible sewage pollution and
fecal contamination~ although these bacteria
are generally considered to be non-pathogenlc.

Collector well: A vertical caisson or caslng~
several feet In dlameter~ from the bottom of
which horizontal pipes radiate In unconsolidated
material In several directions wlth openings
to collect water from a nearby stream~ lak%
or pond,
Color~ In water: The extent to which a water Is
colored by material In solution,
Cone of depression: A dewatered underground area~
shaped like a cone wlth Its broad side up~ produced by pumping a water-bearlng material,

Chemleal weathering: The chemical reaction
between precipitation and the rocks and soils
upon which It fall% and the selective removal
of the more soluble minerals to leave behind
only s11ghtly soluble silieate minerals,

Contlnuous-record gaging station: A site on a
stream at which measurements of stream elevatlon
are made contlnuously> by automatic equipment~
or by observation at least once a day, These
records are converted to daily flowwhen calibrated by oceaslona] flow measurements,

Clay: Partlcles of sediment smaller than 0,004
millimeters in diameter,
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Crystalline bedrock: Solid rock composed of
closely lnterlocklng minerals.

Ferric Iron: An oxidized or hlgh-valence form
of Iron (Fe+3), Ferrous Iron changes to ferric Iron by combining wlth oxygen when natural
water containing ferrous Ions Is exposed to
alr,

Cubic feet per second (cfs)= A unit expressing
rate of discharge. One cubic foot per second
Is equal to the discharge of a stream of
rectangular cross section one foot wide and one
foot deep wlth water flowing at an average
velocity of one foot per second.

Ferrous Iron: A reduced or lov~valence form of
(Fe+2)~ quite soluble In the absence of oxygen
but unstable In solution when oxygen Is present.

Dip: The angle of incllnatlon of a jolnt~ fault~
iayer~ etc, from the horizontal, A dip of
90° Is vertlcaii a dlp of 0° is horlzontaI,

Flood: Any high streamflow overtopping the
natural or artlficlal banks In any reach of a

Direct runoff: Water that moves over the land
surface dlrectiy to streams promptly after
ralnfa11 or sno~melt,

Flow duratlon~ of a stream: The percent of tlme
during which specified dally discharges were
equaled or exceeded In a given period, The
sequence of daily flows Is not chronoilglcal,

Discharge: The rate of flow of water at a
given Instant from a pip% an aqulfer~ a lak%
or a drainage basln~ in terms of volume per
unit of time,

Fracture: An opening or crack In rocks along
which water may move.

Dissolved solids: The residue from a clear sample
of water after evaporation and drying of residue
for one hour at 180°C; consists prlmarll¥ of
dissolved mineral constituents~ but may also
contain organic matter and water of crystalllzatlon.

Gaging station= A slte on a stream~ lak% or
reservoir where systematic observations of
gage height or discharge are obtained.

Glaclal drift: All of the earth materlaIs In
the basins which were deposited either by the
Ice sheet or by glaclal me]twater~ Includlng
stratified drift and ill=.

Draft~ from a reservoir: A rate of regulated
flow at which water is wlthdrawn from the
reservoir.
Drawdown~ in a we11= The difference In the water
level in a well before and after pumping,

Gneiss: A coarse-grained cyrstalline rock In
which bands of mlnerais alternate wlth other
bands.

Drift: Unconsolldated gravei~ sand~ sllt~ or
clay deposited by glaclal Ice or meltwater
during the Pleistocene ~Ice age,=~

Gravel pack: A Iinln9 of gravel plaead around
the outside of a well screen to Increase well
efficiency and yield,

Drilled we11= A well constructed by chopping or
9rlndlng a hole in the earth,
Ground-water outflow: The sum of ground-water
runoff and underflow; all natural ground-water
discharge from a drainage area exclusive of
ground-water evapotransplratlon,

Driven we11= A well constructed by driving wlth
hammer or weight one or more lengths of plpe
Into the ground~ at the bottom of which Is a
"drive polntH consisting of screen sections to
admit water and a sharp point to facilitate
penetration. Such wells cannot penetrate
bedrock~ tIII~ or coarse gravel,

Ground-water runoff: Ground water that has discharg~ Into stream channels by seepage from
saturated earth materials.

Dug well: A well constructed by excavating a
hole In the ground~ usually at least 2 feet
In dlameter; by means of hand tools or with
power dlgglng equipment such as clamshell
buckets or augers, Such wells are commonly
lined with the or wlth fieldstone,

Hardness~ of water: The property of water generaIIy attributable to salts of the alkaline
earths, It has soap consuming and encrusting
propertles~ and Is expressed as the concentration of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) that would
be required to produce the observed effect,

Eroslon= Processes by which earth materials are
loosened and physically removed from place to
place by wind or water,

Inches of water= A measurement of water volume
expressed as the depth In inches to which water
would accumulate If spread evenly over a
particular area,

Gvapotransplratlon: Water discharged to the atmosphere by direct evaporation from water surfaces
and moist soil and by transplratlon from plants.

Induced infiltration= Water which Infiltrates from
a stream or lake Into an aquifer because of
pumping of nearby wells.

Fault= A fracture or fracture zone along which
dlfferentlal movement has taken place,

Infiltration gallery: A horizontal permeable conduit for Interception and coIlectlon of ground
water.
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Isopleth: Line on a map connecting points at
which a given variable has a specified constant value.

Joint: A fracture In bedrock along which no
dlfferentlal movement has taken place,
Leach:

Porosity: The property of containing voids or
open spaeass expressed as the percent of the
total volume of rock or sediment that Is
occupied by vold spaces,
Precipitation: The discharge of water~ In a
liquid or solid states from the atmosphere,

To dlssolve out by a percolating liquid,

Limestone: A sedimentary rock consisting chlefly
of ealcium carbonate (CaC03),
Lithology= The physical characteristics of a rock
or sediment,
M1111meter (mm): I/i~O00 of a meter or 0.04 Inches.

Mineral: A homogeneous naturally occurring Inorganic solld whose chemical .composition Is
definite or varies within definite 11mlts,
Host rocks are composed of many different
minerals,
Mineral content~ of water: The dlsao]ved Inorganic substances~ most of which are derived
from the minerals In rocks, It Is generally
assumed to be equlvalent to the dlssolved
solids,
Outcrop: Bedrock naturally exposed at the land
surface,
Overburden: At1 of the various unconsolidated
materials that overlie the bedrock.
Partlal-record gaging station: A slte at which
measurements of stream elevatlon or f]ow are
made at irregular Intervals3 less frequently
than once per day.

Parts per ml111on (ppm): A unit for expressing
the concentration of chemical constituents by
weight, A part per million Is a u~lt weight of
a constituent In a million unlt weights of the
water solutlon, Parts per million3 for suspended sediments Is computed as one million
times the ratio of the weight of sediment to
the weight of the mixture of water and sediment,
Pegmatlte= A coarse gran{tlc rock occurring
dikes or veins,
PermeablIIty: The ability of any earth materialss
consolidated or unconsoIIdateds to transmit
water, See coefficient of permeability,
pH: The negative 1ogarlthm of the hydrogen-lon
concentration indicating acidity or alkallnlty,
0rdlnarlly a pH value of 7,0 Indicates that the
water Is at its neutral polnt~ being neither
acidic or alka]Ine, Values lower than 7,0
denote acldJty and above 7,0 denote alkaIInlty,
Pollutlon: ;~Harmful thermal effect or the contamInation or renderlng unclean or Impure of any
waters of the state by reason of any wastea or
other material discharged or deposited therein
by any public or private sewer or other~tlea so
as directly or Indirectly to come In contact
with any waters~[ (Public Act No. 57s 1967).

Recharge: The p~ocass(ea) by which water is
added to an aquifer; also used to express
the amount added.
Recoverys in a weli: The rlse of the water level
In a well after pumping has stopped; the
distance at any tlme between the ~ter level In
a well after pumping stops and the water level
that would have been If pumping had continued
at the same rate.
Recurrence Interval: The average Interval of
tlme between extremes of streamflows such as
f]emds or droughtss that wl]] at least equal
in severity a partlcular extreme value over a
period of many years. ~ a related
term~ refers to the average number of such
extremes during the same period. It cannot be
predicted when a drought or flood of e given
magnitude wi]] occur~ but the probable number
of such events during a reasonably long period
of time may be estimated within reasonable
]Imlts of accuracy.

Reference period= A period of time chosen so
that comparable data may be collected or computed for that period, Streemf]o~ data In thls
report are based on climatic years 1930 to
1959 or water years 1931 to 1960,
Riffle: A reach of stream channel characterized
by relatlvely great slopes shallow water depths
and rapid flow,
Runoff= The part of the precipitation that
appears In surface streamss Including ~ter that
f]owe across the ]and surface to stream channels3 known as surface or overland runoffs or
water that has beceme ground water and has
seeped Into stream channels from saturated earth
materla]s, known as ground-water runoff.

Saturated thickness= Thickness of an aquifer
below the water table,
Scavenger well= A well which pumps salt water to
l~ver the salt water head and thus enables a
nearby supply well to pump fresh water,
Schist= A metamorphic rock with sub-parallel
orientation of the vlslble mlcaeaous mlneralss
v~Ich deml hate Its composition,
Screen~ In a well: A cylindrical device fashioned
so as to admit water but prevent the passage of
most or el] of the surrounding earth material
into the well,
Sediment: Fragmental material that or{glnatea
from weathering of rocks and Is transported
by~ suspended In~ or deposited by water,

Till= A predominantly nonsorted~ nonstratlfled
material~ deposited directly by a glacier and
composed of boulders~ gravel~ sand~ sllt~ and
clay mixed {n various proportions.

Sewage: Liquid or solid waste con~only carried
off In sewers.
Silt: Rock partlcles blgger than clay and smaller
than sand~ or between 0.004 and 0,0625
mater in diameter,

TransmisslblIlty= The abl]Ity of a vertical
section of a rock or sediment to transmit
water, See coefficient of transmlsslbl]Ity,

Sorting: An expression of the variability of
grain sizes in a sedlmant, Poorly sorted
deposits have a wide range In grain sizes;
well sorted deposits have nearly uniform grain
sizes.

Transpiration= The process whereby plants wlthdraw water~ which is above or below the water
table~ from the sell or deeper earth strata~
and release it to the atmosphere,

Speclflc capaclty~ of a wet1= The yleld of the
we11~ in gallons per mlnute~ divided by the
corresponding drawdown~ In feet.

Turbldlty~ of water= The extent to which normal
penetration of llght is restricted by suspended
sedlmant~ microorganlsms~ or other soluble
materlal. Resldua] turbidity is that portion of
turbidity caused by Insoluble material which
remains In suspension after a long settling
period. It represents that which mlght be termed
"permanent=~ turbidity,

Speclflc conductance= A measure of the abI11ty
of water to conduct an electric carrent~
expressed In mlcromhos per centimeter at
25°C. Specific conductance of a water solution
Is related to the dlssolved-soIIds content~
and serves as an approximate measure thereof.

Unconsolidated= Refers to loose materlals whose
constituent grains are not firmly cemented
together or Interlocked,

Specific gravity: The weight of a substance
compared wlth the weight of an equal volume
of water.

Underfl~vt The downstream flow of water through
the permeable deposits that underlle a stream,

Specific yield= The ratio of the amount of
water~ by volume~ that a fully saturated rock
or unconsolidated matarlal will yield by gravity
dralnage> to the total volume of the rock or
unconsolidated materlaI~ com~nonly expresses as
a percent,

Uniformlty coefficient (Cu): A quantitative
expression of sorting of a deposit. It Is the
quotient of (]) the diameter of a grain that Is
just too large to pass through a sieve that
allows 60 percent of the materlal~ by weight~ to
pass through It~ divided by (2) the diameter of
a grain that Is just too large to pass through a
sieve that allows 10 percent of the materla]~ by
welght~ to pass through, Poorly sorted deposits
have high uniformity coefficients; well sorted
deposits have low uniformity coefficients,

Stratified drift: Sediment :old down by or In
meltwater from a g]acleri Includes sand and
grave]~ and minor amounts of silt and clay
arranged in layars~ and mare or less well sorted.
Streamflow: The discharge that occurs In a
natural channel.

Water table= The upper surface of the zone of
saturation In permeable earth materla]s, Water
levels in shallow wells stand at the water
table when the we=Is are not In use,

Streamline hills= Elongated hi=Is of t111 and bedrock shaped partly by glaclal erosion and partly
by the maldlng action of glaclal Ice as It
flowed around and over topographic highs.

Water-table condition= A condition In which the
water table forms the upper surface of an aqulfer~
ground water Is unconflned~ and the water moves
solely under the Influence of gravity,

S~rike: A line representing the intersection of
a joint~ bed~ fault~ layer~ or other tabular
body wlth a horlzontaI plane.

Texture= The graln-size characteristics of a
deposit,
Thels type curvel A curve which theoretlca11y can
be fitted over some segment of any plot Involving
water-level drawdown and time or distance measured
during a pumpln9 test of a well and which can be
used graphleaIIy to determine aquifer coefficients.
The coordinates of thls type curve were first
determined by C. V. Thels.
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Water year: A continuous 12-month perlod~ October I
through September 30~ during which a complete
streamflow cycle takes place from low to high
flow and back to l o~ flow, A water year is
designated by the calendar year In which tt ends
and that Includes 9 of the 12 months.

